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Summary
This thesis considers the numerical approximation, using the Fourier pseudospec- 
tral method, of the asymptotic dynamical behaviour of the one-dimensional 
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (K-S) equation
with odd initial data and periodic boundary conditions, where a  is some non­
negative parameter. This equation is known to possess a global attractor, with 
a finite-dimensional Hausdorff dimension, and an inertial manifold. Also the 
solutions of this equation are contained in a Gevrey class.
The pseudospectral method is analysed by formulating a semi-discrete spatial 
approximation and a fully-discrete approximation which uses the Trapezoidal 
rule for the temporal discretization. Convergence results are obtained for both 
of these approximation schemes in the H 1 norm. The result for the semi-discrete 
approximation is an improvement on an existing one proved by Lopez-Marcos 
(1994). The solutions of the semi-discrete approximation are also shown to be 
contained in a Gevrey class, which is the first time such a result has been shown 
for approximations involving the pseudospectral method. This result along with 
the convergence result for the semi-discrete approximation is used to show upper 
semi-continuity of the semi-discrete attractor to the true attractor in H 1.
A result concerning the persistence of the bounded invariant sets of the K-S 
equation under semi-discrete approximation is also proved. These sets are shown 
to converge to the true invariant sets with a high order of accuracy. This is 
achieved by applying the approximation theory of Jones, Stuart and Titi (1998) 
and exploiting the regularity of the solutions of the K-S equation and the semi­
discrete approximation.
Finally a detailed computational study of the dynamics of the K-S equation 
for 0 < a  < 40 is carried out using the pseudospectral approximation. A variety 
of bifurcation phenomena is shown to exist which includes a period doubling 
cascade, homoclinic orbits of the Sil’nikov type and a previously undiscovered 
heteroclinic orbit. The existence of the Sil’nikov homoclinic orbits shows a route 
to chaos of the K-S equation.
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Problems in dynamics have greatly interested mathematicians and scientists for 
many years. In the context of celestial mechanics, nonlinear dynamics has some 
claim to be one of the oldest scientific problems studied by man. In many cases 
systems involving dynamical problems can be modelled by differential equations. 
These equations are often simple in form, however they can be extremely difficult 
to study and indeed solve. For this reason progress in the area of nonlinear 
dynamics was slow to begin with, as work was restricted to obtaining analytical 
solutions of dynamical systems. Many great mathematicians were involved in 
this work, such as Newton, Leibniz, Euler, Gauss, Lagrange and Laplace.
However despite these great names, Henri Poincare (1854-1912) is largely seen 
as the father of nonlinear dynamics. His approach to dynamical problems, intro­
duced in the 1880’s, was much more geometrical and he emphasised the impor­
tance of studying such problems qualitatively by looking at the global properties 
of the phase space of dynamical orbits. Poincare’s approach was a major break­
through in the study of nonlinear dynamics and lead to many new methods for 
exploring dynamical systems.
In the 1920’s the foundations laid down by Poincare’s original work were 
strengthened analytically by Birkhoff, who also characterised the possibility of
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complicated dynamics occurring for nonlinear equations. Also Van der Pol dis­
covered the possibility of multiple terminal behaviour in a second-order ordinary 
differential equation which he was using to model an electric circuit. Other contri­
butions came from Andronov and Liapunov who studied the structural stability 
of dynamical systems.
In the 1940’s Cartwright and Littlewood gave a precise mathematical proof 
that Van der Pol’s equation has a family of solutions which are chaotic. Roughly 
speaking, for a system to be chaotic it means that the distance between two 
nearby orbits may become arbitrarily large as time evolves. This is sometimes 
termed sensitive dependence on initial conditions. The discovery of chaotic be­
haviour in turn stimulated many talented mathematicians to study nonlinear 
dynamical systems.
The invention of digital computers in the 1940’s also brought with it many 
advances in dynamical systems. Initially these computers were used only to 
obtain numerical solutions of differential equations which could not be solved 
analytically. However, they were later used to great effect by mathematicians such 
as von Neumann and Ulam as an interactive tool for discovering new dynamical 
properties by studying, the interplay between computations and analysis.
Before the 1950’s work in nonlinear dynamics was restricted to systems which 
modelled celestial and classical mechanics where energy is conserved, as these 
were the problems originally considered by Poincare and Birkhoff. However as 
computers became more and more accessible to physical scientists and engineers, 
the period following the 1950’s was particularly rich in new ideas and in the 
growing applications of these ideas to a wide range of disciplines, such as physics, 
chemistry, biology and economics.
One of the major area of interest was in the study of systems which are said to 
be dissipative. These systems have an evolving ensemble of states which occupy 
a region of the phase space whose volume decreases with time. Over the long 
term the volume concentration has a strong tendency to simplify the structure 
of orbits. A set in the phase space which the orbits of these equations enter after 
a finite time and remain thereafter is called an absorbing set. The existence of
1.1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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absorbing sets is a step towards proving the existence of the global attractor, a 
set which all the orbits of the equation converge to and therefore contains all 
possible asymptotic dynamics. The attractor is also invariant for the flow of the 
equation, which means that any point in the system belongs to a complete orbit 
lying in the attractor.
Dissipative problems are frequently governed by partial differential equations 
(PDE’s) and these equations can arise in the modelling of fluid dynamics and 
pattern formation problems. Examples are the Navier-Stokes equations which is 
used to model fluid flow, the Ginzburg-Landau equation which is used to model 
Taylor-Couette flow and super-conductivity and the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equa­
tion which is used to model the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction which exhibits co­
herent, periodic oscillations in chemical reactions. Usually the systems which are 
modelled by dissipative PDE’s exhibit turbulence, which has become a growing 
area of interest to many scientists and engineers in recent years. It was initially 
suggested by Ruelle and Takens that chaotic attractors of these equations are 
important objects in gaining some insight into turbulence.
In most cases it is not possible to obtain analytic solutions of dissipative 
PDE’s. This has led to the numerical approximation of these equations where 
one finds an approximate solution of the PDE at a time t\ or the approximate 
long-time (or asymptotic) solution. In order to capture essential global dynami­
cal behaviour of dissipative PDE’s by a numerical approximation, the dimension 
of the approximation has to be very large. The development of more powerful 
computers in terms of speed and memory capacity has lead to a deeper investiga­
tion of nonlinear dynamics of these equations by mathematicians and numerical 
analysts. Also much analysis has gone on to produce new numerical methods 
which model the dynamics of the underlying equations with a greater deal of 
accuracy. This is the case for numerical methods that have analogous properties 
as the original systems which they are approximating, such as dissipativity.
As well as the study of dissipative equation, the 1960’s and 1970’s saw many 
other important developments in the study of nonlinear dynamics. Lorenz, who 
studied a system of ordinary differential equations which models two-dimensional
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convection in a horizontal layer of fluid heated from below, found that the solu­
tions bifurcate to chaos and that homoclinic orbits exist. Illustrations of this be­
haviour can be seen, for example, in Drazin [15, Chapter 8]. The logistic map was 
developed by Sarkovskii as a one-dimensional model for population growth and 
has a great abundance of interesting dynamical behaviour. As well as numerical 
investigations of various dynamical systems, there were also many mathematical 
advances during this time. For example the analysis of the horseshoe map by 
Smale, which has an attractor made up of a complicated invariant set containing 
an infinite family of periodic and nonperiodic orbits. The existence of horse­
shoe maps can be used to prove the existence of chaotic dynamics for nonlinear 
differential equations. Mandelbrot studied fractal sets which are characterised 
by having different Hausdorff and topological dimensions. Also Sil’nikov proved 
some abstract results on orbits which are homoclinic to saddle-focus steady states.
In this thesis we are only concerned with the approximation of dissipative 
PDE’s using numerical methods. In the 1980’s there have been a number of 
theoretical results in this area which we will look at in detail next. There have 
also been advances on the computation side due to the introduction of more 
sophisticated computers.
Obviously predicting and understanding the dynamical behaviour of the global 
attractors of dissipative PDE’s by numerical methods is a very important sub­
ject and due to the possibility of complicated behaviour it can become a very 
challenging problem. We note that the numerical approximation of a PDE will 
yield a finite-dimensional system. It is reasonable to question whether this finite­
dimensional system will give a good representation of the true asymptotic dynam­
ics of the PDE, given that the attractor may contain chaotic behaviour, as occurs 
for many dissipative PDE’s. There have been two important theoretical advances 
in the study of dissipative PDE’s which have helped answer this question.
The first advance is that many dissipative PDE’s have been shown to have 
global attractors which have finite Hausdorff dimension, see Hale [37], Mallet- 
Paret [62] and Temam [87]. This implies that there are a finite number of param­
eters describing the configuration of the asymptotic dynamics. Hence although
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the transient behaviour of the PDE may be infinite-dimensional, it is possible to 
justify the modelling of the asymptotic behaviour by a finite system.
The second advance in this area is that many dissipative PDE’s have been 
shown to possess inertial manifolds. An inertial manifold is a finite-dimensional 
Lipschitz manifold which attracts all the orbits of the equation at an expo­
nential rate and therefore contains the global attractor. Many equations have 
been shown to possess inertial manifolds, these include the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky 
equation see [8], [9], [22] and [24], the Cahn-Hilliard equation, see [8] and [69], 
the Ginzburg-Landau equation, see [14], several reaction-diffusion equations, see 
[8], [46],[65] and [63] and the Swift-Hohenberg equation, see [86]. The one no­
table exception is the Navier-Stokes equations. A necessary condition for inertial 
manifolds to exist is the existence of large gaps in the spectrum of the linear 
operator of the dissipative PDE. This is referred to as the spectral gap condition. 
Inertial manifolds are given by the graphs of Lipschitz functions which relate 
finite-dimensional sets of low frequency modes of the solutions of PDE’s to a set 
of high frequency modes.
The existence of an inertial manifold implies that the PDE reduces to a finite­
dimensional system called the inertial form  in its asymptotic limit. Since the 
manifold is exponentially attracting, one can expect this reduction to occur in 
a relatively short time. We note that the inertial form of the PDE will have 
identical asymptotic dynamical behaviour to the original equation as the inertial 
manifold contains the global attractor. The existence of inertial manifolds has 
been a major breakthrough in the study of dissipative PDE’s, which possess 
inertial manifolds, as it rigorously justifies that the asymptotic dynamics of these 
equations can be modelled by systems of ODE’s.
The existence of inertial manifolds has lead to the introduction of a number 
of new numerical methods called nonlinear Galerkin methods which approximate 
the inertial form. This is so that one can obtain an approximation which is 
much closer to the system which describes the asymptotic dynamics. Unfortu­
nately inertial manifolds have no explicit representation, so in order to construct 
nonlinear Galerkin methods, these manifolds have to be approximated. Many
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nonlinear Galerkin methods have been introduced based on approximate iner­
tial manifolds. These methods were first of all used with the spectral Galerkin 
method, see Debussche and Marion [10], Foias, Jolly, Kevrekidis, Sell and Titi 
[19], Foias, Manley and Temam [21], Jolly, Kevrekidis and Titi [47] and Temam 
[88]. However they have also been extended to other numerical approximation 
methods, see Frutos, Garcia-Archilla and Novo [29], Gottlieb and Temam [35], 
Margolin and Jones [64], Marion and Xu [66], Temam [89] and Wallace and Sloan 
[94]. It has been shown, as one would expect, that these methods are much more 
accurate than existing approximation methods. However, from a practical point 
of view, it is not clear at present whether nonlinear Galerkin methods offer a 
viable alternative to the existing methods. For many model problems it has 
been shown tha t the additional accuracy of these methods is far outweighed by 
the extra computational cost of solving the nonlinear Galerkin method on an 
approximate inertial manifold, see Garcia-Archilla and Frutos [31].
Having discussed objects which contain the global asymptotic dynamical be­
haviour of dissipative PDE’s, we now turn our attention to their approximation by 
numerical methods. First of all, we note that there are two types of convergence 
associated with attractors for the approximation and the attractor for the true 
equation. These are upper semi-continuity and lower semi-continuity. Roughly 
speaking upper semi-continuity means that in the limit (as the discretization 
parameter tends to zero) the approximate attractor is contained in the true at­
tractor, whereas lower semi-continuity means that in the limit the true attractor 
is contained in the approximate attractor. These two results together give set 
convergence in the Hausdorff metric. Upper semi-continuity results have been 
shown for many different numerical approximation schemes, see Elliott and Lars- 
son [18], Hale, Lin and Raugel, [38], Hill and Siili [40], Lord and Stuart [61] and 
the references therein. However, on its own, upper semi-continuity does not tell 
us, in a strong sense, whether the approximate attractor captures the essential 
dynamical behaviour contained in the true global attractor. Although proving 
upper semi-continuity results is nontrivial, in general it is much easier than prov­
ing lower semi-continuity results. Nevertheless, lower semi-continuity results have
1.1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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only been shown for attractors which have certain types of structure, such as be­
ing made up of a union of unstable manifolds, see Stuart and Humphries [85] for 
details.
In Jones and Stuart [51] it is shown that under certain conditions a numerical 
approximation of a PDE can be shown to possess an inertial manifold, which 
is both upper and lower semi-continuous under numerical approximation. This 
result is shown for the spectral Galerkin and a finite-element method and implies 
that the inertial forms of the PDE and its numerical approximation are close. 
This is an important step towards establishing a good relationship between the 
dynamics of a PDE and its approximation. In Jones, Stuart and Titi [52] the 
theory in [51] is extended to numerical schemes which approximate dissipative 
equations, with inertial manifolds, on bounded sets in the C 1 norm. The es­
sential improvement here is that the distance between the inertial forms for the 
approximation and the true inertial form can be made arbitrarily small in the C 1 
norm. Since the inertial forms are finite-dimensional it is possible to apply re­
sults from standard finite-dimensional dynamical systems theory concerning the 
C 1 perturbations. The sort of results that can be applied are those which involve 
the persistence of bounded invariant sets of the perturbation or approximation. 
In particular these bounded invariant sets include hyperbolic steady states (and 
their stable and unstable manifolds) and periodic orbits. Results of this type can 
be found in texts such as Hirsch and Smale [41], Hirsch, Pugh and Shub [42] and 
Pliss and Sell [76].
The results of [52] show that if a numerical method approximates the solution 
of a dissipative equation which possesses an inertial manifold in a C 1 sense, then 
realistic deductions can be made about the relationships between the true and 
approximate flows on the attractor. This is because understanding the invari­
ant manifolds of equations is an important step towards understanding how the 
asymptotic dynamics behave. Hence any insight into how the invariant manifolds 
of the approximation and its underlying equation are related is useful.
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1.2 Aims of the thesis
The aim of this thesis is to carry out a detailed theoretical and computational 
study of the long-time dynamical behaviour of the one-dimensional Kuramoto- 
Sivashinsky (K-S) equation using the pseudospectral method. The K-S equation 
is a fourth order dissipative PDE which arises in pattern formation and inter­
facial turbulence in various physical contexts, see Hyman and Nicolaenko [43] 
and Kuramoto [56] for details. The K-S equation has also been shown to possess 
a finite-dimensional global attractor and an inertial manifold. These results are 
shown in Nicolaenko, Scheurer and Temam [68] and Foias, Nicolaenko, Sell and 
Temam [22] respectively. It is for these two reasons that, in recent years, the K-S 
equation has been extensively used as a model for studying long-time dynamical 
behaviour of dissipative equations under numerical approximation, both theoret­
ically and computationally. In this thesis we only consider the K-S equation with 
odd initial data and periodic boundary conditions. The reason for this is that the 
K-S equation was originally shown to possess an inertial manifold under these 
conditions and most of the important theoretical results have only been shown 
to hold for this case. However the K-S equation has also been shown to possess 
an inertial manifold for general unsymmetric initial data and periodic boundary 
conditions in Wang and Temam [90], but we will not consider this case.
We have used the Fourier pseudospectral approximation for the K-S equation 
introduced in the paper Wallace and Sloan [94]. This method has been chosen 
due to its high accuracy, which is essential when computing complicated long­
time dynamics. The method is generally easier to implement than the standard 
spectral Galerkin method when considering equations which possess complicated 
nonlinearities. We are also motivated by the fact that the pseudospectral method 
has been used extensively in many recent computational studies of the K-S equa­
tion and other dissipative equations. Since we are primarily interested in the 
spatial discretization of the K-S equation using the pseudospectral method, we 
concentrate theoretically on a semi-discrete approximation. However for prac­
tical purposes we also briefly consider a fully-discrete approximation using the
1.2. AIMS OF THE THESIS
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Crank-Nicolson method for the time integration.
For the pseudospectral discretization our aim is to prove high order conver­
gence results for attractors and inertial manifolds of the approximation by ex­
ploiting the regularity of the solutions of the K-S equation and its pseudospectral 
approximation. One of the main results which we use is that the solutions of the 
K-S equation are in a Gevrey class, which implies that they are real and ana­
lytic. It is possible to show that other dissipative equations have solutions in a 
Gevrey class. These include the Ginzburg-Landau equation, see Duan, Titi and 
Holmes [16], the Cahn-Hilliard equation, see Promislow [77], reaction-diffusion 
equations with polynomial nonlinearity, see also [77] and the Navier-Stokes equa­
tion in space dimensions 2 and 3, see Foias and Temam [26], see also Liu [59]. 
We note that all the above results only hold for periodic boundary conditions. 
The idea of using Gevrey regularity of the solution and the approximation to 
prove convergence of attractors was first used in Lord and Stuart [61] for a finite 
difference approximation to the Ginzburg-Landau equation.
1.3 Thesis outline
Below we outline the contents of this thesis. We begin Chapter 2 by introducing 
some important mathematical function spaces and in particular Sobolev spaces. 
We then state some results, mainly from Adams [1], involving these spaces, such 
as the Gagliardo-Nirenberg Theorem. In Section 2.2 we state the definitions for 
sectorial operators, their fractional powers and analytic semigroups. We then 
state some results involving the existence, uniqueness and regularity of the solu­
tions of evolution equations from Henry [39]. We also introduce the concept of 
Gevrey regularity and state some properties of Gevrey spaces. In Section 2.3 the 
K-S equation and its derivative form are introduced with periodic boundary con­
ditions and odd initial data on the interval (—L/2, L/2), where L  is an arbitrary 
parameter. We consider the derivative form of the K-S equation in this thesis and 
for convenience this equation is rescaled onto the interval (—7r, 7r). This procedure 
gives rise to an equation involving a real parameter a  =  (L / tt)2. In Section 2.4
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we formulate this equation into the form of an evolution equation. We apply the 
results from Section 2.2 to this equation to prove existence and regularity of its 
solutions. Finally we show that the solutions of the K-S equation are contained 
in a Gevrey class, a result which follows from Liu [58].
We begin Chapter 3 by introducing the semi-discrete pseudospectral approx­
imation which we consider in this thesis. Prior to the discretization we write 
the nonlinearity of the K-S equation in an equivalent form. This gives rise to a 
slightly different approximation from previous ones considered. However in the 
paper by Wallace and Sloan [94] it is pointed out that the dissipative properties of 
the K-S equation are likely to carry over to this approximation. A mathematical 
setting is given for the semi-discrete approximation and we also define relevant 
discrete Sobolev spaces. We then state a stability result for the approximation 
in the discrete L 2 space which was given in Wallace and Sloan [94]. This result 
depends upon an assumption which has so far only been verified numerically. We 
conclude this section with some useful discrete Sobolev inequalities.
In Section 3.2 we prove some convergence results for the solutions of the ap­
proximations in the discrete L2 and H 1 norms. These results essentially follow 
a proof by Lopez-Marcos [60], who also considered a pseudospectral discretiza­
tion for the K-S equation with periodic boundary conditions. However, we have 
managed to eliminate the unnecessary assumptions for convergence result given 
in this paper, due to the way we have split the nonlinearity. In the paper [60] it 
is assumed that the approximation is bounded in the L°° norm.
We begin Section 3.3 by proving some bounds on the nonlinear terms of the 
semi-discrete approximation. This enables us to prove that the solutions of the 
semi-discrete approximation are contained in a Gevrey class for a small interval 
of time. The method of proof follows that of Liu [58].
In Section 3.4 we prove a convergence result for a fully-discrete approximation 
scheme for the K-S equation which uses the Crank-Nicolson method for the tem­
poral discretization. This fully-discrete approximation was used in [94]; however 
no convergence result was proved in this paper. In order to obtain this result we 
first of all prove convergence for a similar fully-discrete approximation which is
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related to the Crank-Nicolson approximation. We then use this result to prove a 
corresponding result for the approximation involving the Crank-Nicolson method.
In Chapter 4 we consider how well our semi-discrete method approximates 
the asymptotic dynamical behaviour of the K-S equation. We begin Section
4.1 by stating some standard definitions from dynamical systems theory, given 
in Temam [87]. We then give formal definitions of global attracting sets for 
dissipative equations and state some results concerning these sets. In Section 4.2 
we state some known results involving the absorbing sets and the global attractor 
for the K-S equation. We also give an upper bound on the Hausdorff dimension of 
the global attractor in the H l space, which was obtained in Nicolaenko, Scheurer 
and Temam [68].
In Section 4.3 we briefly discuss the concept of upper semi-continuity and 
lower semi-continuity and illustrate, using a simple example, why lower semi­
continuity does not always follow. We then outline the general theory from 
Hale, Lin and Raugel [38] for proving upper semi-continuity of approximation 
methods. In Section 4.4 we prove an upper semi-continuity result for our semi­
discrete pseudospectral approximation. Usually these sort of results involve rough 
initial data error estimates and can be difficult to prove. We have simplified this 
approach by using the property that the equation and its approximation have 
solutions in a Gevrey class even for rough initial data. This approach was first 
introduced in Lord and Stuart [61]. We have improved the generality of this 
approach by removing the requirement of high order stability bounds for the 
approximation, which are required in [61].
In Section 4.5 we change tack slightly by outlining some general theory in­
volving homoclinic orbits about steady state points of saddle-focus type from 
Glendinning and Sparrow [33]. In this paper it is shown that a system which 
has these type homoclinic orbits will produce chaotic behaviour under certain 
conditions. This theory is essential when we carry out a dynamical study of the 
K-S equation using the pseudospectral approximation later in the thesis.
In Chapter 5 we consider inertial manifolds for dissipative PD E’s. We begin by 
giving a formal definition of an inertial manifold and briefly discuss a number of
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methods used to prove the existence of these manifolds. In Section 5.2 we outline 
the existence and approximation theory from the paper by Jones, Stuart and 
Titi [52]. The work in this paper is a step towards building a general framework 
for proving the existence of inertial manifolds for numerical approximation and 
their convergence to the true inertial manifold of the underlying equation. In 
this theory, the variation of constants approach is used to replace differential 
equations by discrete time maps. The results are then proved for these maps and 
are shown to carry over to the continuous equation. The approximation theory in 
this paper requires that the numerical approximation is C l close to the solution 
of the original equation.
In Section 5.3 we prove the existence of a C 1 inertial manifold for the K-S 
equation with periodic boundary conditions, using the theory in [52]. In order 
to apply the approximation theory we prove a convergence result, similar to 
the one in Section 3.2, for the Frechet derivative of the solutions of the K-S 
equation and its pseudospectral approximation. In Section 5.4 we use our error 
estimates for the solution and the Frechet derivative to verify the conditions of 
the approximation theory in [52] and prove the persistence of bounded invariant 
sets of the K-S equation under our semi-discrete approximation. If we assume 
sufficient regularity of the initial data of the K-S equation, this gives a high order 
of convergence of these sets. This is a new result and was not considered in [52].
In Section 6.1, we carry out a detailed examination of the asymptotic dy­
namics of the K-S equation using the pseudospectral method. This first of all 
involves determining a maximum value for the discretization parameter h , in or­
der to capture the essential dynamics in a fixed parameter range. The range 
which we consider is 0 < a  < 40 due to the abundance of bifurcation phenom­
ena in this interval. Having done this we use AUTO 97, which is a FORTRAN 
continuation and bifurcation software package for ODE’s, to compute steady and 
periodic states for the K-S equation. We then carry out an extensive study of 
periodic orbits which are produced at a supercritical Hopf bifurcation in the pa­
rameter range under consideration. This reveals the existence of a Feigenbaum 
period doubling cascade and homoclinic orbits of the SiPnikov type which we
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described in Section 4.5. The formation of these orbits is likely to give rise to 
the chaotic behaviour in the original K-S equation. In our computational study 
we also reveal the existence of a heteroclinic orbit connecting two saddle-focus 
steady states. As far as we are aware this orbit has not previously been observed.
In Section 6.2 we briefly introduce approximate inertial manifolds and illus­
trate how they can be used to compute asymptotic behaviour of dissipative PDE’s 
by nonlinear Galerkin methods. We illustrate the main disadvantage of nonlin­
ear Galerkin methods, which is that they are not as computationally efficient as 
existing approximation methods. We also discuss a new type of method in this 
field which uses approximate inertial manifolds called postprocessed nonlinear 
Galerkin methods. These methods achieve much of the extra accuracy of nonlin­
ear Galerkin methods at a single point on the orbit, but have the computational 
cost of standard methods.
Finally in Section 6.3 we consider a nonlinear Galerkin method for fully- 
discrete approximation which involves the Crank-Nicolson method. This method 
was introduced by Wallace and Sloan in [94]. Here one replaces the Lipschitz 
mapping relating high and low Fourier modes with a multi-grid method relating 
coarse and fine grid interactions. We illustrate some of numerical results from 





2.1 Domains and function spaces
We begin by introducing some basic notation. Let x =  , rr2, - - -, xn) be a point
in the space Rn , n G N, and define
da
D f  =  ——, 1 < i < n and a  G N U {0},
OX{
and for the multi-index a = { d i , . . . ,  an} G [N U {0}]n, D a will be the differenti­
ation operator
qW\
D a — D *1 • •  • D*n =
dx*1 • • • dx%n ’ 
where
|QJ| =  Oil +  • ' ’ +  OLn .
If di =  0 for some i, then D tai is the identity operator and in particular if |a | =  0, 
then the entire operator D a is the identity.
We let Q be an open set of Rn, with boundary 5Q, and denote by C(fi) and 
C k(Q), k G N, the space of real valued continuous functions on Q and the space 
of k times continuously differentiable functions on £1 respectively. The space
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C°°(fl) is the space of real valued infinitely differentiable functions on fi. The 
spaces C o ( f i )  and Cg(fi), k G N or k =  oo, denote the subspaces of C ( f t )  and
For 1 < p < oo, 1/(0,) is the space of all measurable real valued functions 
on f2, which are pth order integrable. These spaces are Banach spaces with norm 
defined by
For p = oo, L°°(Q) is the space of all measurable real valued functions on £1, such 
that
If X  is a Banach space, k e  N and —oo <  a < b <  oo, then we de­
note by C([a, b]\X) the space of continuous functions from [a, b] into X  and 
by C k([a, &]; X )  the space of k times continuously differentiable functions from 
[a, b] into X .  These are Banach spaces with norms
respectively.
Next we introduce Sobolev spaces.
D e fin itio n  2.1.1 We define V(Q) to be the space Cq°(Qi) with the topology given 
by the following definition of convergence. The sequence (f>j € CJ°(Q);
converges to G Cq°(Q) if
(i) there exists a compact subset K  <z£l such that, for each j ,  (j>j =  0 in Q \K ;  
(ii) for every multi-index a, the sequence {D a(f)j} converges to D a4) uniformly
C k(Q) respectively, that consist of those functions which have compact support 
in r2.
u ||Loo := ess sup |u(x)| <  oo.
x60
Hulled*,61;*) =  sup ||uO)||*,
te[a,b]
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on K , as j  -* oo.
D efinition 2.1.2 The space of distributions V{Fl), is the space of continuous 
linear functionals onV(FL).
D efinition 2.1.3 Forp G [1, oo) and m  G N u{0}; the Sobolev space Wm,p(n) 
is the space of functions u G V'(Q) with finite norms given by
where x g K " .
For m =  0 the spaces VF0,p(f2) are the If(£i) spaces we introduced earlier.
D efinition 2.1.4 We denote by H m(Q) the H ilbert space whose inner product 
is determined by the norm of Wrm,2(^) for m  G N U {0}. We write H(fl) for
f f ° ( Q ) .
The space m e  N U {0}, is defined to be the completion in the norm
II * II Hm °f Poincare’s inequality, see Adams [1], states that
IMU* < c(n)||£>u||i2, u e H i ( Q ) ,
and by induction, for any m  G N U {0},
\\u\\L2 < [c (f i)n |D mu||L2, u e H ? ( Q ) .
This implies that the space H™(Q) is a Hilbert space with norm
IMk~ = \\Dmu\\L>,
which is equivalent to the norm induced by the space H m(Q).
The space H™r(Q), m e  N U {0}, denotes the subspace of the Hilbert space 
H m(Q) consisting of functions which, along with their derivatives up to order
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m  — 1, are periodic. The norm induced on the space H™r{p) is equivalent to the 
norm on the space H m(Q).
We denote by H m(Q), m e  N U {0}, the subspace of H m(Q) consisting of 
functions which have the following property
u{x)dx =  0. (2.1.1)
This corresponds to the solutions having zero average. As with the H™(Q) spaces 
we can apply Poincare’s inequality, so that H™r(Q) is a Hilbert space with norm
IMIjI*, = \ \ D m u \ \ L 2 ,
which is equivalent to the norm induced by the space H m(Q).
We now state some useful imbeddings and results involving the spaces we 
have defined above.
Theorem  2.1.5 (Rellich-Kondrachov)
Let Q be a bounded domain in Rn with boundary dQ of class C l ; then the following 
imbeddings are compact
W m,p(Q) C W k,p(Q), fo r m  > k > 0 and p e  [ l ,o o ) ,  (2.1.2)
W m,p(Q) C Cu(Q)j if mp > n >  (m — 1 )p, (2.1.3)
and 0 < v < m  — n/p, for m e  N.
Proof: See Adams [1, Theorem 6.2, p. 144].
□
Theorem  2.1.6 (Nirenberg-Gagliardo)
I f  Q is a bounded domain in Rn with boundary dfi, of class C 1 and let u e
W m,q(Q) DLr (Q) where 1 < q,r < oo and m e  NU {0}. Then for any k 6 NU {0}
the following inequality holds
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i f  k — n/p  < 9{m — n/q) — n{ 1 — 6)/r, (with strict inequality if  q or r is 1,) 
1 < p < oo and k /m  < 6 < 1.
Proof: See Nirenberg [70].
□
Theorem  2.1.7 Let Q be a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary dQ of 
class Cm, and mp > n; then there exists a constant c depending on m ,p ,n  and 
the domain Ll such that for all u, v 6 the product uv, defined pointwise
a.e. in fI, belongs to W m,p(fi) and satisfies
l^m ,p  ||'U|| Wm, p .
Proof: See [1, Theorem 5.23, p. 115].
□
We conclude this section with the definition of differentiability of functions 
defined on Banach spaces.
D efinition 2.1.8 Let X  and y  be Banach spaces. The map f  : X  —»• y  is 
Frechet differentiable at a point u0 € X  if there exists a continuous linear 
map Df(uo) : X  —>■ y  such that
II}{u) -  f ( u 0) -  D f( u 0){u -  w0)||y =  o(\\u -  u0\\x), as u u0.
The map f  is continuously differentiable on an open set U C X if  it is differen­
tiable at each point o fU  and i f u —t D f ( u ) : U —> C( X, y )  is continuous.
2.2 Sectorial operators and analytic semigroups
When we consider existence and regularity of solutions of equations in Banach 
spaces, knowledge of sectorial operators and consequently analytic semigroups is 
required. We also need to consider fractional powers of sectorial operators and 
their domains. We begin, therefore, by stating some standard definitions and
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theorems on semigroup theory from Henry [39] and Pazy [75]. We will assume 
that we are working in a Banach space X  with inner product <v>* and norm
II •!& =  <•.•>*■
Definition 2.2.1 I f  A  is a linear operator on the Banach space X ,  then A € C 
is said to be an eigenvalue of A  if and only if there exists u  € A'\{0} such that
A u  =  Acu,
where u  is termed the eigenfunction of A corresponding to A.
Definition 2.2.2 I f  A  is a linear operator on the space X ,  then the resolvent 
set of A, p(A), is defined to be the set of all complex numbers A € C such that 
(AI  — A)~l exists, and we refer to the operator R(A : A) := (AI  — A)~l , for 
A € p(A), as the resolvent of A. The spectrum  of A, cr(A), is defined by 
a(A) := C\p(A).
D efinition 2.2.3 The linear operator A  on the space X , is said to be sectorial
if
(i) A is closed; i.e., i f  {xn} E D(A), x n —» x and A xn —»• y , then x  E D (A ) and 
Ax=y;
(ii) A is densely defined; i.e., the closure in X  of D(A) is the entire space X ;  
(Hi) there exists (/> E (0, tt/2), M  > 1 and a E C such that
p(A) C E a>0 =  {A E C : ^ <  |arg(A -  a)\ <  n, A ^  a},
and
A)\\x  < A 6 E m . (2.2.1)
An operator is therefore sectorial if it has no residual spectrum and its point 
spectrum lies in a sector of the complex plane which contains a subset of the 
positive real axis. An illustration of this can be seen in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: Graphical representation of the sector of the complex plane where 
a (A ) must lie for an operator A  to be sectorial for a given (j> and a.
D efinition 2.2.4 An  analytic semigroup on the space X  is the family of con­
tinuous linear operators on X , {T (t)} t>o, satisfying
(i) T (0) =  I  and T(t)T(s)  =  T (t  +  s), for t , s  > 0;
(ii) T ( t)x  -» x  05 t —> 0+ for each x € X;
(Hi) t —¥ T (t)x  is real analytic on 0 < t < oo for each x  G X.
The linear operator —A  defined by
—A x = lim x  € D {A l
2-^ 0+ z
where
D(A)  =  {x  G X  : lim —— — exists},Z-¥ o+ z
and is said to be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup T(z).  Sectorial 
operators and analytic semigroups are linked by the following theorem.
Theorem  2.2.5 The operator A  is sectorial if  and only if —A is the infinitesimal
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generator of an analytic semigroup, e At, defined by the integral
e~At =  - ~ . J { X I  +  A ) - lextd \
where T is the contour in p(—A) with arg A —>■ ±9 as |A| —> oo for some 9 G 
(7r /2 ,7r ) .
P ro o f: See [39, Theorem 1.3.4, p.20].
□
We now define fractional powers of sectorial operators.
D efin ition  2.2.6 Let A be a sectorial operator on the space X  and $fte{cr(A)} > 
0. Then for any a  > 0 we define A~a by
A -  ~  /  F - le - Mdt,r ( a )  Jo
and we define A a, for all a > 0; by
A a = (A-Q)_1.
For a  = 0, A a is the identity on X .
D efin ition  2.2.7 I f  A is a sectorial operator on the space X ,  then for each a  > 0 
we define
X a =  D{Aa) = {u<EX : \\Aau\\x  < oo}, 
with associated norm || • ||^« given by
II ’ \\x* '■= \\Aa ’ \\x-
T h eo rem  2.2.8 Let A be a sectorial operator on the space X .  Then X a is a 
Banach space with norm || • ||*« and for a > (5 > 0, X a is a dense subspace of 
X & with continuous inclusion. Furthermore if A has compact resolvent, then the 
inclusion X Q C X 13 is compact.
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Proof: See [39, Theorem 1.4.8, p.29].
□
Sectorial operators can be shown to have smoothing properties.
Theorem  2.2.9 Let —A be the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup 
e~At. I f  0 G p(A) then
(i) e~At : X  —> D (A a) for every t > 0 and a > 0;
(%%) for every x G D (Aa) and t >  0 and a > 0 ,
e~AtA ax — A ae~Atx ;
(Hi) if?R.e{cr(A)} > 6 > 0 then, for any a > 0 there exists M  = M (a) < oo such 
that
| |^ ae"At|U <  M r ae~st V t > 0;
(iv) for  0 <  a < 1 and x  6 D (A a),
\\(e-At -  I)x\\x  < C ta\\A“x\\x .
Proof: See [75, Theorem 2.6.13, p.74].
□
Let us now consider the evolution equation which has the following abstract 
form
—:— h Au  +  R(u) =  0, (2.2.2)
at
u0 = u( 0),
in the space X , say, where A  is sectorial and R  is some nonlinear function of u. 
We will now state some important results from Henry [39] which involve equations 
of this form and we begin by giving the definition of a solution of this equation.
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Definition 2.2.10 (Hale [37])
A solution of (2.2.2) on [0,r) is a continuous function u : [0, r) —> X a, a > 0, 
with the following properties
(i) u(0) = u0;
(it) R(u(-))  : [0, r )  X  is continuous;
(Hi) u(t) E D(A) fo r t  E (0, t ) ;
(iv) u satisfies (2.2.2) on (0 , t ) .
Lemma 2.2.11 I f  u{t) is a solution of (2.2.2) on [0, r), then
u{t) =  e~Atuo — f e~A^~s^R(u(s))ds, 0 < t < r. (2.2.3)
Jo
Proof: See [39, Lemma 3.3.2, p.53].
□
Theorem  2.2.12 Assume A is a sectorial operator, 0 < a < 1, and R  : U —» X ,  
U is an open set of X a, R(u) is locally Lipschitzian in u; then for any uq E U 
there exists r  =  t{uq) > 0 such that (2.2.2) has a unique solution u(t) on (0 ,r) 
with initial condition it(0) =  Uq.
Proof: See [39, Theorem 3.3.3, p.54].
□
It is possible to generalise this theorem for fractional power spaces with a > 1 
by the following theorem.
Theorem  2.2.13 Suppose A is sectorial on X s+a and R  : X s+a —>■ X s is Lips- 
chitz in a neighbourhood of uq for some s > 0 and 0 < a < 1. I f  uq G X s+a then 
there exists a unique solution u(t) — u(t\uo) of (2.2.2), on some interval (0 , r )  
and t  — u(t) G X s+a is continuous.
Proof: See [39, Exercise 1, p.73].
□
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The last theorem shows the existence of a semigroup T(t)  : X s+a —> A's+a for 
equation (2.2.2), such that u(t) = T(t)uo for t € [0, r). The next result from [39] 
concerns the regularity of this semigroup.
Theorem  2.2.14 Suppose that A  is a sectorial operator in the Hilbert space 
X S+CL, 0 < a < 1, U an open set in X s+Ct and R  : U —»■ X s is C 1 with derivative 
continuous on U. Also for uq € U, let u(t) be the maximally defined solution 
of (2.2.2). Then the semigroup T(t) is C 1(X s+a1 X s+a) for each t > 0 on its 
interval of existence. Furthermore, the derivative with respect to initial data is 
v(t) =  DT(t,Uo), see Definition 2.1.8, which is the solution of
dv A ^  .
— +  Av  +  DR{u)v =  0, 
dt
u(0) =  I.
Proof: See [39, Theorem 3.4.4, p.64]. Let us consider the proof for a short time 
interval, say [0,r]. The solution u(t) is obtained as the fixed point of the map 
S  e  C([0, r]; X s+a) defined by
S(u(t)) =  e AtUo — f  e R(u(s))ds, 0 < t < r.
Jo
This map is a contraction mapping in a small neighbourhood of uq and since 
S  is the composition map of R  with the analytic map e~Atuo it is continuously 
differentiable. Given these two properties, it can be shown that the fixed point 
of S  is continuously.differentiable for all t  G [0, r], see [39, Section 1.2.6, p. 12].
□
This theorem implies that for po G X s+a, pit) := DT{t, uQ)p0 is the solution of
^  +  Ap  +  DR{u)p  =  0, 0 < t < r,
dt
p (  0 )  =  p o ,
for some r  > 0.
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Fractional powers of sectorial operators are also useful when we need to define 
certain function spaces such as Sobolev spaces. Let us suppose that u € L2(Cl): 
where Q is a bounded domain in Rn . Suppose also that we have a linear self- 
adjoint operator A  defined on L2 (Cl) with eigenvalues {Afc}^L1 and corresponding 
eigenvectors which form a complete orthonormal basis for L2(Cl). This
implies that u can be expressed by the following Fourier expansion
oo
U — ^   ^ Q>k — ('U'i ^k) L2 •
k=1
The space X a , a > 0, is then a Sobolev space with norm
oo
IM Ik := P N I i 2 = E A^ l ^ l 2-
k=1
The powers of linear operators can also be used to define an important class of 
spaces.
D efin ition  2.2.15 Let u € L2(Cl) have the Fourier expansion
OO
u = y^ j akujk. 
k=1
Then we define the G evrey  Space GT>a by
Gr,a := D (A aerA°) = {u € L 2{9) : \\AaeTA‘ u\\l2 <  oo},
with norm
oo
I M | 2G r , „  ~  \ \A a e TA° u \ \ l  = (2.2.4)
fc=l
where r  > 0 and a  > 0.
The r  given in Definition 2.2.15 is referred to as the order of Gevrey regularity 
of GT,a and we say that u € GT)Q is of Gevrey class regularity r . The following 
theorem relates Gevrey classes of different regularity.
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Theorem  2.2.16 I f  t  > a > 0, then the following inclusion holds GT)Q C G ^a. 
Proof: For u € GTja we have that
oo





therefore u € G ^a which implies that GTjQ C G ^a.
□
From the definition of a Gevrey class, in particular (2.2.4), we can see that if 
u € Gr,a then the Fourier coefficients of u must decay exponentially as k increases 
and hence u must be a smooth function. The following theorem states exactly 
how smooth u is in this case.
Theorem  2.2.17 I f  u G G>,a for some r  >  0 then u is real analytic and hence 
in C°°(S2).
Proof: See John [45, p.64-65].
□
Theorem  2.2.18 For all r  > 0 and a > 0 we have the following inclusion
Gr,a C X a.
Proof: By definition
lkll*« = \\A“u\\h =
* = 1
=  E A f e ^ /V , | 2 ( A r l/V ^ ) )
k = 1
and the function x 2a~1/2e~2TX, x  =  A^4, is uniformly bounded for x  > Ai for all 
a  E R. Hence the result follows since there exists a constant C > 0 such that
2.2. SECTORIAL OPERATORS AND ANALYTIC SEMIGROUPS
In this thesis we will be only interested in the case when a  =  1/4 and r  >  0 
and will therefore write Gr instead of GT)Q.
2.3 The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation
The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (K-S) equation is the following fourth order dissipa­
tive partial differential equation
dw dAw d2w 1 2
+  TTT +  ~dt dx4 dx2 2 (2.3.1)
Primarily this equation is used to model pattern formation and inter-facial tur­
bulence in various physical contexts. It was initially derived by Kuramoto in the 
study of phase turbulence in the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction, see Kuramoto 
[56]. This reaction, both theoretically and experimentally, is one of the most 
widely studied oscillatory reactions in Chemistry and exhibits remarkable spa­
tial patterns and colour oscillations. The K-S equation was also derived in the 
two-dimensional form by Sivashinsky [81], in the study of thermal diffusive in­
stabilities for laminar flame fronts. Other applications of the equation are in the 
modelling of directional solidification in dilute binary alloys, see Kassner, Hobbs 
and Metzener [54] and Novick-Cohen and Sivashinsky [71], soliton like pulses in 
nonlinear optical fibres, see Kutz and Kath [57] and free surface flows, see Benney 
[3], see also Hyman and Nicolaenko [43] and Nicolaenko, Scheurer and Temam 
[68] for further applications. A generalised form, of which (2.3.1) is a special 
case, has been derived by an asymptotic analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations 
in the context of two phase flows in cylindrical geometries, see Papageorgiou, 
Maldarelli and Rumschitzki [72]. This has applications in lubricated pipe lining 
and oil recovery through porous media.
Alternatively we can consider the space derivative of the solution of equation
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(2.3.1), v =  d w /d x , which satisfies
dv d4v d2v
~z~ +  "r—t  +  ——-
d£ da;4 5a:2
(2.3.2)
This equation is called the derivative form of (2.3.1) and has an identical linear
part to equation (2.3.1), however the nonlinear term is now of Burgers’ type. 
We consider this equation on the interval VLl — ( ~ ^ / 2 , L / 2) with the periodic 
boundary conditions
where Vo =  dw0/dx.  Since v should be thought of as the derivative of a periodic 
function, we always require that
Equation (2.3.2) was derived independently as a general mechanism for studying
disturbances in Babchin, Frenkel, Levich and Sivashinsky [2].
As well as all the applications mentioned above, the K-S equation is known to 
exhibit low dimensional asymptotic dynamical behaviour and possess an inertial 
manifold. It is for these reasons that the K-S equation has been extensively 
studied in recent years, both numerically and theoretically, as a model example for 
understanding and predicting complex dynamical behaviour. This is illustrated 
by the abundance of literature which investigates the numerical approximation of 
various bifurcation phenomena for this equation, see [20], [43], [44], [55], [60], [67], 
[91] and [94]. The existence of an inertial manifold was first shown for solutions 
in the invariant subspace of odd functions by Foias, Nicolaenko, Sell and Temam
t e  (0, oo); j  = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , (2.3.3)
and initial condition
v(x, 0) =  v0(x), x e CIl , (2.3.4)
(2.3.5)
the stability of liquid films flowing under heavier fluids with respect to small
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[22] and later for general solutions which satisfy the condition (2.3.5) in Temam 
and Wang [90].
In this thesis we will impose the following condition on equation (2.3.2),
This will ensure that we can use all the theoretical results which have been proved 
for the equation with solutions in the odd subspace.
It is convenient to map equation (2.3.2) from the interval Ql , where L is 
arbitrary, onto the fixed interval =  (—7r, 7t) which will be useful when we need 
to use Fourier analysis. This mapping procedure of the K-S equation has been 
widely used when considering numerical approximation, see for example [19], [30], 
[31], [48], [55], [60] and [78]. We start by setting x = 2'kx/L ,  t = 27rt/4L and 
u =  (L/27r)v(x,t) so equation (2.3.2) becomes
respectively. We will discuss existence and uniqueness of the solutions of this 
equation in the next section.
v(x,t)  =  —v(—x,t) ,  x G Ql x [0, oo). (2.3.6)
where a = (L/ir)2. Therefore the form of the K-S equation which will be consid­
ered in this thesis is
where
u(x,0) =  u0(x), x  € ft*,
u(x ,t)  = —u(—x,t) , {x,t) € Qtt x (0, oo).
Note that for simplicity the variables x  and t have been renamed as x  and t
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2.4 An abstract framework for the Kuramoto- 
Sivashinsky equation
In order to apply some of the theory which we introduced in Section 2.2, it is 
convenient to write equation (2.3.7) in the form of an abstract evolution equation. 
Hence we denote by A  the operator Acft/dx^ with domain
D(A)  =  {u € Hper(n») : u{x) = - u ( —x), V 1 6  f2»},
=  f l £ r ( f U  (2-4.1)
and define the nonlinear function F  by
F(u) = a(uxx +  imx), u € D(A). (2.4.2)
We can therefore rewrite equation (2.3.7) along with conditions (2.3.8) as
Ut +  Au  4- F(u) =  0, (2.4.3)
u( 0) =  u0, (2.4.4)
in the Hilbert space X  = L^er{Q.7r).
T h eo rem  2.4.1 The linear operator A which has domain (2.4-1) has eigenvalues 
9wen by
= 4 k \
which have corresponding eigenfunctions such that
Uk = sin (kx).
The solution u(x ,t)  of (2.3.7) can be expressed in terms of the Fourier series
oo
u(x,t) = E ak{t) sin kx,
fc=i
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and from the previous section we can define the Sobolev spaces X s, s > 0, as the 
normed linear spaces with norm
IMIx. :=  \\Asu\\l2 =  7 r^ (4 fc 4 )2 s|a/t| 2 < oo,
k=1
for u € X s. Alternatively we could write
oo oo
X s := {u : u = y ' g ku k & ^ ( 4 /c 4)2s|afc|2 < oo}.
k = 1 fc=l
In th e  th e s is  we w ill a ssu m e  t h a t  4 s  G N U {0}.
T h eo rem  2.4.2 The linear operator A is sectorial on the space X .
Proof: First we prove that A is a closed densely defined operator in X .  By 
definition
\\Au\\l, = 16 dx, u € D(A),
so that D(A)  is norm-equivalent to the Sobolev space i j 4er(Q7r). Now Theorem 
2.1.5 implies that HpeT(VLnr) is compactly imbedded in X .  Therefore A is a closed 
densely defined operator in X .
To satisfy part iii) of Definition 2.2.3 we note that
(Au, u)L2 = 4  J  — u dx,
* fru
7T dx*




=  l | 2 g l l i - .
dx,
> Ai||w |||2, by Poincare’s inequality, 
which implies that the numerical range of A defined by
0(A ) := { ( A u , u ) l 2 : u  G D(A) : \ \u \ \ L 2 =  1},
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has closure, T(A), such th a t
T(i4) C [A1?oo) = Z .
Therefore by Edmunds and Evans [17, Theorem 2.3, p. 100] we have th a t
1ii(7i - A / m L2  < 
<
< A , r w
i
d(A,Z) ’
A € C \r ( A ) ,
A € C \Z , (2.4.5)
since d ( \ , T )  <  d(A, T(A)), where d(«, •) is the distance function on X .
We now use inequality (2.4.5) to  prove th a t (2.2.1) in Definition 2.2.3 holds 
for this specific case. In order to aid us, a picture has been plotted in Figure 
2-2, which shows two general points Pi and P2 and the interval X in the complex 
plane.
►
Figure 2-2: Illustration of the closure of the numerical range in the complex plane.
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Now for any A G C, with 3fte{A} > Ai and |arg(A — X{)\ =  |0| G (7t / 4 , 7t / 2), 
say the point Pi in Figure 2-2, we have that
d{A ,I) =  \Xi — A| sin#,
> iAi -  Ai 
-  V2 ’
which implies that
1 y/2 ,
< TT— 7-7. (2.4.6)
d{\,X) ~  |Aj — A|
Also for a point with 5Re{A} <  A, and |arg(A — A,) | e  ( t t / 2 ,  t t ) ,  say the point P 2 , 
we have that
|Ai -  A| =  d(A,2T),
which implies that
1 1  ,< tt rr. (2.4.7)
d(A ,I) -  ]Ax -  A|* 
Hence from (2.4.6) and (2.4.7), we have that
- i„  -  V 2i K A - A / n i w ^
I Ai — Al ’
for all A such that \6\ = |arg(Ax — A)| > 7r/4. So we have satisfied part iii) of
Definition 2.2.3 with a = Ai and M  =  -s/2.
□
R em ark  2.4.3 We note that if we were to take A  =  AdA/d x A +  a d 2/d x 2 in
equation (2.4.3) we would obtain eigenvalues
A*, =  4 kA — a k2,
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  ■ —  — — -
which are negative for k < (a /4 ) 1 / 2 =  L/27T. This means that the eigenvalues
will no longer be positive and thus A  will no longer be sectorial. This could
be rectified by subtracting off the first few Fourier modes which correspond to
the negative eigenvalues. This approach has been taken in Constantin, Foias, 
Nicolaenko and Temam [9].
We can generalise Theorem 2.4.2 in the following way.
Lemma 2.4.4 I f  A, defined in (2.4-1) is a sectorial operator, then A s is a closed 
operator with domain X s, for s > 0.
P roof: See Pazy [75, Theorem 6 .8 a), p.72].
□
Lemma 2.4.5 The operator A  : X s + 1  —>• X s is sectorial.
P roof: From the last lemma, the operator As + 1  is closed. Hence for un € X s+1, 
we have that
un —> u , in X s+l
As+lun -» v, in L2,
Therefore,
IIA u n -  w\\x»  =  ||A s+1u n -  A s+1u\ \L2 ,
where w = Au  and
Aun —> w , in X s.
Hence A  is closed on X s. Also, A  is densely defined since the space Cq° C X s+1,
and Cq° is dense in X s. Finally we need to show that cr(A) consists of a set of
strictly positive real points. Since A  : X 1 —> X  is sectorial, by Theorem 2.4.2, 
we have that
HCA -  A)-1!!** <  V A € 5 c ^ ) >
u € X s+1,
A s+lu =
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where M  > 0  and a is a real constant. We can generalise this result so that 
A : X s+1 —»> X s is sectorial by considering the equation
(.A -  A)u = g,
where u € X s + 1  and g £ X s. Premultiplying by A s and taking the L 2 norm gives
I I ^ I I l2 <  ||(A -  A)_1||L2||As^||L2,
so that
IMU- < \a — a |
Hence A  is a sectorial operator on X s.
□
Before stating the existence and uniqueness theorem of the K-S equation we 
prove the following lemma.
Lem m a 2.4.6 The function F  defined by (2.4-2) is Lipschitz continuous from 
an open set U in X s into X s 1/2; for s > 5/8 with As € N U {0}.
P roo f: Let u ,v  € £/, then
\\F(u) F^v'j ll^-s-i/2  — o||Wxx Vxx “1“ UUx VVx \\x .-i/2,
— ^(Il^xx ^xxllx5 - 1/ 2 ll^^x VVX || Xs - 1 / 2 ) j
< Ci\\u -  v\\x» +  0t(\\ux{u -  v)\\x ,- i /2 
+  ||v(u -  v)x\\x—i/2).
We recall from Section 2 . 1  that the norms || • ||w 4*-2,2 and || • ||x—1 /2  are equivalent 
for 4s G N U {0}. Hence if s — 1/2 > 1/8 then we can apply Theorem 2.1.7 to
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the last two norms in the above inequality, to obtain
||F (w )  — F ( v ) \ \ X s - i / 2  =  C l  ||tl — v\\x»  +  ^2 ||^a:|| W4s- 2»2 II — t ’) | |w 4a- 2-2
+  C% | |  U  j | ' ^y  4s —2,2 j|  ( l i  —  u ) x | | v ^ 4 s - 2 , 2 .
Finally applying Theorem 2.1.5 to the norms on the right hand side gives 
l l ^ t o  -  F ( v )\\x s - , /2 =  C  ( I M U .,  \\v\\x . )  | |u  -  v \ \x . .
□
Theorem  2.4.7 I f  A is a sectorial operator and F  is locally Lipschitz from an 
open set U in X s into X 5-1/2, for s > 5/8 and 4s G N, then for any uq G X s, there 
exists r  =  t (uo) > 0 such that (2.4-3) has a unique solution u(t) G C'QOjtJiX5) 
which is uniformly bounded.
P roof: Follows from Theorem 2.4.7 given the results of Lemma 2.4.5 and Lemma 
2.4.6.
□
Theorem 2.4.7 gives us the existence of a semigroup S(t) : X s —» X s, for 
s > 5/8 and t G [0,t) for the K-S equation. The interval of existence of this 
semigroup can be extended to [0, oo). This follows from the results concerning 
the existence of absorbing balls in X s for the solutions of the K-S equation in 
Section 4.2. The next theorem is concerned with the regularity of this semigroup.
Theorem  2.4.8 Let U be an open set in X s. Then if u0 G U, the semigroup 
S(t) defined by (2.4-3) is continuously differentiable with respect to u0 from X s 
into X s, for s > 5/8, 4s G N, and for each t > 0 on its domain of existence [0, r).
P roo f: We need to verify the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.14. We have that the 
operator A  is sectorial by Lemma 2.4.5 and that the operator F  is continuous. 
Now for u G X s the Frechet derivative of F  is given by is given by
s ( du dw d2w \  __s . .D F (u)w = a [ - w  + u —  + ^ f  V w € X .  (2.4.8)
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Hence for u ,v ,w  € X s we have that
||[£>F(u) -  D F ( v ) ] w \ \ X s - i / 2  < a(||(u  -  v)wx \\x . - x / 2  +  ||(u -  v)xw\\x ,- i /2). 
Following the proof of Lemma 2.4.6 and applying Theorem 2.1.7, we obtain
|| ( D F ( U )  -  D F ( v ) ) w \ \ X s - 1 / 2  <  C l  \ \ w x \\W As-2,2 || ( i t  -  v ) \ \ W 4s-2,2
+C*2 II'R’HW4a~2’2 || — '^)x||w4s-2>2?
< C3\\w\\Xs \ \u -  v\\x*, (2.4.9)
where we have used the equivalence of the norms of W As'2 and X s for 4 5  € N u{ 0 }.
Hence the operator D F  is also continuous from X s into X s.
□
Theorem 2.4.8 implies that the Frechet derivative DS(t,uo), of the semi­
group S(t)  with respect to initial data, exists. Furthermore for vq e  X s, v(t) := 
DS(t,Uo)vo E X s and satisfies the following equation
dv
— +  Av  +  DF(u)v  =  0 , (2.4.10)
dt
v(0) =  Vq.
It is also possible to show that the solutions of (2.4.3) are contained in a 
Gevrey space, given uniform bounds in the X 1 //4 space.
T h eo rem  2.4.9 Let uq E X 1/4; then there exists ti = t i d NHx v O such that 
u{t) E Gt = D{Al^ e tA ), t E [0,ti), 
with norm defined by
oo
IN * )Ik  =  ||T 1/4 eMl/4 u(t ) | | L 2 =  7T ^ A l/2e2tx* 4a2k < oo.
k = 1
Furthermore if IN * ) ! ! * 1/ 4 < M  for t > t* > 0 then there exists some r  > 0
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independent of Uq such that
u(t) E Gr , V t  ^  t +  t*.
P roo f: The first part of this proof is given in Liu [58]. In this paper it is shown
that
p i / 4etAl/\ ( t ) \ \ L2 < \ / 2 \\u0\\x i/4, (2.4.11)
for
0 < * < M l k l l ^ ) : = i-6 ^ [|uo|||1i/i +  12^ ,
where K  is some positive constant. In order to prove the remaining part of this
theorem we let v(s) =  u(s + 1) for s >  0  and t > t* .  Hence
11^ (0 ) llx1/ 4 =  IKMIIx1^  <
which implies that
v(s)  € Gs, 0  < s < r  :=
from the first part of the proof. In particular this gives
v (t ) =  u(t  +  r) E GT,
so that
u(t) € Gt, t > T +  t*.
□




The D iscrete Problem
3.1 A semi-discrete approximation
3.1.1 The pseudospectral m ethod
In this thesis we will consider the pseudospectral method for the spatial discretiza­
tion of equation (2.3.7) with conditions (2.3.8) and we will begin this chapter by 
briefly outlining this type of approximation method. Text books which offer 
a good description of applications of the pseudospectral method to differential 
equations are Canuto, Hussaini, Quarteroni and Zang [5], Fornberg and Sloan 
[28], Gottlieb and Orszag [34] and Voigt, Gottlieb and Hussaini [92].
The pseudospectral (PS) method belongs to a class of approximation meth­
ods called spectral methods, which includes the spectral Galerkin method. The 
methods in this class approximate functions by means of expressing them as a 
truncated finite series of globally defined orthogonal polynomials and calculat­
ing the expansion coefficients of the series. For the PS method these expansion 
coefficients can be expressed in terms of the functions at a finite set of nodal 
values, which differs slightly from the Galerkin method. The PS method was 
first applied to ordinary differential equations in the 1930’s and to PD E’s in the 
early 1970’s. When using spectral methods for solving PDE’s, the PS method is 
usually preferred unless the problem is quite simple. This is because the spectral 
Galerkin method can be difficult to implement when dealing with complicated
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nonlinearities.
The main disadvantages of the PS method is that difficulties may arise when 
applying it to problems with complicated boundary conditions. There is also 
an incomplete understanding of the theory for the PS method, particularly for 
nonlinear equations.
However the PS method is highly desirable when a high degree of computa­
tional accuracy is required, as is the case when considering turbulence in fluids, 
nonlinear waves, seismic modelling and weather prediction, which can all produce 
complicated dynamical behaviour. It is for this reason that we have chosen to 
study the PS method in this thesis. We have considered the Fourier PS method 
as this type of method is suited to dealing with problems with periodic boundary 
conditions. The PS method has also been used to analyse and compute solutions 
to the K-S equation in the following papers [1 1 ], [30], [31], [43], [44], [55], [91], 
and [94].
3.1.2 Discretization of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equa­
tion
Prior to the discretization of equation (2.3.7) we will write the nonlinear term 
uux in the equivalent form
+ O < 0 < 1 .  (3.1.1)
The basic idea of representing the nonlinear term in this way was introduced by 
Foias, Jolly, Kevrekidis and Titi [20]. In this paper a semi-discrete spatial ap­
proximation to the K-S equation was analysed using the finite difference method. 
It was shown that when the nonlinear term was written in the form of the linear 
combination (3.1.1) with 9 = 2/3, the resulting approximation scheme had the 
same dissipative properties as the equation it was approximating. However when 
the two factors were considered separately the semi-discrete approximations were 
no longer dissipative and tended to blow up in a finite time.
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As a result of the oddness of the solutions of the K-S equation we are consid­
ering, it will suffice to approximate it on the half interval [0 , 7r] and we introduce 
the uniform grid given by
Xj = jh  =  j (n /N ) ,  j  = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  N. (3.1.2)
We require the finite-dimensional subspace oi'H = Hper(Q,n) given by
X°h =  span^ * } ^ " 1 =  {sin ( fc r )} ^ 1,
and also the (even) finite-dimensional subspace of Ti,
X eh =  span{cos(fcr)}£L0,
as writing the nonlinearity in the form (3.1.1) gives rise to an even term u2.
Now for u e H  we choose the coefficients {a* } ] ^ 1 such that
N - 1
^  ak sin(kxj) =  u(xj), j  =  1 , . . . ,  N  -  1 , (3.1.3)
fc=i
where u € %. These coefficients can be found by solving the following system
a =  Su, (3.1.4)
where
a  =  [ai, a2, .. •, a v - i] r , u =  [u(x1) ,u (x2): . . . ,  u (zN-i)]t ,
and
(3.1.5)
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using the discrete orthogonality condition
where 0 < k ,l  < N. Given these coefficients we can define the operator 1% : H  —» 
X I  by
N - l
IhU(x) := ^ 2  akSin(kx), u e % ,  (3.1.7)
k = 1
which is an interpolation operator since
IOhu (xj ) =  u(xj )’ J =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  JV,
by (3.1.3). The interpolation operator can be regarded as an orthogonal pro­
jection onto the space X % with respect to the discrete inner product
N
{u,v)L 2 =  2 h ^ 2 c j u(xj )v(xj ), (3.1.8)
j=o
where
f 1/2, if j  =  0, N,
Cj =  \  (3.1.9)
I 0 , otherwise.
We have introduced a factor of 2  in the inner product (3.1.8) since the K-S 
equation is defined on the interval [—7r, 7t] and we are only approximating it over 
the half interval [0 , 7r]. This will be convenient later when be prove some results 
which relate the discrete and continuous inner products. If u and v are in the 
space then
{u,v)L 2 =  (u:v)L2,
by the orthogonality conditions (3.1.6), hence (3.1.8) is also an inner product on
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Differentiation in the space X% is based upon the values of the function u 
at the grid points. Hence in our case, the PS approximation to the first order 
derivative in (2.3.7) at the grid points is given by
N - 1
(:D°hu)(x j) =  kak cos(kxj), j  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  N. (3.1.10)
k = 1
This procedure amounts to computing the grid values of the derivative of the 
interpolation (3.1.7), i.e.,
n -  =  ( # ) '•
Hence if it € X% then V^u = du/dx.  PS differentiation can also be represented 
in the form of a matrix and by considering the coefficients (3.1.3) and the orthog­
onality conditions (3.1.6) it is possible to write (3.1.10) in the following form
J V - 1
P W f o )  =  i  =  o, i  jv,
k = l
where D°h G R(Ar+1)x(Ar-1), which we refer to as the first order PS differentiation 
matrix. Similarly we can represent differentiation in the even space X% by the 
matrix D eh G R(7V-1)x(n+1). order to write down our semi-discrete approxima­
tion we need to express these matrices as (IV — 1 ) x (IV — 1 ) square matrices. 
This can be achieved by removing the first and last rows of D°h and the first 
and last columns of D\. We will denote these two new matrices as D°h and D \  
respectively.
It is possible to obtain matrices which approximate the second and fourth 
order spatial derivatives in equation (2.3.7) in a similar way in which we outlined 
above. We will denote these two (N  — 1 ) x (IV — 1 ) square matrices as D \  and 
D \  respectively. A rigorous construction of all the above mentioned matrices is
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cfc( - i y +fc
2  c o t O fc),
sin(xj)
cos(xfc) — cos(^)_ j  #  k; 
j  =  k;
(3.1.12)
where ck is defined in (3.1.9) and second order differentiation matrix is given by
2( _ i  y+k+i
[D2h]jk =
sin(xj) sin(xjt)
_(cos(zfc) -  cos(rCj))2J ’
i ( l - ( 7 V  +  l ) 2) +  i c o t 2 (xk),
k ±  j ;  
k = j ;
(3.1.13)
These matrices have the following properties
d i  =  - m T, (3.1.16a)




D l = D l  x D l
D \  =  M T,
Di = D l *  D l
Finally we denote by Uj(t) =  Uh(xj,t), the PS approximation to u(x j,t)  for 
j  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  N  and introduce the following notation
u = [ul,u2,. . . ,uN-1]T,
u  ® V = [UM, U2V2, U N-lVN-1]T,
where V  € M.N with components Vi, V2, . . . ,  Vjv_i. Having discussed the form
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of the PS approximation and differentiation matrices we can now introduce the 
PS semi-discretization of the K-S equation. The PS spatially discrete system 
which approximates (2.3.7) at the grid points { x j } ^ 1 is
+  4 D tU  +  a D 2hU  + |  (U ® D°hV  +  Dj|(U ® U)) =  0, (3.1.17)
3.1.3 A m athem atical setting for the sem i-discrete ap­
proximation
We now introduce a mathematical setting for equation (3.1.17) and begin by 
defining the matrix operator Ah : R^ - 1  -» R^ - 1  by
A h = 4 D i  (3.1.18)
The following theorem gives the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this finite­
dimensional operator.
T h eo rem  3.1.1 The linear operator Ah has eigenvalues
Ah,k =  4&4, 1  < k < N  -  1 ,
with corresponding eigenfunctions
ojh,k =  (sin(fcxi), sm(hx2) , . . . ,  sm (kxN-i))T: 1 < k < N  — 1.
The eigenvalues of Ah are identical to the first N  — 1 eigenvalues of A  defined in 
the previous chapter.
For U  € R ^-1 , we denote by Lph the discrete LP spaces on (0, tt), with corre­
sponding norms
N - 1
( 2 h y \ u j \py/p: for 1  < p < oo,
||U ||LP =  |  i -x  (3.1.19)
sup \Uj\, for p =  oo,
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so that the L \  inner product is given by
N - 1
( V ,V ) L l = 2 h 'S T u j Vj , (3.1.20)
fc=l
where V  G R ^-1 . This gives a slightly different definition to the inner product 
given in (3.1.8). However these two norms are identical on the odd space, since 
for U  G Rn+1 n l j ,  we have that
N
(U, V)t a = 2 h.Y 'V jV j,
j =0
N - 1
=  2h(U0V0 + UjVj +  UNVN),
j  = 1
and UQ =  Un  = 0 , so that
N
(U ,V)n =  2 h Y .V j V j ,
3 = 1
= (U,V)iS,
We will use (3.1.8) as the L 2h inner product for any element U G RN+l f l l j .
We can also define discrete Sobolev spaces in an analogous manner to the one 
in which we used for the continuous problem in Section 2.2. We consider the 
expansion of the vector U =  (Lh, U2, . . . ,  U^~i)T G L \  as a Fourier series based 
on the eigenfunctions LJh,k of Ah, so that
N - l
u  =  ^ T 7fcU>M . (3.1.21)
k—1
Then, for s > 0, we define the discrete Sobolev space X £ as the normed linear 
space with norm
k= 1
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R e m a rk  3.1.2
i) For s =  0  we simply recover the L \  norm and the discrete space Xh will be 
identical to our definition of the L\  space, given that the elements are the grid 
restricted functions of the space X£.
ii) For a  =  1/4 we obtain the space X]JA which approximates the space X 1/4, 
with norm
l |U |l* j /<  =  I l 4 /4u | l i j  =  7T x i
h jfc=l
L em m a 3.1.3 The linear operator Ah is sectorial in the space Xh .
P roof: Ah is closed and densely defined by its finite dimensionality. Also by 
considering the proof of Theorem 2.4.2 we note that a similar analysis will show 
that r(Afc) C X  so that
1  1
d ( \ , r ( A h)) -  d ( \ , i y
which implies that Ah satisfies part iii) of Definition 2.2.3.
□
We now state and prove some important properties of these discrete Sobolev 
spaces.
N - 1
L em m a 3.1.4 Let U e X ^ A with U =  '^2,rlk(^ h,k- Then
k=i
\\D°hV\\Li =  ^ = | |4 /4U||i? .
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Proof: We recall that DfJJ is just a grid restricted element of X hence
2 ^  N N - l  N - l
i i^ u i i i*  = ^ ^ 2  °j ^ 2 kr)k cos kxi ^ 2 lr)i cos lxi>
j = o  k = 1 1=1
N - l
= k2n l
- i  ( . £ «  4
where Ah,k is given in Theorem 3.1.1, so that
I I ^ U | |^  =  i | | 4 /4 U ||i r
N - l
L em m a 3.1.5 Let U  € X j / 2 with U  =  '^^/r]k<^ h,k- Then
k = 1
P roof:
H-DftUllij =  ^  x m  k2r>k sin kxj  X  ^  sin lx i'
j = l  k = 1 1=1
N - l
= T T ^ k ^ r j l  by (3.1.6),
fc=1
N - l
L em m a 3.1.6 Let U G L \ with U =  ^ ^ r jkwh,k. Then
k—1
( ^ u , u ) l 2  =  - | |5 ^ u | |2l? ,
□
□
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T V -1  N - l
j = l  k= 1 
9  JV—1 JV—1 N
=  f  £ £ B S  h]ji[Bh]ikUkUj, by (3.1.16c),
j = 1 k = l  1 = 0
N  N - l  N - l
= - j j ^ ci ^ 0 h \ i j u j '5 2 0 l] ikU k ,  by(3.1.16a) and(3.1.16b), 
= - \m \iv
1=0 j = 1
io  112: _
k= 1
TV—1
L em m a 3.1.7 Le£ U  G Lj; with U =  'S^ r ) kUh,k- Then
k = l






2^ "  ^
TV 2^f
j = o  U = i
“ TV -1
£ [ S a o ^ »
.  /c= l
27T
+ 1 ™ .  +  *
'TV-1
£ [ S ^ ] JVfcc/fc
.  f c = l
L em m a 3.1.8 Let U  G X£ then for a > s > 0,
□
K U | | L, <  —  iiauuii^
P roof: By definition
TV-1
k=l
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so that
IK U ||£ , =
k = l
< 4’* -*  ( * ' £ > & $
V fc=i
=  ^ l l ^ U l l i ,
□
Lemma 3.1.9 Let (3,5 > 0 and U G for s =  max{(3,5}. Then for a  =  
(39 +  (1 — 9)5 with 0 < 9 < 1, (3 > 0  the following is true
P “U ||L2 <  K u n y 4 u | i ^ .
P roo f: By definition
i K U | | | ,  = - K ' f f x ^ k v l
k= 1
= * e V 2(i-*w - 6).
/c= l
= * E (am (am 1-9 -
fc=l
and applying Holder’s inequality gives
IKulli|<{*EAfcW} { * E a2^ 2} -
so that
i i ^ u i i i .  =  p f u i i 24 i i 4 u n ^ - e).
n n / i
□
a > s,
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N - l
L em m a 3.1.10 Let U  E X w i t h  U =  *h’k' Then
k=1
l|U|Ur  <  V 2 ||U ||^ 2 ||Ai/4 U ||[ f .
h h
P roof: Let Uh(x) be the interpolant of the vector U  then
||U ||Loo =  max \Ujl
1 < 7 < J V —1
<  m a x  K ( x ) | ,
0<X <7T
< ^ | | Uj, ( x ) | | ^ | | ^ ^ | | [ / 2, (3.1.22) 
by Agmon’s inequality, which is
IMIl-  <  ^ | | t . | | ^ | k | | ^ ,  (3.1.23)
so that (3.1.22) becomes
I|U||l~ = VSllUII^ IIA'/Vll^ 2,
=  V2iiuny,2 m f u n ^ 2,
h ft
by definition of the discrete norm, since Uh E X£.
□
Discrete Gevrey spaces can also be defined for the semi-discrete equation
N - l
(3.1.17). Given U  E L \  with Fourier expansion U =  'S^ r ) kLJh,k we define the
k=1
discrete Gevrey class of regularity r , Grth, to be the space of L \  functions with 
norm defined by
l |U | |2GT,k =  U i e ^ V \ \ Ll =  *  £  A &
k—1
As with the continuous case we will only consider the Gevrey spaces with s =  1/4. 
Given these spaces it is possible to formulate analogous results to the ones in
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Theorems 2.2.16 and 2.2.18.
T h eo rem  3.1.11 Let U € L \ and suppose there exists positive constants C ,r  > 
0  such that
□
P i 'V ^ U I I I j  < C  < 00.
Then for all 0 < a < r  we have that
l l ^ / V ^ u i i f ,  <  <  c.
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.16.
Theorem  3.1.12 For all r  > 0 and s > 0 we have the following inclusion
G r ,h  c  X I
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.18.
□
We now state an important result which relates continuous Gevrey spaces and 
the discrete Gevrey spaces we have just defined.
Theorem  3.1.13 Let U  G L \ and suppose that there exists constants C, r  > 0, 
so that U  satisfies
I I ^ V ^ u L ,  <  c,
then there exists u G Gr, such that
\\A^aU\\W < c,
where u{xf) =  U j for  j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  iV — 1 .
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Proof: For U € L \  we have the following Fourier expansion
N - l




U(X) =  ' 5 2 rlkUk, 
f c = l
where a;* =  sin(fcx) so that u € L2. This implies that
p V V ^ u ||22 = f f g Al/2e2^ %2)
/ c = l
< c .
Hence u E GT.
□
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3.2 Nonlinear stability and convergence
3.2.1 Stability for the semi-discrete approximation
We now consider the dissipative properties of the semi-discrete system (3.1.17) 
in the L2 space. Premultiplying (3.1.17) by 2hUT gives
^ I |U || |j  + 4 (^ U ,U )l , + a {Dl\J,V)Li
N - l
+ 2h j  J2 P i W i  + UidtjUf] = o, (3.2.1)
i , j = 1
where d°j and d \ .denote elements in the matrices D£ and D eh respectively. Matrix 
property (3.1.16a) implies that
N - l  N - l
E  K u ? u > + 4 ^ 1  =  E  u ? uM ° j +<$) =  o,
i , j = 1 i , j= 1
hence equation (3.2.1) becomes
5 | | | U | | | ,  + 4 ( ^ U , U ) L,  + a ( ^ U , U ) L,  =  0 .
Finally, by considering the eigenvalues of D \ and D\ which are & 4 and k2 respec­
tively, for 0 < k < N  — 1 , we obtain
^ I I U I I l l  < [ - 4  +  a ( 7 V - l ) 2] | | U | | i r
This inequality however gives no information on the growth of U  in the L \  norm 
if a (N  — l ) 2 > 4. A much more involved stability analysis has been carried 
by Wallace and Sloan in [94]. For completeness we state and prove their main 
stability result below.
T h eo rem  3.2.1 Let U  E L\ and assume that the matrix
V  -  ^ D l
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is positive semi-definite, where V  is given below by (3.2.6) and 0 < 7  < 4. Then 
for U(0) in the set {V G L2h : ||V|| l 2 < P, } we have that
l|U (i)||L. < p  V f > 0 .  (3.2.2)
P roo f: We set U(£) := Z +  W (t) in equation (3.1.17) where Z is independent 
of t , which gives the following equation
^  +  4 £ > £ W  +  a D lW  + Bh( W , Z )  +  Bh{ Z, W ) +  Bh(W, W ) =  f, (3.2.3) 
at
where
Bh(V ,V )  =  |  [U  ®  D°hV  +  r> ^ (U  ®  V ) ] ,
and
f  =  - B h{Z ,  Z )  -  AD\Z -  aD lZ .
Premultiplying (3.2.3) by 2 h W T gives
5^11 w ll is +  4< ^ w ’ ^ +
2h N~l
+  y E  Wi[(%(W12i +  W ^ Z i)  +  2dJ,WiZ,] =  ( W ,  i )Ll. (3.2.4)
i , j = 1
No w
N - l  N - l
J ]  W K jW Z ,-  +  W-Zi) +  2 ^ 4 ] =  £  W d l W Z ,  -  WjZi),
i,jf =  l  ' i , j = 1
=  W r ( i i  -  S ) w ,
wh e r e
N - l
i? =  d i ag( i ? i ,  i?2, • • •, i ? N - i )  w i t h  ^
j=i
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and 5  is the (N  — 1 ) x (N — 1 ) square matrix defined by
Sij =  \{Zid% + Zjdii).
Hence equation (3.2.4) becomes
+ 4 (D jW ,W > Ii +  a{Dl W ,W )L,
+  -  S )W  =  (W ,f)L2.
Applying Young’s inequality to the right hand side of this equation gives
i l l|w |1^  +  2 h W T V W  Z  (3-2.5)
where e > 0  and
V  = i D i  + aD l + ^ ( R - S ) .  (3.2.6)
If the matrix V —j D \  is assumed to be positive semi-definite for some real number 
0 < 7  < 4 and some choice of Z then (3.2.5) becomes
—  IIWHi, +  2/>7 W ^ W  -  | | |W | | | ,  < I | | f H i , , 
which implies that
-  J n w i i i ,  <  i | | f n i r
Applying Poincare’s inequality to the second norm on the left hand side of this 
equation and setting e =  7  gives
A ||w |[ | ,  + T| |w | | | ,  <
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If we now integrate this equation we obtain
and (3.2.2) follows with
for any e > 0 .
□
R em a rk  3.2.2 The condition that the matrix V  — 7 D \  is positive semi-definite 
has been verified numerically in [94] with the vector Z defined by
Z =  r)[h, 2 h , . . . , ( i V -  l)h]T,
for some positive parameter 77.
3.2.2 Consistency for the sem i-discrete approximation
We now consider the consistency of the PS approximation method (3.1.17). In 
order to prove that this approximation method is consistent we will need the 
following results which give estimates on the interpolation error produced by the 
PS method.
L em m a 3.2.3 Assume that u(x) G X s, s > 1/8, then for any real a, with 
0 < 0 < s, we have
III°h{u(x)) -  u(x)\\x° < C h^s-^W u^W xs,
where C is some positive constant independent of u.
P roof: See Voigt, Gottlieb and Hussaini [92, Theorem 2.1, p.6].
□
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This means that if u(x) has more than a ‘one-half’ bounded derivative then 
we can control the aliasing error that arises in PS collocation. We now state a 
more applicable result for our discrete Sobolev spaces.
L em m a 3.2.4 Assume that u(x) E X s, s > 1/8, then for any real a, with 
0 < a < s, we have
Below we will denote by u (t) £ M.N *, for t E [0, T], the restriction of the 
continuous solution of the K-S equation (2.3.7) to the internal grid points of 
(3.1.2), i.e.,
Before we state and prove our consistency result we will need the following lemma. 
L em m a 3.2.5 Let u(x) G X 1/2, then
where C is some positive constant independent of u.
P roof: See [92, Theorem 2.4, p.7].
□
U(t) = [u(x 1 , t), u(x2, < ),...,  u(xN-!, t)]T.
Hence the truncation error, r ( t) ,  for our PS discretization is given by
r ( t )  =  ■^ + 4Dihu  + aD 2hu + ^(u<S>D0hn  + D eh(niS>\i)). (3.2.7)
where C is some constant independent of u.
P roof: By definition
N - l
D°hu  1 loo < max 
0 < j < N
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which implies that
11-DXulUr < m a c ^ u O r ,- ) ! ,
< max
0 < X < 7 T s « »
by Agmon’s inequality (3.1.23). Hence applying Lemma 3.2.3 and Theorem 2.1.5 
gives
l l -D * u | l i r  -  C H“ 0 M ) ll; r i /a -
□
T h eo rem  3.2.6 Let h > 0 be sufficiently small and the initial condition uq of 
the K-S equation (2.3.7) be in the space X s, for s > 9/8 with 4s 6 N. Then given 
any T  > 0 there exists a positive constant C such that
| |r ( t ) | |£j < C (a,T ,  HuolUO/i4'*-1’, V t 6 [0,T], (3.2.8)
P roof: We let u xxxx, u xx, ux and (u2)x denote the grid restrictions of the func­
tions uxxxx, uxx, ux and (u2)x in equation (2.3.7), so that the truncation error can 
be written as
r ( t)  =  4 [Dku -  u xxxx] +  a [D2hu -  uxx]
-f ^  [u <g> D °hu  -  u  <g> ux +  D eh(u ® u) -  (u2)x] . (3.2.9)
o
Taking the L 2h norm of this equation gives
| t ( * ) | | L 2 < 4\\D£u -  u x x x x | | L 2 +  a\\Dlu  -  u x x | | L 2
+ ?  ( | | u | | l ~ | | D°hu  -  u x | | L 2 +  ||D*(u 0  u) -  ( u 2 ) x | | l2J  ,
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which is equivalent to 
I k W l l i i  <  4 | | ( 4 » u ) X X X X  U - X X X x l l z , ^  “ I-  Q^ll  ( ^ ^ x x  ^ - x x | | l |
+ f  (llu IUr IK7fcu ) * _  u * l k  +  K ( ( u 2 ) * )  -  ( u 2 ) x L j )  • (3 .2 .1 0 )
If we apply Lemma 3.2.4 to the first term on the right hand side of the above 
equation, then we obtain
ii w  X X X X  U - X X X x I I l ^  —  C \ h  11 U x x x x  11 X 9 5
for some o > 0, which implies that
II ( f / i ^ ) x x x x  U-XXXxIIl^ ^  (>2 /1  ||li||^ -<7 + l ,
by Theorem 2.1.5. Now letting a =  s — 1, s > 0, gives
| | ( / » x x x x  -  UxxxxWl* <  C ’2 / l4(S‘~1 ) | | w | | x ^
In order to satisfy the assumptions in Lemma 3.2.4 we must choose cr =  s — 1 > 
1/8 which implies that s > 9/8. Hence applying Lemma 3.2.4 to all the L \  norms 
on the right hand side of equation (3.2.10) gives
IkW lltJ  ^  c 2||u(t)|U-ft4(s_1) +  C3||u(t) 11*.h^s~1/2)
+C 4||u|Ur |H<)|U.fc4<s- 1/4) +  Cb II («•(*))* II Jr. A44—1/4). (3.2.11>
Now since s > 9/8 we have that
l l u W I U -  <  ^ | | t t ( t ) | | ^ | | « ( t ) | | ^ /4 <  c # | K t ) | | x . ,
by Agmon’s inequality (3.1.23) and Theorem 2.1.5 respectively. Also Theorem 
2.1.7 implies tha t
ll(«(i))2|U< < C7\\u{t)\\2x ,.
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Hence the truncation error in equation (3.2.11) can be bounded as follows
for t > 0. Finally extending the result of Theorem 2.2.12 to the interval [0, T\ 
implies that it is possible to obtain this bound in terms of the initial condition
U q .
3.2.3 Convergence for the semi-discrete approxim ation
Given the consistency result of our approximation above, we are now in a position 
to prove a convergence result.
T h e o rem  3.2.7 Let h > 0 be sufficiently small, uq £ X s for s > 9 / 8  with 
4s £ N. Then given T  > 0 there exists a positive constant C such that
l |u ( i ) - u ( t ) | | i j < c ( a , r , | K | | x .)fc4( - 1), V i€ [ 0 ,r ] .  (3 .2 .1 3 )
P roof: Subtracting (3.1.17) from (3.2.7) gives
llr Wllz,2 < C8(at, \\u(x,t)\\x*)h4{s 1} (3.2.12)
□
4 e  +  AD4kE  + aD 2hE  + f  (u ® D^u -  U ® D°hU)
at o
+  | ( ^ ( u ® u ) - D ^ ( U ® U ) ) = x ,
where E  =  u — U and r  =  r(t) .  Premultiplying by 2hET gives
+  ( U ® U - u ® u ,n ^ E ) L2 )  +  ( t , E ) L2,
= -  4WDIEWI*- a (D lE ,E )Li
-  |  ( ((u  -  U) ® HJu +  U  ® D °h{u -  U), E ) | j
+  ((U — u) 0  (U — u) 4- 2u 0  U — 2u 0  u, D°h 
+  (r >E)L2,
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so that
l l l l E l l i j  =  -  4 | |^ E | | i ,  -  a(D iE ,E )1?
-  | ( < E ®  D l u  -  (u -  U) ® .D^E +  u  ® D l(  u  -  U), E > |,
+  (E ® E  — 2u ® E ,D ^E ) L 2 j  +  ( r ,  E )L2 ,
which can be written as
=  -  4 ||£*E ||£ , - a < ^ E ,E )L2,
_  3^  ®  ^ u ’ — ( E  0  D°hE ,  E ) L 2 +  ( u  0  £ > £ E ,  E ) ^ 2
+  ( E  (8> E ,  D°hE ) l 2 — 2 ( u  0  E ,  D £ E ) L2 ^ +  ( r , E ) L2 . ( 3 . 2 . 1 4 )
Equating the terms together in this equation gives
=  -  t W H i n i i  ~  a < ^ E ’E >^
-  | ( < E ®  Din,  E )t 2 -  (u ® E, Z ^ E )^ )
+  ( r ,E ) t 2, (3.2.15)
so that
<  -  m i n i i  -  « < ^ e ,e > £ 2 +  | c ' 1||e i i |,
+ |c 2||E||z,2||Z?j’E||i2 + ||t||x,2 ||E||x,j. (3.2.16)
In this equation we have bounded ||.D£u||£~ by C\ using Lemma 3.2.5 and ||u ||i~  
by C2 using the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.2.6. Now applying Young’s 
inequality to the last two products in (3.2.16) and using the fact that ||D £E | | L 2 < 
ll-D£E||L2 , gives
< -  4 | |^ E | | |2  +  ( a  +  | C 2) ||OJE||£,
| c 1 +  ^ 2 +  i ) | |E | | i 2  +  i | | r | | i 2 :
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which implies that
d t ]m h  <
| C , +  | C , +  ( ! ^ V  +  1 |E |li? +  | |r | |2£5, (3.2.17)
since
< ( 2a +  aC2/ 3 ( 2
2V&
Integrating (3.2.17) with respect to time gives




K  = I  Cl+?Cl+( ? ^ V +1
Given that E(0) =  u(0) — U(0) = 0  and using the bound for the truncation error 
in Theorem 3.2.6, we can obtain the following error bound
for t G [0, T\.
□
We can extend the last theorem to obtain error estimates in the L2 and X 1/4 
norms.
C oro lla ry  3.2.8 Let h > 0 be sufficiently small, uq G X s for s > 9/8 with 
4s G N and let Uh{x,t) be the interpolant, on the interval [0, tt\, of the vector 
U(i) given in Theorem 3.2.7. Then given T  > 0 there exists a positive constant 
C such that
K M )  -  <  C (a,T ,  |l«o|U-)/r4(i_1), V i € [0,T], (3.2.19)
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P roof: We have that
| | u ( i , t )  -  u h ( x , t ) \ \ L 2 <  IIu ( x , t )  -  I Z ( u ( x , t ) ) \ \ Li +  ||j;*(u(a;,t)) -  Uh( x , t ) \ \ L2 ,
=  \H x , t )  -  I^{u(x,t))\\L2 + \\u(t) -U (t) ||t 2 ,
by definition of the operator I £. Hence the above equation becomes
\\u(x,t) -  uh(x ,t )\\L2 < C '(a ,T ,\\u0\\x .)h is +  ||u(t) -  TJ||L2 , 
< C{a,T,  ||u0||x 0 ^ 4<s_1)!
by Lemma 3.2.3 and Theorem 3.2.7 .
□
C oro llary  3.2.9 Let h > 0 be sufficiently small, Uo € X s for s > 5/4 with 
4s 6 N and Uh{x,t) be the interpolant, on the interval [0,7r]; of the vector U (t) 
given in Theorem 3.2.7. Then given T  > 0 there exists a positive constant C such 
that
||u(rc,t) -  uh(x , t ) ||x v . < C (a ,T ,  ||u0|UO/*4<*~5/4), V t 6 [0,T], (3.2.20)
P roof: We note that
11“ -  “fcllxv* < 11“ -  i£(u )||x i/4 +  \\A'/\l°h(u) -  Ufc)||i2,
so that
||« -  <  C 'W uW x.h^-W  + V2N\\I°h(u) -  uh\\L2,
by the eigenvalues of the operator A  and Lemma 3.2.3. Therefore we obtain 
||“ - “ Jx>/4 <  C (a ,T , ||“ o||x«)^4(s_5/4*i
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by Corollary 3.2.8.
□
A similar error estimate, to the one obtained in Theorem 3.2.7, for the PS 
approximation of the K-S equation with periodic boundary conditions is given 
in Lopez-Marcos [60]. However in order to obtain the estimate in this paper 
artificial assumptions have to made on the approximation, notably that ||U ||^~ 
is bounded. These terms will arise in bounding the inner product (E® D^E, E )L2 
in (3.2.14). We have managed to overcome this assumption due to the way in 
which we split the nonlinear term uux, see (3.1.1), prior to the discretization. 
This has enabled us to use the fact that
(E ® D lE, E )L2 +  (Dl(E  ® E), E )L2 =  0,
in order to go from step (3.2.14) to step (3.2.15), in the proof of Theorem 3.2.7. 
In [60], the nonlinear term uux is approximated only by D \(U ® U). Hence in 
the error analysis in this paper, one obtains
<u2 - U 2, ^ E > iS ,
and this is bounded by
which involve the ||U||x,«= term.
The LjJ0 bounds in [60] are justified by using the concept of stability thresh­
olds. A good discussion of this idea can be found in Sanz-Serna [79]. The basic 
idea here is that a nonlinear discretization is referred to as being stable if, for a 
local perturbation of the problem, the solution remains bounded in terms of the 
perturbation. However it is possible that the discretization will not remain well 
behaved for large perturbations. This led to the concept of a stability threshold 
which is an upper bound such that the discretization is well behaved for pertur­
bations whose size is below the threshold. This idea of stability thresholds was
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first introduced in Stetter [83].
3.3 Gevrey regularity o f the solutions o f the  
semi-discrete approximation
In the previous chapter we introduced the concept of Gevrey regularity and 
proved that the solutions of the K-S equation, with initial data in X 1/4 are in 
a Gevrey class for t > 0. In this section we will prove an analogous result for 
the solutions of the the semi-discrete approximation (3.1.17). In this proof we 
require bounds on the nonlinear terms
Nx(U) := U ® D°hU, N 2(U) := D eh(U  <g> U),
and in order to obtain these bounds we will need the following eigenvalue results.
L em m a 3.3.1 Let 1 < k, I < N  — 1, N  G N, such that 1 < k — l < k + l < N  — 1. 
Then
I \ 1/4 | < A 1/4 +  A1/4\A h,k±l\  —  A h,k +  A h,l >
where Xh,k±i are eigenvalues of the operator Ah ■
P roof: By definition
l O  < |(4 (fc ± 0 4)1/4|,
=  y/2 |k ±  /|,
^  \/2 k +  V21 ,
-  A1/4 -4- A1/4—  A h,k +  A h,i ■
□
L em m a 3.3.2 Let k, Z, N  € N be such that 1 < k < N  — 1 and 1 <  I < k. Then
IA1/4 I <  a 1/4 4- A1/4 \A h , N - k + l \  — h,k ^  A h,N—l'
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P ro o f: By definition
I^Mr-fc+il — v^2|-^ k + l\,
< V 2 ( \ 2 l - k \  +  \ N - l \ ) ,  
<V2 ( \ k \  +  \ N - l \ ) ,
since 1 < I < k, so that
< V 2 k  +  V2( N - 1),
-  \V4 , \V4
—  A h,k h ,N—l'
L em m a 3.3.3 Let U  E D(A^/4etA^  ) for fixed t > 0. Then
W A ^ e ^ N . m ^  < 4 p i /4U ||t)L2 | |^ /4U ||t)L2, 
where || • ||tjia =  \\etA^ 4 • \\L2.
P ro o f: We recall that our approximation is in the form
N - 1
uh(%) =  A  sin kx,
k=1
so that
N - 1 N - l
dx
Q
Uh{x)— Uh(x) = E (5k sin kx fyl cos Ix,
fc=l z=i
i V - l  N —l
= E E  sin fcx cos Ix,
k= 1 1 = 1  
J V - 1 A T - 1  ^
=  ^ ^ ^ A - [ s i n ( / c  +  0^  +  sin(/c-/)2:],
f c = l  i = i
□
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which gives
q   ^ /  N —2 N —k—l
u h( x ) — u h(x)  =  2 ( 5 1  l3kP i l s i n ( k  +  l ) x  
\ k = 1 1=1
N - 1 N - 1
+ E  E  (3kf 3 i l s m ( k  +  l ) x
k = 1 l = N —k 
N - 1 f c - 1
+ E E  ^A/sinfA: -  l ) x
k = 2 Z=1
W - 1 7 V - 1  \
+  E E  /3fcA/sin(/c -  Z)x I ,
k = 1 Z=fc /
which is the interpolant for N i(U ) =  U 0  DjJU. Hence if we consider this 
expression on the uniform grid (3.1.2) it is possible to obtain N i(U ) in terms of 
the eigenfunctions of A h ,  &h, - ,
/ N —2 N - k - 1
N i ( u ) = 5  E E  PkPiluh,k+i
\fc= 1 1=1
N - 1 k - 1
- E E  P k & N - l { N  — l)u>h,N - k + l
k = 2 1=1 
N - 1 fc -1
+ E E  P k P l l U h , k - l
k=2 1=1 
N - 2 AT—1
- E E
k = l  l = k + 1
Therefore we have that 
4 /4e ' ^ N 1(U )=
\ f c = l  J = 1  
V - l  fc -1
- E E  ( 3 k p N - l { N  ~  O ^ A T - J f c + Z  etAfc,JV" f c + i w /i,JV_fc+Z
fc=2 Z=1
+ E E  P k f r l ^ k - l  etXh'k~ l(^ h , k - l ,
k = 2 1=1
-  IlI PkPii^h,i-ketXh’i~ku>h,i-k
k = 1 l = k + 1
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N - 1 l!/4.Now we let W  be such that W  =  € D(etAh ), then premultiplying
k= 1
the last equation by 2h(etA^ 'W ) T and taking the modulus gives
h  < f ( E  E  I^IIAII%+i|i|A^4+1|e2U^
\ f c = l  Z=1
+  E  E  |/5fcI |/5iV-ZI |77AT-fc+ZI (A^  -  0 \^hlN—k + l\^ ^ il’N~k+l
k=2 1=1
+  E E l A I I A I I ^ - / I ^ ^ L |e 2< -
k=2 1=1
+ E E ,
f c = l  l= k + 1 /
—  1/41/* tA^Tvr fTn ^tAl/4-where X\ =  e h N i(U ),e  * W )L2 |, and this equation can be written as




+ E  E iaiiaii^ iaM + .  (3.3.D
f c = l  I= A s + l  /
Here we have used the fact that
l = \1{}/V2  and N  — 1 = A $ _ ,/V 2 ,
by the properties of the eigenvalues of the matrix operator Ah and we have also
used Lemma 3.3.2 which gives the following bound
, 1 / 4  <  \  1 / 4  \  1 / 4
A h , N - k + l  — h,k ^  A h , N - l '
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Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to (3.3.1) gives
*  e V ia&v a-
I 1/2 T V - f c - 1
£  1%+d







T V - 1
+  £
k—2
T V - 1
+  £
k-2





















y  i pN~i\2 ^ n - i^
1 /4
Lz=i
y \ P n - i \ 2\ n - i  e2tX^ N-
-,1/2





L i = l
1/2
g l A l ^ e 2^
Lz=i
Tfc-l






£ | A | 2Ah,(e2“ v
Lz=i
1/2







! / 2  r TV -1











which can be bounded as follows
'TV—1
\  k=1
+  Y  l A l ^ l l ^ f U I I ^ I I W I I ^ )
k=1 /
which gives
X\ <\J2  I max
_  \  0 < T < 7 r
TV-1
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This is equivalent to
N - 1
where Uhipp — \Pk\ sin kx- We can now apply Agmon’s inequality and replace
k=1
the L°° norms with L2 norms, so that we obtain
X ,  <  2 ( | | 4 / 4 U | | ^ | | > l i / 2 U | | ^ | | W | | t,l2k
+  I I U I I ^ I I A ^ U I I ^ I I ^ U I I ^ I I W I I ^ )  .
Finally if we repeatedly apply Lemma 3.1.8 to the various norms in the above 
equation it is possible to bound X\ as follows
| ( 4 /4  e ^ N ^ U ) ^  W M  <  4 | | ^ / 4 U | | ( ,i 2 | | A f  U | | t f l i | | W | | t « .
□
L em m a 3.3.4 Let U  6 D(A%*etA* ) for fixed t > 0. Then
| | A i / 4 e ^ / 4 N 2 ( U ) | | L 2 <  8 1 1 A . J / 4 U 1 1 t > i 2 1 1 A ^ / 4 U 1 1 t L 2 ,
where || • | | t j I 2 =  \\etA^  • ||L2 .
P roof: We have that
N —l N - 1
(uh( x ) f  = E (3k sin kx  ^  (3i sin Ix,
k=l 1=1
N - 1 J V - 1
=  E E  (3kPi sin A:a; sin Ix,
k = i  i = i  
^ N - 1 w - i
=  - ^ ^ ^ A [ c o s ( / c - 0 ^ - c o s ( / c  +  /)a:],
f c = l  z = i
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which gives
J  / N - l  k - l  N - l N - 1
(uh{x))2 =  2  ( X U I  Pk@l cos(k ~ l x^  +  X I  cos^  ~
V  k=2 1=1 k = l  l=k
N —2 N —k—1 N - l  N - l  \
- E E  PkPi COS(k 4- l)x - E E  PkPi cos(k +  l)x j ,
1=1 1=1 k = l  l = N —k /
and differentiating with respect to x  gives
rv 1 / N - l  k - l  N - l  N - l
—  {uh( x ) f  = - -  I ^ 2 ^ 2 / 3 k P i { k - l ) s m ( k - l ) x - ^ 2 ^ 2 p kP i ( k - l ) s m { k - l ) x
X  \  k=2 1=1 k = l  l=k
N —2 N —k—1 N - l  N - l  \
- E E  PkPi(k 4- I) sin (A; 4- l)x - E E  PkPi(k +  I) sin(A: 4- l)x J 
k = l  1=1 k = 1 l = N —k J
Hence N 2(U) is of the form
4 /4e < N 2( U ) = - i < V ^ f g g  PkPi(k -  l)uh,k-i
\ k = 2  1=1
N - 2  N - l  N —2 N —k—1
+ E  E  PkPi{l ~ k ) u hj_k - E E  PkPiik 4- l ) u htk+i
k = i  i = k + i  k = i  i= i
■ N - l k - l  \
+ E E  i 3 k @ N - l ( N  4- h  — l ) u > h ,N - k + l  J • 
k = 2 1=1 J
Following the same type of analysis as we did in the proof of Lemma 3.3.3, for
1 / 4
any W  E D{etA* ) we have that
^ ( E E
\ k = 1 / = 1  
N —2 N - l 4/4
+  E  E  m m n t - M  -  k ) \ \ i { t k\e2tx^
k= 1 l = k + l  
N —2 N —k—1
+  E  E  IAIIAII%+!|(fc +  0l>M +1|e2l4 ‘+‘
k =  l  1=1
+  y :  Y .  \ P k \ \ f i N - i \ \ ,n N - k + i \ { N  +  k  -  l ) \ X 1h/^ _ k + l \ e2tXh’N~ k+ l ) , 
k = 2 1=1
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where Z2 =  \{A^JAetA^  N 2(U ),etA^  W )L2 |. Also equating the (k ±  I) terms ash
eigenvalues of Ah and applying Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 gives
*  ^  (£& a - ' i ( ^ 4 + ^ 4)2et(A- +A- +A- - i)
+  E  E
k=1 l—k+l
+ E "e"1 m\m\v^ \(x at+K';r
k=1 l—k
+  E  E  I W I M ^ K A h 4 +  xI{n- i)2 e t(A$ +A^ - ' +A^ - ‘+i>
k—2 1=1
Now if we apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to the above equation and follow 
the relevant part of the proof for Lemma 3.3.3 it is possible to show that
22 < V 2  ( p ^ H ^ I I U I I ^ j  +  2 p 1/4«ft||t,£« . | |4 /4U ||(ji,
N - l
where Uh(x) =  ^ |/? fc | sin kx, which gives
k=  1




by Agmon’s inequality. Finally applying Lemma 3.1.8 to the norms in the above 
equation it is possible to show that
| ( 4 /V Ai/4N2(U), e'-^W }^! < S l l ^ U H ^ p f u H ^  ||W||t>i..
□
We now state the following discrete Gevrey result for our semi-discrete PS ap­
proximation.
T h eo rem  3.3.5 Let the initial condition U(0) for the semi-discrete equation
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(3.1.17) be contained in the space X s u c h  that ||Uo||x i/ 4  < p. Then there 
exists t i th =  ^i,/i(||U(0 )||x i/4) such that
h
U (i) € Gt,h = D & W ' ) ,
with
U (i) ||i j  < V2p, Vi € (0 , t llfc].
P roo f: Let V (i) =  etA* U (i), so that
dV  .1 / 4  tAi/<TT *a1/4^U —  =  A J  e h U +  e h —  
dt h dt
=  4 / y - < /4 U  +  e < \ - A hU  -  aD \V  -  | ( N i ( U )  +  N 2 ( U ) ) ] ,  
=  4 / 4 V  -  AhV  -  aD lV  -  | e ^ / 4 [ N , ( U )  +  N 2 ( U ) ] .
Premultiplying by 2h(A1t/ 2V ) T gives
^ l l4 /4V|li, <\\Afv\\2Ll -  ||4/4V||1, +a||.DrV||Li;||4/2V||ij
+ J  ( |( e < 4Ni(U), A4/2V)i? | + |<e“ i/4N2(U), A j^V )^!) ,
which becomes
\ j t u T n h  < l- ^ \ \ A T n h + ? K /2v i i i ?
+  f  +  |(e< 4N 2( U ) , ^ /2V )Lj |)  ,
since
l l^ V l l i j  =  \\\A]!2Y \\Li, I l4 /8 V |L S =
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by Lemmas 3.1.5 and 3.1.8 respectively. Now applying the bounds in Lemmas 
3.3.3 and 3.3.4 to the nonlinear terms, gives
| l l 4 /4 V || | ,  < i ^ M | | 4 / 4 V || | ,  +  a \ \A ^ V \ \Ll 
+  8 a | |4 /4V ||i ; | | 4 /4V ||i ; ,
which implies that
| n 4 /4v i i l ,  + a i i 4 /4v u i j i i 4 /4v i i i 3
+  8 a ||4 /4'V l i y A f  ■V ila , (3.3.2)
since
l / 4 - «  7- 111 / 2 11 . 3 / 4 A n , l / 2
by Lemma 3.1.9. Applying Young’s inequality to the two products of norms on 
the right hand side of (3.3.2) then gives
^ K /4v | l i |  +  | l l 4 /4v | | | .
+ 8a ^ l K /4v | i l *  +  | l l 4 /4v | i l .
and if we set ei =  (2 — \ f 2 ) / a  and 6 2  =  1/ (4a) this becomes
H 4 /4V | |^ + 1 6 ^ | |A r V | |4;2II A l/4“\r114 (3.3.3)
Letting y(t) =  ||A ^ 4 V (t ) | | ^ 2 and integrating (3.3.3) with respect to time gives
v(t)
y{t) + B
< eABt y{ 0)
y(0) + B '
(3.3.4)
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where A = 16a;2 and B  =  1/(32(2 — y/2)). Hence if we choose
0 < t < — !n
2(y(0) + B)
_ 2 y (0 )+ B  J
which is equivalent to
_ABt 2/(0) <  2y(0)
2/(0) +  B  2y(0) + B
then (3.3.4) becomes
y(t) <  2y(0)
y(t) + B  2y(0) + B '
which implies that
1/ 4TT/'n M |2 (3.3.5)
for 0 <  t < t\,h where
2(2 -  y/2) 
i^,/i — Ina"
2 ( | | < 4U (0 ) ||^  +  1/(32(2 -  V5))) 
2 | |4 /4U(0)||^? + 1 7 ( 3 2 ( 2 - ^ ) )
Hence we have obtained the result.
□
R em ark  3.3.6 If we could assume uniform bounds on the approximate solution 
in the space then we could extend the result in Theorem 3.3.5 to show 
that the approximate solution is in a Gevrey class for all t > 0, using a similar 
argument as we did in Theorem 2.4.9.
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3.4 A fully-discrete approximation
3.4.1 A Crank-Nicolson scheme
Although our theoretical results are mainly concerned with the semi-discrete 
equation (3.1.17), we need to discretize in time in order to construct a practical 
numerical scheme. Therefore in this section we prove an analogous convergence 
result, to the one in Theorem 3.2.7, for a fully-discrete approximation involv­
ing the Crank-Nicolson method for the temporal discretization. This is a fully- 
implicit second order accurate method. This method was used along with the 
pseudospectral method in Wallace and Sloan [94], however no convergence result 
was proved in this paper.
We let [0,T] be some interval of time and let k denote the time step, where 
0 < k < T.  Also we denote the time levels by tn = nk  for n  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  M, where 
M  = [T/k] and [T/k\ is highest integer less than or equal to T /k .  The vector u n 
refers to u(-,tn) restricted to the internal grid points of (3.1.2).
Therefore using the Crank-Nicolson method, the approximations U n of u n are 
computed by the following fully-discrete scheme
U - - U - _ G ( U - )  +  G ( M - - ' )  l i n i M  ( J 4 1 )
K £
where
G (U ) =  -  (4D *U  +  a D l V  +  |  [U ® D °hU +  D \(V  ® U )]) , (3.4.2)
and U° =  uo- Equation (3.4.1) can be solved by Newton iteration and we will 
consider this in much more detail in Section 6.3.
3.4.2 A further fully-discrete scheme
In order to prove a convergence result for (3.4.1) similar to the one we proved in 
the previous section, it is convenient to consider another fully-discrete implicit
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scheme. We begin by defining
U " + 1 /2 = U" + ^G(Un), 0 < n < M, (3.4.3)
with U-1/2 = U° — k / 2G(U°), where Un are given by (3.4.1) for 1 < n < M. 
Hence
U " + ! / 2  _  u n - 1 /2  =  U "  _  U " - l  +  Z [G(un) -  G(U"-1)] ,
= £ [G(U") + G(U'*_1) + G(Un) -  G(U"-1)] ,
by (3.4.1), which gives
U n + l / 2  _  U n - l /2  =  k G (U"), 1 < n < M ,
and we have by definition that U 1/2 — U -1/2 =  A:G(U°), so that
U "+1/2 _  u " - 1/2 =  k G (U n), 0 < n < M .  (3.4.4)
Combining (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) then gives
j j n + l / 2  . - i j n - 1 /2
U n =  J  , 0 < n < M,
and substituting this expression back into (3.4.3) gives the following fully-discrete 
implicit scheme
/ T T n + l /2  , T j n —1 /2  \
U n+1 2^ -  U "_1/2 -  k G ( ------— J ----------J =  0, 1 <  n < M,  (3.4.5)
where
U 1^ 2 =  U° +  k/2 G(U°). (3.4.6)
We will now prove a convergence result for this scheme and use it to prove a
similar result for the Crank-Nicolson scheme (3.4.1).
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3.4.3 Consistency for the fully-discrete scheme
Let r n+1/2, for 0 < n < M, be the grid restriction of the truncation error of the 
fully-discrete scheme (3.4.5) at t = tn+1/2, which is given by the following
T n + 1 / 2  _  [u (tn+1/2) _  u (tn_i/2)] -  kG  Q  [u(t„+i/2) +  u(*n_1/2)]^ , (3.4.7)
for 1 < n  <  M, and
T1/2 =  u ( t1/2) -  u(0) -  k j 2 G(u(0)), (3.4.8)
for n  =  0, by (3.4.6).
T h e o rem  3.4.1 Let h, k > 0 be sufficiently small and the initial condition of the 
K-S equation (2.3.7) be in the space X s, for s > 2 with 4s € N. Then given any 
T  > 0 there exists a positive constant C such that
l|Tn+1/2||L2 =  C (a ,T ,  ||u0||x-)(/»4(*~1) +  k2). (3.4.9)
for 0 < n < M.
P roof: Applying a Taylor Series expansion about the point tn in (3.4.7) gives
&
T n + 1 / 2 _  k _  G  (u (tn))] +  G(k2), (3.4.10)
for 1 < n < M. Similarly if we apply an expansion about t = 0 for equation
(3.4.8) we obtain
r 1/2 = ^[u'(0) -  G(u(0))] +  0 ( k 2). (3.4.11)
In order for the above equation to make sense we have to assume that the initial
data is in at least the space X 2, since the 0 ( k 2) terms contain u"(0). Hence
taking the L 2 norm of (3.4.10) and (3.4.11) gives
l|r"+1/2||i? < fc||u'(t,,) -  G (u(t„)) L j  +  ck2\\u"{e)\\L>, (3.4.12)
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for 0 < n < M, where 9 G (0, tn+1/2) and c is some arbitrary constant. If we 
apply a similar analysis to ||u '(tn) — G (u(tn)) | | L 2 as we did for the semi-discrete 
equation in Subsection 3.2.2, it is possible to obtain
||r "+1/2 | | i 2 =  C'{a, +  ck2\\u(e)\\x ,,
for 0 < n < M  and s > 2. Therefore given that u0 e  X s we can again use 
Theorem 2.2.12 extended to the interval [0, T] to obtain the following bound of 
the truncation error in terms of the initial data
| |r n + 1 / 2 | | L 2 =  C{a,T,  |K IU 0 (* 4(s_1) +  **).
for 0 < n < M.
□
3.4.4 Convergence for the fully-discrete scheme
We begin by stating the following lemma which is necessary in the proof for our 
convergence result.
L em m a 3.4.2 I f  x G [0,1/3] then the following inequality holds
Zx ^  1  +  xe > ------- .
1 — x
P roof: Consider the following real valued function
f ( x )  = e3l(l — x) — (1 4- x), x > 0,
where /(0 ) =  0 and f ( x )  = e3x(2 — 3x) — 1. If x  G [0, 1/3], then f ( x )  > 0 which 
implies that f (x )  > 0, and so the result holds.
□
T h eo rem  3.4.3 Let h ,k  > 0 be sufficiently small and Uq G X s for s > 2 with
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4s 6 N. Then given any T  > 0 there exists a positive constant C such that
|un+1/2 U n+1/2m  < C(a ,T, |M U .)(A 4(s- 1) +  k2),
for  0 < n < M , where \Jn+l/2 is given by (3.4-5). 
P roof: Subtracting (3.4.5) from (3.4.7) gives
• g n + l / 2  _  j j m - 1 / 2
k
_  T n + 1 /2  _  2 £ ) £ ( E n + 1 / 2 -I- E n _ 1 / 2 )
——D 2(En+1/2 +  E n_1/2) -  — [(un+1/2 +  u n_1/2) <8> D°h(un+1/2 +  u n-1/2) 
2 12
_ ^ U n + l / 2  +  u n - l / 2 j  ^  ^ j j n + 1 /2  +  jjn-1/2)
+Deh ((un+1/2 +  un_1/2)2 -  (Un+1/2 +  U n_1/2)2)] ,
for 1 < n < M, where E n 1/2 =  u n 1/2 — U n 1//2, for 1 < n < M  +  1. Premulti­
plying by 2/i(En+1/2 +  E "-V 2)T gives
1 ^||E n + 1 / 2 | | 2 2 -  ||En- 1/2||22 ) =  ( r n+1/2, E n+1/2 + E n~l/2)L2
-2 \\D l(E n+1/2 +  E n_1/2)||22 -  ^(£>2(En+1/2 +  E n~1/2) ,E n+1/2 +  E n‘ 1/2)L2
-7 Z  [<(un+1/2 +  u n_1/2) (8> D°h(un+1/2 +  u”-i/* ) ,En+1/2 +  E n~l/2)L2 
12 L h
- ( ( U n+1/2 +  U n_1/2) <8> D°h(U n+1/2 +  u 71- 1/2) ^ 714-1/2 +  E n-1/2)L2
- ( ( u n+1/2 +  u n-1/2)2 -  (Un+1/2 +  U n_1/2)2, D°h{E n+1/2 +  E n _ 1 / 2 ) ) L 2
for 1 < n <  M, which is equivalent to
I  (l|E n+1/2|lij -  l|En- 1/2| | l , )  < K + ^ I I ^ I I E ^  +  E " -1/2! ^
—2||D2(En+1/2 +  En_1/2)||22 -  ~{D 2h{En+1/2 + En_1/2), En+1/2 +  En_1/2)L2 
_ i l  | (^(En+1/2 +  En-1/2) (g) £>£(un+1/2 +  un_1/2),E n+1/2 +  E n _ 1 / 2 ) L 2 
— ((En+1/2 +  En-1/2) <8 £>£(En+1/2 +  En-1/2), En+1/2 +  E n_1/2)L2 
+((u n+1/2 +  un_1/2) <g> D°h(En+1/2 +  En-1/2), En+1/2 +  E n _ 1 / 2 ) L 2 
+((E n+1/2 +  En-1/2) <8> En+1/2 +  En-1/2, D°h{En+l/2 +  En_1/2))L2 
—2((un+1/2 +  un_1/2) ® (En+1/2 + En_1/2), D°h{En+1/2 +  E n _ 1 / 2 ) ) L 2
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Equating the terms together in the last equation gives
\  (l|E n+1/2Hij -  l|E’!-1/2||£ |)  < ||r n + 1 / 2 | | i 2 ||E"+1 2^ +
- 2 | |D ^ ( E " +1/2 +  E " " 1/2) | |2 j -  |(E > 2 (E »+ l/2  +  E n - l / 2 ^ E n + l/2  + E n - V 2 ^ ^
+ H .  |E"'1'1/2+ E”-1^ | | 2 + C ^ )||E”+1/3+ E " -1''2l|i2|p^(En+1/2+ E n- 1/2)||i 2) ,12 \ h h h)
where we have bounded ||DjJ(un+1/2 + un-1/2)||i,~ and ||un+1/2 +  un_1/2||L«. by 
C f } and C ^  respectively, for 1 < n < M, using the same argument as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2.7. Applying Young’s inequality to the two products of L \ 
norms in the last equation gives
I  (||E"+1/2|||2 -  ||E""1/2||^ )  < +  i||E"+1/2 +  E”_1/2||^ 2
- 2 \ \ D l ( E n+l/2 +  En_1/2)||22 -  — (D^(En+1/2 +  En~1/2) ,E n+1/2 +  En_1/2)L2
h. 2 k




||£l°(En+1''2 +  E " -1/2)!!^, (3.4.13)
I  A |E n + l / 2 | |2  _  | |E n - l / 2 | | 2 2 \  <  1 | | T „ + 1 / 2 | |2  +  £,(<«) p n + 1 / 2  +  j m - 1 / 2
K V h h j  2 h
- 2 | | £ > £ ( E n + 1 /2  +  E " - 1 /2 ) | | 2 2 +  C f ) | | S ^ ( E n+1/2  +  E n- 1 /2 ) | | 2 2 , ( 3 . 4 . 1 4 )
h h
by Lemmas 3.1.6 and 3.1.7, where
cf> = ( -  + —c f  > + — c f  >), d n) = ( -  + —d B)) .
3 V 2 1 2  1 2 4  2 J ’ 4 V 2  2 4  2 J
Also it is possible to bound the last two terms in (3.4.14) in the following way
- 2 | | ^ ( E n + 1 /2  +  E " - 1/ 2 ) | | 2 2 +  C f ) | | ^ ( E " + 1/2  +  E n- 1 /2 ) | | 2 2
h h
<  V 4 J ||En+1/2 +  E n~ 1 / 2 H2 2 ,
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so that (3.4.14) becomes
I  (||En+1/2||^ -  ||E"-V2||1.) < | | | r ”+1/2|||.j + c ( n)||E"+1/2 + E"-1/2|| | , ,
where =  C ^  +  ( C ^ ) 2/8. Equating the terms together and assuming that
C ^ k  < 1 /3  gives
|En+1/2ni? <
k
2(1 -  Cin)k)
which can be written as
|E"+1/2ni? <
k
2 ( 1  -  d n)k ) h
~\ n—i
1 +  C^n)k 
1 -  C ^ k
r i + l / 2 | | 2
+ 1 + Cjn)k
1 -  d n)k
(3.4.15)
Now Lemma 3.4.2 implies that
1 +  Cin)k ->(n) i
1 -  C p k
L - i  <  P^ r k
so that
1 + Cjn)k
1 -  cin)k
< e.3 d n)nk
Hence substituting this into inequality (3.4.15) gives






2 =  1
(3.4.16)
where K ^  =  e3Cs ) t . We also have that
I|E1/2||i2 =  [|uV2 _  uV2|k  = ||u(l/2) -  U* -  ^G (U 0)||i2 ,
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by (3.4.6) which implies that
HE 1/2\\lI  <  ^ llu '(O ) -  G ( U o )||L2 +  ck 2\ \ u " m L, ,  e €  (0, i 1/2), 
which is identical to the right hand side of (3.4.12), hence we have tha t 
[ | E ^ 2 | | i 2 <  C(a,  | |uo lU ») (A 4(s_1) +  k2) , 
for s > 2. Therefore (3.4.16) becomes
l |E " + ' / 2 | |L2 <  C(a,T , | | u 0 | |x . ) ( A 4(" 1) +  k2).
h.
□
3.4.5 Convergence for the Crank-Nicolson scheme
We now use Theorem 3.4.3 to prove a similar result for the Crank-Nicolson 
Scheme (3.4.1).
T h eo rem  3.4.4 Let h ,k  > 0 be sufficiently small and u0 G X s for s > 2 with 
As G N. Then given any T  > 0, there exists a positive constant C such that
K  -  U l i j  <  C(a,T,  +  k2),
for  1 < n < M, where U n is given by (3.4-1)- 
P roof: We note that
||u" -  U " ||L2 =  ||u" -  i ( U n+1/2 -  U " - 1/2) || t | ,  1 <  n < M,
so that taking a Taylor series expansion about u n gives
ll«n -  xr-iiij < | | l ( u "+1/2 -  v n+l'2) +  i ( u " - 1/2 -  v n- l/2)\\L2h + o{k2),
(3.4.17)
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for all 1 < n < M, which implies that
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Chapter 4 
A ttractors and upper 
sem i-continuity of attractors
4.1 Attractor theory
The long-time behaviour of dissipative PDE’s is characterised by the presence 
of a global attractor towards which all orbits converge. To introduce the basic 
theory of the attractors for these equations, we state some standard definitions 
and results, which can be found in most dynamical systems text books, such 
as Guckenheimer and Holmes [36], Temam [87] and Wiggins [95]. We begin by 
introducing the notion of distance in a Banach space.
D efin ition  4.1.1 Let A and B  be two nonempty subsets of a Banach space X ,  
with norm || • \\x, then
(i) the d istan ce  between a point u € X  and the set B  is defined by
d(u, B)  := inf ||ti — v\\x\v£B
(ii) the sem i-d istance from the set A  to B  is defined by
6X(A ,B)  := sup d(u, J3);
u£A
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(Hi) the HausdorfF distance between A and B  is defined by
dH(A,B)  := max{5x (A, B ),6X(B, A)}.
D efinition 4.1.2 Let A be a nonempty subset of X  and e > 0, then we define 
an e-neighbourhood of A by
Afx (A, e) := { u e X  : d(u, A) < e}.
D efinition 4.1.3 A C°  semigroup, defined on a Banach space X ,  is a family 
of operators, {T7(i)}t>o^ that map X  into itself and have the following properties
(i) T (0) =  I , where I  is the identity of X;
(ii) T ( t  +  s) = T(t)T(s), for all t, s > 0;
(Hi) T{t)u is continuous as a function of (t, u) G [0, oo) x X .
C° semigroups define dynamical systems for nonlinear autonomous partial or 
ordinary differential equations. For example, let us recall the result of Theorem 
2.2.12 for equation (2.2.2) given in Section 2.2. This implies that if uq € X a, 
0 < a  < 1, then there exists a unique solution u(t) E X a for all t € [0, r ) , 
for t  > 0. If denote by u(t]Uo) the solution at time t with initial condition 
w(0; uo) = Uq then
T(t)u0 = U(t; Uq) , u0 e  X a ,
defines a dynamical system on X a.
D efinition  4.1.4 The orbit (or trajectory) of the point uq € X , is defined by 
the set
7 M  : =  U q .
t>  0
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D efinition 4.1.5 The u>-limit set of the point u q , is defined by
Ul(u0) =  n u r «  Uo,
s > 0 t > s
The u;-limit set of a nonempty subset A  C X , is defined by
« ( a ) = n  u t w a
5 > 0  t > S
D efinition 4.1.6 The a-lim it set of the point u q , is defined by
a(u0) =  P | | j T ( - t ) - % o ,
s < 0  t < s
The a-lim it set of a nonempty subset A  C X , is defined by
^ i = n O w .
s < 0  t < s
D efinition 4.1.7 Let Uo and v0 be two equilibrium solutions for a dynamical 
system. Then u q  is said to be connected to Vo if there exists an orbit 7  such 
that
a( 7 ) =  Uq and lu(7 ) =  vq.
I f  Uo = vq then this orbit is referred to as a hom oclinic connection (or hom o­
clinic orbit), and when uq ^  ^ 0  it is referred as a heteroclinic connection  
(or heteroclinic orbit).
D efinition 4.1.8 A nonempty set A  C X  is said to be positively  invariant
for the semigroup {7'(t)}t>o, defined on X ,  if
T (t)A  C A, V t >  0.
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The set is A  is invariant for  {T(t)}t>0 if
T (t)A  =  A, V t e R .
We now quote the following lemma which gives an important property of the 
u;-limit set.
Lem m a 4.1.9 Assume that for some nonempty subset A C X ,  and for some 
to > 0 the set (Jt>*0 is relatively compact in X . Then u(A) is nonempty,
compact and invariant.
Proof: See [87, Lemma 1.1.1, p. 19].
□
We now state mathematically what we mean by attracting and attractor.
D efinition 4.1.10 A set A  C X  is said to attract a set B  C X , under T(t) if
for any e > 0 there exists t =  r(e, A, B) such that
T (t)B  C N x {A,e), V t > r .
D efinition  4.1.11 A set A  C X  is said to be an attractor if A  is a compact, 
invariant set which attracts an open neighbourhood of itself
D efinition  4.1.12 We say that A  C X  is a global or universal attractor for
the semigroup {T(t)}*>o if A  is a compact attractor that attracts all the bounded 
sets of X .
The convergence to this global attractor can be arbitrarily slow, thus we may be 
interested in finding sets into which bounded sets enter after a finite time.
D efinition  4.1.13 A closed bounded subset B of an open set U in X  is said to
be an absorbing set in U if for each bounded set B  C U there exists a time
t (B) > 0 such that
T { t ) B c B ,  V t > r .
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A dynamical system is usually referred to as being dissipative if it is known to 
contain an absorbing set in its phase space.
D efin ition  4.1.14 A semigroup T(t), t > 0 on a Banach space X  is said to be 
a sy m p to tica lly  sm ooth , if  for any bounded set B  C X , there is a compact set 
J  = J{B)  C X  such that J  attracts the set {u G B  : T (t)u  € B  for t > 0}.
T h e o rem  4.1.15 (B illoti-L aSalle [4])
Assume that T(t) is a C° semigroup defined on a subset U of a Banach space X ,  
and that it is asymptotically smooth on V  C U, and furthermore that there exists 
an absorbing set B, in V. Then the set A  defined by
is a compact attractor. I f  V  is convex, then A  is connected, and if  V  is the entire 
space X  then A  is a global attractor.
P roof: See [87, Theorem 1.1, p.23].
□
Before we can discuss the implications of this theorem we need to state the 
following definition.
D efin ition  4.1.16 Suppose that U is a compact set in the space X , d € [0, oo), 
e > 0 and
p(U,d,e) = i n f ^ r f ,
where the infimum is taken over all coverings {Bj} of the set U, and Bi are 
the balls in X  of radii ri < e, then the d -d im ensional H au sd o rff m easu re  is 
defined by
\ih  := n{U,d) = lim p{U,d,e).
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From the above definition it can be seen that if /j,ff(U,d') < oo for some d', 
then fin(U,d) =  0 for every d > d!\ thus there exists do € [0, oo) such that 
Vh{U> d) =  0 for d > d0 and ^n{U,d)  =  +oo for d < d0. Here d) e  [0, oo]
and is called the Hausdorff dimension of U and is denoted by dn{U).
A dynamical system which defines a semigroup that satisfies Theorem 4.1.15 
and Lemma 4.1.9 will possess a nonempty global attractor which describes all 
the possible long-time dynamics that the system produces. For low values of the 
certain physical parameters that may govern a dynamical system, e.g. Reynolds 
or Grashof number, the dynamics may involve stable fixed points or stable time 
periodic orbits. Unfortunately, little is known about the structure of the attractor 
when these parameters enter regions which permit non-trivial behaviour, such as 
chaos where the behaviour may look completely random for all time. However it 
is known that for certain evolution PDE’s, the long-time behaviour of solutions 
is relatively low dimensional, see Hale [37] and Temam [87]. In this case charac­
terisation of the attractor is limited to bounds on its Hausdorff dimension. This 
result was first shown for a delay evolution equation by Mallet-Paret [62] and 
has been shown to be true for the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations by 
Foias and Temam [25]. The dimensions of the attractors for a wide range of other 
nonlinear equations can be found in [87, Section IV]. Physically we can regard 
these bounds on the Hausdorff dimension as bounds on the number of degrees of 
freedom in the global asymptotic dynamical behaviour of the system.
As stated above the attractors of these nonlinear equation may exhibit chaotic 
behaviour for certain parameter values. For completeness we will define what we 
actually mean by chaos, after giving some preliminary definitions.
D efinition 4.1 .17 The semigroup T(t) on X  is said to be topologically tran­
sitive on X  if  given any pair of disjoint open sets A, B  C X  there exists a time 
Ti > 0 such that { T (r i )A } f] B  ^  0.
D efinition 4.1.18 The semigroup T(t) on X  is to have sensitive dependence
on initial conditions if there exists a 5 > 0 such that given any u € X  and e > 0, 
there exists v G X  and r2 > 0 with \\u — v\\x < e and ||T (t2)w — T ( t2)v\\x > S.
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D efin ition  4.1.19 An attractor A  is said to be chaotic (or s tra n g e )if the semi­
group T ( t)X  —> X ,
(i) has sensitive dependence on initial conditions;
(ii) and is topologically transitive on A.
R em ark  4.1.20 We can see that if T(t) is topologically transitive then we can­
not split the attractor A  into two disjoint sets which are invariant under T(t), so 
we have a degree of indecomposability. The sensitive dependence on initial con­
ditions gives rise to unpredictability, as small round-off errors become magnified 
during numerical computation. A third criteria for chaos, given in Devaney [12], 
is that the periodic orbits are dense in A , i.e. any point in A  is arbitrarily close 
to a periodic orbit. This gives rise to a degree of regularity amongst the chaos.
4.2 Attractors of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky eq­
uation
Having stated the results and definitions in the previous section, we now give 
corresponding known results for the K-S equation (2.3.7).
L em m a 4.2.1 Let the initial data of the K-S equation (2.3.7) be in the space X .  
Then there exists a constant po >  0  such that the ball
&x(po) '•= {u e  X  : \ \ u \\L 2 < p0},
is absorbing and positively invariant for the semigroup, S(t), defined by (2.3.7).
P roof: See Foias, Nicolaenko, Sell and Temam [22, Lemma 2.1, p .202] or Collet, 
Eckmann, Epstein and Stuble [7, Theorem 2.2, p.206].
□
In the paper [7], it has been shown that p0 =  0(o;4/5), where a  is the bifur­
cation parameter of equation (2.3.7). This bound holds for all initial data in the 
space X  which satisfies condition (2.3.5). Lemma 4.2.1 has been generalised to 
higher order spaces by the following result.
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L em m a 4.2.2 Let uq € X s then there exists a constant p±s > 0 for 4s € N which 
only depends on s and a  such that the ball
Bxa(pAs) '=  {u £ X s : ||w||x- < P4s}>
is absorbing and positively invariant for the semigroup defined by the K-S equation 
and p4s =  0(cx^s+5^ 4).
P roof: See [90, Lemma 1, p. 1099].
□
It is worth noting that the results of Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 cover the global 
existence of solutions of the K-S equation as well as the existence of absorbing 
sets. We can now state the following theorem.
T h e o rem  4.2.3 The K-S equation (2.3.7) possesses a global attractor in the 
space X 1/4 which is given by
A  =
P roof: See [22, Lemma 2.3, p.204].
□
In Nicolaenko, Scheurer and Temam [68] it was shown that, for all odd initial 
data, the Hausdorff dimension of A  is such that
P>h(A) = 0(as/4).
4.3 Upper semi-continuity of attractors
4.3.1 Introduction
We now consider the convergence of the asymptotic behaviour of the PS approx­
imation to that of the K-S equation (2.3.7). In general, it is extremely difficult 
to approximate the structure of any long-time dynamical behaviour. Also for
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complicated attracting sets which have sensitive dependence on initial conditions 
there is little prospect of closely following a given orbit using a numerical method, 
as convergence results which we can obtain are of the form
Untrue(t) ~  UnumericalWH < C(T)hP, V t G (0, T], (4.3.1)
where the constant C is exponentially dependent on T  and p is some positive 
constant, which is dependent on the order of the method and the regularity of 
the solutions.
The type of result that one can prove is the convergence of the attractors of the 
approximation to the global attractor of the system which is being approximated. 
In order to discuss this idea we recall the notion of semi-distance in the space X , 
given in Definition 4.1.1, and we introduce the following notions of convergence.
D efin ition  4.3.1 A family of sets A e, where e > 0; is u p p e r  sem i-con tinuous
at e =  0 if
5x (Ae, A) —y 0 as e —y 0, (4.3.2)
and low er sem i-continuous at e =  0 if
5X(A: .Ae) —y 0 as e —y 0. (4.3.3)
The family is con tinuous at e — 0 so that
dff(A, A ^  —y 0 as c —y 0. (4.3.4)
The basic method of proof for upper semi-continuity was introduced in Hale, 
Lin and Raugel [38] and it considers systems that have families of semigroups 
{T(t)} t>o, which possess a local attractor A. Under certain conditions, it is 
possible use this theory to show that for a family of semigroups {Th(t)}t>o, which 
depend on some discretization parameter h > 0 and approximate {T(t)}t>0, 
there exists local attractors Ah for {T^(t)}t>o which have the property (4.3.2).
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We illustrate upper semi-continuity graphically in Figure 4-1.
h —y 0
A\
\  \\ i\ ts ✓
N . _ ---
Figure 4-1: Graphical illustration of the type of convergence associated with 
upper semi-continuity.
Obviously upper semi-continuity alone does not provide us with a good rela­
tionship between the approximate attractor and the true attractor and in order 
to achieve this we must also show lower semi-continuity. However it is not always 
possible to prove lower semi-continuity results and we will illustrate this with the 
following example.
E xam ple  4.3.2 Consider the one-dimensional autonomous ordinary differential 
equation
ut = f  (it) =  — (it +  l)(it — l ) 2. (4.3.5)
We have plotted the phase portrait for this equation in Figure 4-2a). From this 
figure we can see that there is a stable fixed point at u =  — 1, a fixed point at u =  1 
of marginal stability and a heteroclinic orbit connecting these two fixed points. 
Therefore the global attractor for the system is given by the closed interval
^ = { [ - i , i ] } ,
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since the attractor consists of the fixed points and the orbit which connects them. 






Figure 4-2: a) Plot of the flow of the dynamical system ut =  f(u);  b) Plot of the 
flow of the perturbed dynamical system ut =  f e(u)-
ut = f e(u) =  - { u  +  l)((u -  l )2 +  e), (4.3.6)
where e > 0. We have also plotted the phase portrait in Figure 4-2b). The 
perturbed system has only one stable fixed point at u =  —1, so the attractor of
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this system is simply given by
A  = { - l } .
Therefore as e —► 0 we would only be able to detect the fixed point at u =  — 1 of 
the original system which means that
5x{^ A.ei —y 0 as e —y 0,
however
5x{>A.i ~j^  0 as e —y 0.
The above example illustrates that lower semi-continuity does not always 
follow when a system is perturbed. We note that our example did not consider 
how such a perturbation might arise from a numerical approximation, however 
the general idea, in this example, to some extent reflects the difficulties that 
may be encountered. Lower semi-continuity results can be proved when systems 
are in gradient form or when their attractors are made up of unions of unstable 
manifolds, see Stuart and Humphries [85] for details. However for the rest of this 
section we will concentrate on proving an upper semi-continuity result for our 
PS approximation. This can be achieved by using the theory of Hale, Lin and 
Raugel [38], which we will introduce next.
4.3.2 General theory
D efin ition  4.3.3 The semigroup T(t), defined on the Banach space X  is said to 
be conditionally approximated on a bounded set E  C X ,  un ifo rm ly  on compact 
subintervals I  C (0, oo), by the discrete semigroup Th(t), dependent on h > 0, if 
for all I  there exists a constant h0( I , E) > 0 and a function rj(h, / ,  E) defined for
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all h 6  (0, /io] such that
lim r](h, I ,  E ) =  0, h-¥ o
and
||T(t)u -  Th(t)u\\x  < ti(h, I, E), V t e I,
where u € E n X h  has the property that T(t)u,Th(t)u are defined and belong to E  
for a llt  € I  and Xh is the approximation space, which has the following property
lim dx (x, Xh) =  0, V x  £ X.  (4.3.7)h-> o
Lem m a 4.3.4 Assume that there exists a bounded set Bo C X  and an open set 
Eo D Af(B0, do) for some do > 0 such that Bo attracts E0 under T(t). Moreover, 
assume that there exists an open set E\ D J\f(Bo,di) for some di > 0 and a 
constant to > 0 such that Th(t) approximates T(t) on E\ uniformly on compact 
sets of [to, oo). Then, for any eo > 0 there are ho > 0 and To > to such that, for 
0 < h < h0 and t > to,
Th(t)(Eo n  Ei  D Xh) C M(Bo,  eo)- 
P ro o f: See [38, Lemma 2.1].
□
Theorem  4.3.5 Assume that there exist a compact set A  C X  and an open 
neighbourhood Ni of A  such that A  attracts N \ . Suppose that there are constants 
ho > 0, do > 0, t0 > 0 and two open neighbourhoods N 2, N s of A , with Ni C
N 2 C Af (N 2, £0) C Nz, such that, for 0 < h < h0,
(i) T (t)N i  C N 2 for all t > 0;
(ii) Th(t)(Ni Pi Xh) C N 2 for all t e [0, t0];
(Hi) for any Uh € Af(N2,60) n  X h, there exists t(uh) > 0 such that Th(t)uh 6 N$
for  0 < t < t(uh).
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Also assume that Th(t) conditionally approximates T(t) on uniformly on 
compact sets of [£0,oo). Then, for any eo > 0 there are h > 0 and tq > to such 
that for  0 < h < h and t > To,
Th(t)(Ni n  Xh) C M {A,  e0).
P roof: See [38, Proposition 2.2].
□
The next result gives conditions for the existence of compact attractors Ah 
for Th(t) and the upper semi-continuity of these sets at h =  0.
T h eo rem  4.3.6 Assume th a tT ( t ) has a local, compact attractor A  and that the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4-3.5 are satisfied. I f  each Th(t) is asymptotically smooth, 
then there is ho > 0 such that, for  0 < h < ho, Th{t) admits a local, compact 
attractor Ah, which attracts Ni n  Xh. Moreover
dx(Ah, A )  —y 0 as h —y 0 .
P roof: By Theorem 4.3.5 the set N\C\Xh is attracted by J\f(A, e)DXh. Therefore 
the set Bh := AI {A, e)C\Xh is absorbing and the semigroup Th(t) is asymptotically 




s > 0  t > s
which implies that Ah C Af{A, e)D Xh.
□
R em a rk  4.3.7 The condition on Th{t) being asymptotically smooth on the space 
N 2 holds if the approximation space Xh is finite-dimensional. This follows from
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the Heine-Borel Theorem.
4.4 Upper semi-continuity of attractors for the  
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation
In order to apply the theory of Hale, Lin and Raugel it is necessary to obtain 
an error estimate similar to (4.3.1), which will depend on the regularity of the 
solutions. It is not known a priori if the solution will be sufficiently regular, in 
which case nonsmooth error estimates are required. This leads to an estimate of 
the form
IktrueW — ^numerical(t) ||Ha < C(T, ||uo||ff* )hr~St~a, V t G (0,T],
where a < s, r  depends on the order of the spatial discretization and a  depends 
on r and s. Such an estimate for the Cahn-Hilliard equation with a finite-element 
approximation is given in Elliott and Larsson [18].
We have avoided proving an error estimate of this form by adapting an al­
ternative approach of proving upper semi-continuity, given in Lord and Stuart 
[61], for our PS semi-discrete approximation. This approach uses the Gevrey 
regularity of the solution and the approximate solution.
By Theorem 4.2.3 we know that the global attractor of the K-S equation, A, 
is a compact set contained in some subdomain D  of the space X 1/4 and given 
any e > 0 there exists T  = T(e) such that
u(t) € J\fx i/4(A, e/2), V t  > T, (4.4.1)
where uq € D. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 4-3.
In order to prove the existence of local attractors that converge to the attractor 
of the K-S equation, it is sufficient to show that for a sequence of values of h —> 0+,
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u (t)
Figure 4-3: Graphical illustration of the properties of the global attractor of the 
K-S equation.
there exists a time Th =  T/»(e) such that
Uh{t) G Afx i/*(A1e) fl X£,  V t  >  Th,
where 1^ ( 0 ) € I£D and X% is the approximation space we defined in Section 3.1. 
This result follows from the next theorem.
T h eo rem  4.4.1 Let A  denote the global attractor for the continuous equation 
(2.3.7) and assume that Uh(0) is in a ball, Bx i/*(p) with p large enough so
that
J\fx i/4 (.A, e) C Bx i/<(p).
Then there exists a local attractor, Ah for the semigroup Sh(t) of the approxima­
tion in the ball Bx i/4(p) C\X% such that
5xi/4 (Ahi A)  —y 0 as h —y 0. (4.4.2)
P roof: Since ^ (0 )  £ B1/4(p) n  X% we have that the approximate solution Uh(t) 
is contained in a Gevrey ball Gt (y/2p) n  X% with radius y/2p by Theorem 3.3.5,
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for t G (0, t i th] where t^h > 0. Now if we choose some t0 G (0, t i th) and take u(t0) 
for the initial data for the continuous equation such that u (to) =  u^(to) then 
u(to) G Gto(\/2p) by Theorem 3.1.13. Hence by Theorem 2.4.9 u(t) will be in a 
Gevrey class for all t > to which implies that u(t) G X s for all s > 0 and t > to- 
Therefore if we choose s =  a  +  5/4, with a > 0 then by Corollary 3.2.9 we have 
that
\\u(t) -  uh(t) 11*1/4 < C{T*, \\u(t0)\\XQ+5/4)hAa, 0 < t0 <  t  < T*, (4.4.3)
where T* will be chosen later. Now we have that
6x i/*(uh,A )  =  inf \\uh - w \ \ x i/4, we a
< 6x i/*(u,w) +  ||uh -  u ||x i/4, 
where u is a solution of the continuous equation, which implies that
f ixwiuhiA)  <  -  +  | |Uh — u | |_ jf i /4 ,
by (4.4.1) for all t > t o  + T. Thus taking (4.4.3) with h < l / (  4\/e /(2 C)) gives
5x i/4(iih, A) < e, V t G [to +  T, 2(to +  T)], (4.4.4)
where we have chosen T* such that 2(t0 +  T) < T*. Hence from (4.4.4) we have 
that
Uh(t) G Afx i/4(A, e) D V t G [to -\-T, 2(to +  T)], (4.4.5)
We now prove that this result holds for all t > t o + T .  Let Pn be the statement 
Sh(t) (Bx i/*(p) n  X£) C Afx i/4(A, e) n  X£, V t G [n(to +  T), (n +  1)(to +  T)],
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and assume that it is true for n =  ra, so that
Sh(m(to +  T)) (Bxi/a(p) n  X%) C Afx i/i(A, e) fl X£. (4.4.6)
Hence
S h(t) (Bx i/t(p) n X°h) = Sh(t -  m(to + T ))Sh(m(to +  T)) (Bx ,„{p) n X °h) ,
C Sh{t — ra(t0 +  T)) (A/^1 / 4 (A, e) n  X£) by (4.4.6),
C Sh(t — m(to +  T )) {Bxx/*(p) D X£) by (4.4.2),
and by (4.4.5),
s h(t) (Bx i,.(p) H X°h) C Mx r«(A, e) n  X°h, (4 .4 .7 )
for all t G [(ra + 1) (t0  +  T ) , (ra +  2) (to +  T)]. Therefore Pn is true for n =  ra + 1 , so
by induction Pn is true for all n G N. Therefore Afx i/*(A, e) n  X% is an absorbing
ball in Bx i/*(p)nXh and since Sh(t) is asymptotically smooth, there exists a local
attractor in Bx i/4(p) n  X% for Sh(t) defined by
Ah =  Uh(Afx 1/4{A, e) n  X^),
by Theorem 4.1.15, where Uh is defined in (4.3.8). So by definition
Sh(t)Ah C M / 4  (A, e) n  X I  V t > t 0 +  T,
which implies that
Ah C J^\/a(A, e) n X I  V t > to H~ T, 
since Ah is invariant, and we have that
lim Sx i/*{Ah, A)  =  0.h—^0
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□
As mentioned before the approach that we have adopted here for proving 
upper semi-continuity is similar to the type of argument used in Lord and Stuart 
[61]. However in this paper it is necessary to prove the existence of an absorbing 
Gevrey Ball for the approximation, which contains the approximate attractor. In 
order to show the existence of this absorbing ball it is necessary to prove time 
independent bounds on the solution of the approximation in the A 1/4 norm. We 
have managed to avoid this and therefore increase the generality of this approach. 
Theorem 4.4.1 implies that there exists a time t*h > 0 such that
||U (i)||x ./4 < %A, V t > t l  (4.4.8)
where U-a  = sup [|u||„i/4 . Hence we can extend the discrete Gevrey result for the
u£A h
PS discretization in Theorem 3.3.5.
T h eo rem  4.4.2 Let Uh(0) G Bx i/i(p) f l l j ,  where p is given in Theorem 4-4-1- 
Then there exists independent of Uq such that
U(t) G GTh,h, V t >Th  + t*h.
P roof: Similar to the proof of the analogous result for the solutions of the K-S 
equation given in Theorem 2.4.9.
□
4.5 Orbits homoclinic to saddle-focus points
We now digress briefly from considering the approximation of attractors by nu­
merical methods and introduce some background theory from Glendinning and 
Sparrow [33] and Wiggins [95], concerning a certain type of homoclinic orbit. 
This will be important when we look at the asymptotic global dynamics of the 
K-S equation in more detail, later in this thesis. Let us consider the one pa­
rameter family of autonomous third order ODE’s, which can be written in the
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form
x = -rj2x - v y  + P{x , y, z\ y),
y = vx  -  r}2y +  Q(x, y, z\ y), (4.5.9)
i  =  riiZ +  R( x , y , z \ i i ) ,
where 771, 772 > 0 and P ,Q ,R  are analytic functions which vanish along with their 
derivatives when x  =  y = z = 0. Hence the origin is a steady state which is of 
saddle-focus type as the linearization of (4.5.9) about this point has eigenvalues 
77 1, —7 7 2± iv .  We also suppose that (4.5.9) possesses a homoclinic orbit connecting 
the origin to itself at /i =  0. We illustrate the behaviour of this orbit for the
differing values of y  in Figure 4-4. This type of system was first studied by
Sil’nikov in [80].
It is possible to construct a Poincare map for (4.5.9) in order to analyse the 
periodic behaviour for different values of y. In the papers [33] and [95] this 
behaviour is considered when 8 := (772/ 771) > 1 and 8 < 1, we will only consider 
the latter of these two cases. It has been shown that when y < 0 and y  > 0 there 
is a finite number of periodic orbits and when y  =  0 there is a countable infinity 
of periodic orbits, we summarise this behaviour and the stability properties in 
a bifurcation diagram in Figure 4-5. This figure shows that the periodic orbits 
tends to having infinite orbits as they wind around the unstable manifold of the 
origin as y  tends to zero.
Now if we consider stability, we note that when 8 > 1/2 the solutions undergo 
a period doubling bifurcation followed by a reverse period doubling. The stable 
solutions produced here then loose stability at a saddle node bifurcation, which 
is regained at a further saddle node. This pattern repeats itself for a countable 
infinity of times as the orbits wind around the unstable manifold. In fact on each 
branch we have not only a period doubling bifurcation but a complete period 
doubling cascade following or preceding the saddle node bifurcations, which leads 
to the formation of a horseshoe map. Therefore the Poincare map associated with 
the homoclinic orbit at y  =  0 contains an infinite number of horseshoe maps.
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fj, = 0
Figure 4-4: Behaviour of the unstable manifold for differing values of fi.
These maps give rise to chaotic behaviour in the system as they are topologically 
conjugate to the shift map. Hence there exists a strange invariant set made up of 
a countable infinity of periodic orbits of arbitrarily high period, an uncountable 
infinity of non-periodic orbits (or aperiodic behaviour) and a dense orbit. These 
results are also valid in an open interval of the parameter set containing the 
parameter value at homoclinicity.
The chaotic behaviour observed for the third order system (4.5.9) can be 
generalised to higher dimensional systems. Suppose that we have the system
x =  / (x ,  a), x  6 Rn , (4.5.10)
with fixed point Xo and linearization Df(xo)  which has one positive real eigen­
value, <Ti, a complex eigenvalue pair with negative real part, A2 =  A3 =  02 +  iw  
and all remaining eigenvalues, A4, A5, . . . ,  An, with negative real parts, such th a t
ctx > 0 > cr2 > 5fte{A4} > 3£e{A5} > • • • ,
Now if we suppose also that there exists a homoclinic orbit at x 0 for some a,
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Period
non-stable orbit
stable if 6 > 1/2 
unstable if 5 < 1/2
period doubling 
bifurcation
/Li < 0 n > 0
Figure 4-5: Stability diagram of the periodic solutions, 
then the system (4.5.10) will be chaotic, as outlined above, if
& •= 1^2|/^ i < 1- (4.5.11)
This condition is often referred to as Sil’nikov’s inequality and the homoclinic 
orbits associated with this are usually referred to as Sil’nikov homoclinic orbits. 
The complicated behaviour implied by this condition has been observed for the 
Rossler system and the Lorenz equations, see [33] for details.





In the previous chapter we showed that the solutions of dissipative PDE’s con­
verge as £ —» oo to a global attracting set A  which is finite-dimensional in a 
Hausdorff sense. Since ,4’s dimension is finite, one may suspect that it is possible 
to model the dynamics on A  by a large system of ordinary differential equations 
(ODE’s). The theory of inertial manifolds provides us with a rigorous method 
to do this. The concept of inertial manifolds was introduced by Foias, Sell and 
Temam in [23] and [24] and we now give a formal definition.
D efin ition  5.1.1 A subset M. in the Hilbert space X  is said to be an in e r tia l 
m an ifo ld  of a dissipative equation if the following conditions hold 
(i) M. is a finite-dimensional Lipschitz manifold in X ;
(ii) M. is positively invariant under the action of the semigroup T(t), defined by 
the equation;
(Hi) A4 is exponentially attracting, i.e. there is a fi > 0 such that for every 
uq € X  there is a constant C = C(uq) such that
dist(T(t)uo,M) < Ce t > 0.
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R e m a rk  5.1.2 Property (iii) in Definition 5.1.1 implies that the inertial mani­
fold contains the global attractor of the underlying system. Also the fi given here 
is usually referred to as the decay rate and in many cases it has been shown to be 
very large. This being the case, it is reasonable to expect the inertial manifold 
to provide useful information about medium-time behaviour of solutions as well 
as long-time behaviour.
In order to bring out the main ideas of inertial manifolds we consider the 
following abstract evolution equation
+  Au  +  R (u) = 0, (5.1.1)
w(0) =  w0,
on a separable Hilbert space A’, and we assume that this equation arises from 
a dissipative PDE. We denote the inner product in X  by and norm by
II ' IIa =  ('»’)*• We assume that A is a closed, densely defined, self-adjoint, 
positive operator with compact inverse. The associated eigenfunctions of A  are 
given by with corresponding real eigenvalues {iji},*!, such that
0 < m < 772 <  • • • .
The assumptions on A  imply that the space X  is spanned by the eigenfunctions 
given above and since X  is considered to be infinite-dimensional we have that 
Tjn  —  ^ oo as tl — y oo. The properties of A  also ensure that it is a sectorial operator 
which implies that it generates an analytic semigroup L(t) and its fractional 
powers are well defined. The fractional powers can then be used to define the 
Hilbert spaces X a — D (Aa) for a > 0, which have the inner product {Aau, A av)x  
and norm ||u||*« =  ||Aaw||* for all w, v 6 X a.
We assume that R(u) satisfies sufficient conditions for the initial value problem
(5.1.1) to generate a locally Lipschitz continuous semigroup T(t)  : X a —> X a , for
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some a > 0, i.e.,
\ \T ( t )u -T ( t)v \ \x a < C \ \ u - v \ \ Xa,
where C depends on ||u||*«, |M|*« and t. We suppose further that the system
(5.1.1) is dissipative in X a, i.e there exists an absorbing ball Bx<*(p) with radius 
p > 0 in X a.
To date inertial manifolds of dissipative equations, of the form of (5.1.1), 
have been constructed as graphs of Lipschitz functions. These functions relate 
the high frequency eigenfunctions of the linear operator A to a finite set of low 
frequency eigenfunctions. On the inertial manifold the equation can be reduced 
to a system of ODE’s characterised by these low eigenfunctions. This system will 
have the same asymptotic dynamics as the original equation and is referred to as 
the inertial form.
There are several methods to prove the existence of inertial manifolds for 
dissipative equations and we will briefly outline some of these before discussing a 
particular one in detail. In order to apply the various existence methods we must 
assume that equation (5.1.1) is in a prepared (or modified) form. This form of the 
equation is identical to the original equation in a ball containing the asymptotic 
behaviour, i.e. H*a(cr), for a > p. However outside the ball, the nonlinear 
operator R  is taken to be zero. The reason for this is so that it is possible 
to obtain uniform estimates for this operator in the X a~P norm, (3 G [0,1), in 
terms of |M |x«. If an inertial manifold exists for the prepared equation then it 
is possible to show that some open neighbourhood of the global attractor in this 
inertial manifold is an inertial manifold for the original equation.
The first method used to prove the existence of inertial manifolds is the 
Liapunov-Perron method, see Chow, Lu and Sell [6] and Foias et al. [22], [24] for 
details. This method involves reducing the search for an invariant manifold, to 
finding a fixed point for an integral equation which is based on the variation of 
constants formula of (5.1.1). Extra work is required to show that the manifold 
obtained by this method attracts all the orbits exponentially.
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Other methods of constructions of inertial manifolds rely on a much more 
geometrical approach. First of all there is the Hadamard or graph transform 
method, which has been previously used to construct invariant manifolds for 
finite-dimensional systems. This method has recently been applied to reaction- 
diffusion equations by Mallet-Paret and Sell [63]. The method involves con­
structing a finite-dimensional invariant manifold, M$, and then considering the 
evolution of this manifold under the action of the semigroup T(f), thereby ob­
taining a set A4t at each time t > 0. It is then possible to prove that, under 
certain conditions, the limit
lim M t  =  M .,
t —► oo
exists and that M. is an invariant manifold which is exponentially attracting. 
Another geometrical approach used to construct inertial manifolds is the Cauchy 
method, see Constantin, Foias, Nicolaenko and Temam [8]. In this method the 
inertial manifold is constructed by considering an integral manifold (or surface) 
£  given by
£  =  U T W r ’
t> o
where Y is a smooth boundary chosen so that it is contained in M .  In this 
method it is shown that under appropriate conditions S is an inertial manifold 
for (5.1.1).
In order to prove the existence of an inertial manifold using the above meth­
ods, the spectrum of the linear operator A  must satisfy a spectral gap condition. 
This condition requires that there exists sufficiently large gaps between consec­
utive eigenvalues of A. This condition is essential in proving the exponential 
attraction of inertial manifolds.
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5.2 Existence and approximation theory o f in­
ertial manifolds
In this section we outline the existence and approximation theory of inertial 
manifolds for dissipative PDE’s given in Jones and Stuart [51], Jones, Stuart 
and Titi [52] and Stuart [84]. The motivation behind these papers is to use the 
idea of inertial manifolds to prove that the long-time dynamics of approximation 
schemes accurately reflect the long-time dynamics of the original equation. Other 
works in this area are Jones [49] and Jones and Titi [53].
We recall from the previous chapter that, in general, it is not possible to 
approximate individual orbits of dissipative equations over long time intervals, 
using numerical approximation methods. However, one possible way to interpret 
data from numerical computations over long time intervals is to study the effect 
of approximation on sets which are invariant under the action of the semigroup 
of the original equation. As well as the global attractor, other invariant sets 
are equilibria, periodic orbits, stable and unstable manifolds and inertial mani­
folds. Knowledge of these sets is crucial in understanding the asymptotic global 
dynamics.
In [51] a general framework is set up for proving the existence of inertial man­
ifolds for approximation schemes and the convergence of these inertial manifolds 
to the true inertial manifold of the underlying equation, as the approximation 
is refined. In this paper, it is shown that inertial manifolds are both upper 
and lower semi-continuous under numerical approximation. Since the inertial 
manifold contains the global attractor this is a step towards establishing a good 
relationship between the asymptotic global dynamics of the true equation and its 
approximation.
In [84] the theory in [51] is extended to numerical schemes which approximate 
dissipative equations, with inertial manifolds, on bounded sets in the C 1 norm. 
The essential improvement here is that inertial manifolds are shown to persist 
under numerical approximation and the distance between the inertial forms for
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the approximation and the true inertial form can be made arbitrarily small in 
the C 1 norm. This persistence is considered in much more detail in [52].
Since the inertial forms are finite-dimensional it is possible to apply results 
from Hirsch and Smale [41], Hirsch, Pugh and Shub [42] and Pliss and Sell [76] 
concerning the C 1 perturbations of finite-dimensional dynamical systems to the 
study of infinite-dimensional problems. In particular it is known that certain 
bounded invariant sets, which include hyperbolic equilibria (and their stable and 
unstable manifolds) and periodic orbits, persist under such perturbations.
The results in [52] show that if a numerical method approximates the solutions 
of dissipative equations which possess inertial manifolds in a C 1 sense, then the 
asymptotic dynamics of the numerical method will give a good representation of 
the underlying dynamics.
We now look at the theory in the paper [52] in much more detail. In this 
theory, the variation of constants approach to evolution equations is used to 
replace the differential equation by a discrete time map. All the main results 
are proved for this map and are shown to carry over to the continuous equation. 
Also the contraction mapping principle is extensively used to prove existence and 
uniqueness of invariant manifolds.
Therefore using the variation of constants approach on (5.1.1), the solution 
at time r  can be written as
u ( t ) =  T ( t ) uq  =  L ( t ) u 0 +  N ( t , u 0) ,
where
L ( t ) uo := e ~ A r Uo,  N ( t , U o ) := — f  L (r  — s)R(S(s)u0)ds. (5.2.1)
Jo
Let G : X a —>• X a be the mapping
G(u) =  Lu +  N(u), (5.2.2)
where L, N  are given above and we have dropped the explicit dependence on r.
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If we define := u(nr ), then this mapping gives
u (»+i) =  G(UW). (5.2.3)
If M  is a bounded invariant subset of the semigroup T(t), then M  will also be 
invariant under time r  map G. Also if M  is a bounded invariant subset of G then 
the set M  — T (t)M  is a bounded invariant set of T(t). It therefore suffices
0 < t < T
to study the behaviour of the invariant sets of G.
To construct an inertial manifold for the map G we must decompose the 
space X  into a finite-dimensional space and its orthogonal complement. We let 
A > 0 and let Pa denote the orthogonal projection onto the space spanned by 
the eigenfunctions of A  which correspond to the eigenvalues with real part less 
than or equal to A and we let QA =  I  — Pa. We can now define the spaces
y  =  PAX  and Z  =  QAX ,
so that
x  = y ® z .
Now if the map G has an inertial manifold, the reduction of the map on this 
manifold gives a map on the finite-dimensional space T, defined by
p ^ 1) =  PAG(p<n) +  3>(p(n))), (5.2.4)
where <$ : y  —¥ Z  is a Lipschitz mapping and the inertial manifold is representable 
as the graph of this function. The finite-dimensional map (5.2.4) is the inertial 
form of G and will have the same bounded invariant sets as G.
In order to prove the existence of an inertial manifold for G , using the method 
of Jones, Stuart and Titi, the following assumptions have to be made on G.
A ssum ptions Q The map G is dissipative with absorbing ball Bx a (p), p > 0.
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The linear operator L  G C (X a) and the spaces y  and Z  are invariant subspaces 
for L. Moreover there exists positive constants a, b depending on A, r ,  positive
constants K \, K 2 depending on A, r, p and c € (0,1) depending on r , such that
||£0||** < a|M U aj V q g Z, (Ql)
&lblU« <  \\Lp\\x~ <  c l b l U “ , V p e T  (Q2)
We assume that there exists a a > p, such that for all u € X a,
N(u) =  0 and DN(u)  =  0 , |b ||#«  > (£3)
and tha t N  G C l {Xa, X a), such tha t
\\KN(u)\\xa < K u V u e r ,  (G4)
\\'R'DN(u)w\\x* < K 2\\w\\x<*, V u , w e X a, (Q5)
where D N  is the Frechet derivative of N  and 1Z = I, PA or QA.
Assumptions (Q l) and (G2) are concerned with the spectrum of the operator A, 
(G3) implies the map G is in a prepared form and (Q4) and (£5) are global bounds 
arising from the nonlinearity of G. The following conditions on the constants in 
Assumptions G are also required.
C o n d itio n s  C Let 5,1 G (0, oo) and p G (0,1), be arbitrarily chosen but fixed 
and in addition we let Bi =  2AT;, i =  1 , 2 . We assume that there exists A and 
r  > 0  depending on 5 and I such the following inequalities hold
4.02(1 4- 1) < b — a, (^ l)
cl5  +  B \  ^  5 ,  ( ^ 2 )
dl +  6 2 ( 1  +  0  — (^3)
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where <p =  b — £ 2(1 +  0 > 0 , and finally
a +  ^ ( 1  +  /) < p. (^4)
Conditions (Cl) and (C3) correspond to the spectrum of A  having sufficiently 
large gaps. We recall that this is a sufficient condition for proving the existence 
of inertial manifolds. Conditions (C2) and (C4) imply that the spectral gap 
occurs when the eigenvalues of A  have sufficiently large real parts. The reason for 
enlarging the B f  s from Assumptions Q will be apparent when the approximation 
theory is introduce later.
We now state the following result from Jones and Stuart [51].
T h eo rem  5.2.1 Under Assumptions Q and Conditions C the map G has an iner­
tial manifold M., representable as the graph of a function $  : y  —► Z .  Moreover, 
<|>(p) =  0 for p G y  such that \\p\\xa > co +  B\ and
sup||$(p)||*« <  6, ||$(Pi) -  $(P 2 )||*« < l\\Pi P211x a5 Vp i ,P2 € y .
pey
P roof: See [51, Theorem 2.2]. The main idea in this proof is to find an invariant 
manifold which is the graph of a function in the space
r(M) = {* € c ( y , z ) : suP||*(p)|U« < s,
pey
V{p) = 0 , v  p e y  \ \\p \\x ~ > ccr + B 1,
IW Pl) -  ^(P2)11Xa < l\\Pl -P 2 |U °, Vp1?P2 e t } ,
Projecting (5.2.2) with the operators PA and QA gives
p ( m + 1 ) =  L p (m)  +  p A A T ( p M  +  q W ) ,
q(m+V =  L q W  +  QAN (p{m) +  ?(m)),
where u ^  =  p ^  +  q ^  is an arbitrary orbit with p ^  e y ,  q ^  € Z  and 
m > 0. Therefore an invariant manifold will be the graph of the fixed point <3> of
(5.2.5)
(5.2.6)
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the operator T  :T (8,l) —)• r(<$, I) defined by
P =  L? +  PAJV(£+  *(£)), (5.2.7)
(T»)(p) =  m o  +  QAjV(£ +  *(?))• (5.2.8)
The existence of the fixed point follows from the contraction mapping principle.
□
The main point to note from Theorem 5.2.1 is that M. is an inertial manifold 
for the discrete time r  map G. However this manifold can be shown to be the 
inertial manifold for equation (5.1.1) if r  is taken to be small, see [51, Theorem 
4.2] for details.
The next step of the theory in [52] is to prove that the $ , given in Theorem
5.2.1, is in the space C1(y, Z).  This property is essential for applying the Cl 
perturbation theory we mentioned earlier. However before stating this result we 
define the operator norm by
\\T\\°p := sup (||T u ||* ./||u ||x«),
uexa
where T  is an operator on X a and we define the space
r(0 =  { t  €C(y,L(y, z) ) - .  ||^ n r  := sUp||T (P)[|op
p&y
DT(p) = 0, Vp € y  : ||p|U“ > ccr + H i} .
T h eo rem  5.2.2 Under Assumptions Q and Conditions C the map G has an in­
ertial manifold which is representable as the graph of the function $  G C1( y , Z) .  
Moreover $  €  r (6,1) and D $  E T(l).
Proof: See [52, Theorem 2.5]. The basic idea in this proof follows the work of 
Chow, Lu and Sell [6]. First of all it is assumed that the $  given in Theorem
5.2.1 is Frechet differentiable. A map is then formulated for which D $  would be 
a fixed point and the contraction mapping principle is used to show that D $  is 
indeed a fixed point which is the Frechet derivative of $.
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□
Having introduced the existence theory for C 1 inertial manifolds in [52], we 
now consider the approximation theory. This theory is an important development 
in the area of numerical analysis of PDE’s, by the remarks we made earlier in 
this section.
We let G*h(r,u) be the approximation to the map G considered above. This 
map could arise from a fully or semi-discrete approximation to equation (5.1.1). 
We assume that this map is defined on some finite-dimensional subspace Xh of 
D (A a) and we define the operator Ph : X  —> Xh. It is convenient to express G*h 
as a map on the space D (Aa) and hence we define
Gh(v) := G*h(Phv), (5.2.9)
where we have dropped the explicit dependence r. In order to prove that the 
bounded invariant sets of G persist under approximation by the mapping Gh, the 
following assumptions on Gh have to be made.
A ssum ptions Q h
x<* ||G(t>) -  Gk(t»)||*. <  K(p)h, -iv  € Bx . { 2p), (Qh 1)
||Z?£7(w)|U := ||£>G(i;) -  DGh{ v ) < K (p)h , € B*.(2p), (GO)
where D E  is the Frechet derivative of E  and p was previously given in Assump­
tions Q.
In these assumptions all we need to check is that the numerical discretization 
approximates the map G in the C 1 norm over the ball BXa{2p) which contains 
all the bounded invariant sets. This is an essential improvement over the work 
in [51] where it was necessary to obtain error estimates for the discretization of 
the prepared equation.
If we were to assume that the map Gh is dissipative then Assumptions Qh 
would guarantee the existence of an inertial manifold for Gh, see [84] for details.
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This assumption is not necessary to prove the persistence of the bounded invariant 
sets of G to its approximation. However, it is essential to prove the existence of an 
inertial form for a map related to G^, in the ball B*<*(p). Therefore we introduce 
a fixed cut-off function 6 € G°°([0, oo); [0,1]), which satisfies
{ 1, 0 < x < 2,
0, 4 < x,
with \0'(x)\ < 2 for all x  > 0. Given this function we define the 0p(x) = 9(x/p2) 
and the map Gh by
Gh(v) = Lv + N ( v ) - 0 p(M % .)F (v) ,  .
:= Lv  +  N h(v), (5.2.10)
where L  and N  are defined in (5.2.1) and
N h( v ) : = N ( v ) - 0 p(\\v\\%a)E(v). (5.2.11)
The map Gh agrees with the map Gh inside the ball Bx<*(y/2p) and is dissipative. 
Also from (Qh^) and (Ghty we have
||G ( v )  -  Gh(v)\\Xa < K (p)h , Vz; e  X a, (5.2.12)
||DG(v) -  D G h (v ) \ \ op  < K{p)h , Vz; G X a. (5.2.13)
The following theorem shows that Gh has an inertial manifold.
T h e o re m  5.2.3 Under Assumptions Q, Qh and Conditions C, there exists a con­
stant h\ > 0 depending on r, A, e, I, such that the map Gh has an inertial manifold, 
Aih, which is representable as the graph of a C 1 function $h ■ T  -> Z- Moreover 
$h ^ r(e, Z) and D$h  £ r(Z).
P ro o f: See [52, Theorem 3.1]. This is a straight-forward application of Theorem
5.2.2. It is only necessary to show that Nh(v) has similar properties to N(v)  in
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Assumptions Q. From ( 5 . 2 . 1 1 ) ,  we have that
< K 1 +K(p)h, V v € X a. 
where 11 is given in Assumptions Q. Similarly
WKDNhiv)^ = m N ^ - e . i W v f ^ E i v ) } ^
< \\n[DN(v) -  9p{\\v\\2x. )D E { v ) \U  +  W D d 'd M l ^ K E i v ) ^ ,
< K 2 + K{p)h + -K{p)h.
Hence assuming that p > 1 we have that for some h\ > 0,
||Wh(tOIU« <  B lt \\DNh(v)\\op < b 2, V v e  x a ,
for h < hi, where B\ and B2 are the constants given in Conditions C, which 
illustrates why it was necessary to increase the size of K \  and K 2 earlier.
□
The map Gh restricted to its inertial manifold gives the following inertial form 
defined on y ,
Pn+1 — PhGhijPn *&h(,Pn)\
where p„ G This finite system will have the same dynamics as Gh and will 
agree with the map Gh in the ball Bx *(p)-
It is also possible to prove that the inertial manifolds of Gh converge to the 
inertial manifolds of G in the C 1 norm as h —> 0+. This result is given in the 
following theorem.
T h e o rem  5.2.4 Suppose that Assumptions Q, Qh, Conditions C and that h < h \  
so that the map Gh has an inertial manifold as in Theorem 5.2.3. Then for any
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e > 0, there exists an ho(e) > 0 such that
sup ||$(p) -  $ h(p)\\x * < K (p )h , (5.2.14)
p&y
sup IID$(p) -  D $ h(p)||*« < e, (5.2.15)
pey
for all h E (0, ho).
P ro o f: See [52, Theorem 3.2],
□
Theorem 5.2.4 implies that $h can be made close to the $, in the C 1 norm, 
if h is taken to be sufficiently small it is possible to make
PAG(p +  $(p)) -  PAGh(p +  $*(p)),
arbitrarily small in the C 1 norm in Bx<*(p). Given these results one can apply the 
theory concerning the persistence of bounded invariant sets of finite-dimensional 
systems under C 1 perturbation. Also since G and Gh will have the same bounded 
invariant sets as their respective inertial forms, we can apply this theory to the 
PDE and its numerical approximation. Hence we can make deductions about the 
relationships between the true and approximate flows on the attractor.
5.3 Inertial manifolds for the Kuramoto-Siva- 
shinsky equation
In this section we prove the existence of a C 1 inertial manifold for the K-S equa­
tion (2.4.3) using the existence theory outlined in the previous section. Therefore 
it is necessary to verify Assumptions Q and Conditions C for this equation. We 
begin by truncating the nonlinear term in (2.4.3) and formulating a discrete time 
map.
We recall, from Lemma 4.2.2, that the K-S equation is dissipative in X s, for 
all s > 0 with 4s E N U {0}. We will therefore denote by P > 0, the
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absorbing ball in this space. Given this ball, we consider the following prepared 
equation of (2.4.3),
du . _ , .
—  +  Au  +  Fe{u) = 0,
dt (5.3.1)
u(0) =  uq G X s,
where
Fe(u) =  ep(\\ufx ,)F(u). (5.3.2)
Equation (5.3.1) will have the same long-time dynamics as (2.4.3) and if an 
inertial manifold exists for this equation, the intersection of this inertial manifold 
with the absorbing ball defines an inertial manifold for the K-S equation.
It is possible to write equation (5.3.1) in the form
G(u0) =  u (t ) = L ( t ) u 0 4- N(r, u0), (5.3.3)
for any fixed r ,  where
L(t ) = e~Ar, N(t, u0) =  -  / T e - A(T- s>Fe(ii(s))ds.
Jo
Also, since the eigenfunctions of A in (5.3.1) form a complete orthonormal basis 
for the space X , we can set Pa := Pm, the projection onto the first m  eigenfunc­
tions {uk}™=n  and Qa ’■= Qm = I  — Pm, where PA and QA were defined in the 
last section. This implies that the L , given in (5.3.3), trivially satisfies (£71) and 
(£72) with
a = e~Xm+lT, b = e 'AmT, c =  e_AlT,
where the A'{s are the eigenvalues of A.
In order to verify the assumptions on the nonlinear terms N  and D N  we will 
need to use the results of Theorems 2.4.7 and 2.4.8, which imply that (2.4.3) has a 
unique solution, u(t) G C^QO, oo); X s), for s > 5/8 with 4s G N. These theorems
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a lso  h o ld  fo r e q u a tio n  (5 .3 .1 ) by  th e  p ro p e rtie s  of th e  m a p p in g  6P. H en ce  fo r TV, 
we have t h a t
||TV(r,u0)|U< =  || [  A ll2e~A('T~t)A s~ll2Fe{u{t))dt\\L2,
Jo 
< f  \ \ A ^ - A^ \ M \ F e( u m x ' - m d t ,  
Jo
- J  (5 .3 .4 )
N ow  from  th e  p ro o f  o f L em m a 2 .4 .6 , fo r 0 <  t  <  t ,  i t  is p o ss ib le  to  o b ta in  th e  
e s tim a te
llfi>(“ (*))llx-v» < M (p), v u(t) e  x 5.
Hence (5.3.4) becomes
rT c m  
l |A T (r ,U„ ) | U .  <  J
=  X iT 1/ 2, (5 .3 .5 )
w h ere  K \  =  C \ M \ .  S im ila rly  for a n y  wq E X s , we h av e  t h a t
\ \D N (t,u 0)wo\\x‘ =  || [  A l,2e~A{r~t)As~l,2DFe{u(t))w(t)dt\\L2,
Jo 
< [  ||A1/2e_A(T_f)||L2||L)F0(w(t))it;(t)||X3-i/2dt, 
Jo
~  Jo J r - t ) 1*2 \\D F ^ u it ) ) w i t ) \ \ x > - ^ d t .  (5 .3 .6 )
A lso  fro m  th e  p ro o f  o f T h e o re m  2 .4 .8  i t  is po ssib le  to  show  t h a t
||DF0(u(t))w(t)\\x ,-i/2 < M2{p)\\w(t)\\x *, Vu(t) 6 X s,
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Now since w(t) is the solution of the linearized equation of (5.3.1), we have that
so that (5.3.7) becomes
||Z?JV(r,uo)«;olU* =  K 2 Ti n \\wa\\x > (5.3.8)
where K 2 = K { t)C 2M 2. Hence the estimates (5.3.5) and (5.3.8) show that {Q4) 
and (£5) hold for the map (5.3.3). Also (£3) follows by definition of the operator 
Fq. Having satisfied Assumptions Q we now show that Conditions C follow for 
the map (5.3.3).
We recall, from the last section, that Conditions C are related to properties 
of the spectrum of the linear operator. The following lemma is essential in estab­
lishing Conditions C for the map (5.3.3) and represents a spectral gap condition.
L em m a 5.3.1 For any positive real numbers and K 4 there exists m  € N such
where are the eigenvalues of the operator A.
P ro o f: First we recall that the eigenvalues of A  are given by \k  =  4kA. Let us 
choose m  € N such that
that
(5.3.9)
m > max (5.3.10)
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Then
A =  2(m + l ) 2 > K 3,
by (5.3.10) and
Am+i -  Am =  4((m +  l)4 -  m4),
=  4(4m3 +  6m2 +  Am +  1),
> 2 ^4(m + 1) — 2(m +  l ) 2,
> ^ a^ 13
by (5.3.10).
□
Given the existence of the spectral gap condition in the above lemma, we 
prove the following lemma.
L em m a 5.3.2 Suppose that for any K z ,K 4 > 0 given in Lemma 5.3.1, there
exists a natural number mo > 0 such that (5.3.9) holds for any m  > mo . Then
Conditions C hold for the map (5.3.3).
P ro o f: Let 5,1 € (0, oo) and p  € (e—1,1) be given and we define r, K$ and K± 
by
t =  y — , (5.3.11)
7^71+1
f  AK\ 2K2(l + l)}K 3 = m a x |— , (5.3.12)
K 4 =  m ax {&K2e(l + 1), 2^ e)  + - ^  | . (5.3.13)
From (5.3.9) and (5.3.13) we obtain
(Am+i -  Am)r  > 8K 2r 1/2e(l +  /),
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which gives
e (Am+1-Am)r _  i >  8 i f 2T1/2e ( l +  I),
since ex — 1 >  x,  for x  >  0. Hence we obtain
g—Amr _  g-Am+1r >  SK2T1/2( l  +  I),
which can be written as b — a > 4 £ 2(1 +  /), with B 2 =  2K 2t 1/2 and we have 
established (Cl). Next, (5.3.9) and (5.3.12) imply that
\ 1/2 >  4^1  
m+1 -  £ ’
which gives
£(Am+ ir +  1) > 4 i^ ir1/2 +  5.
Dividing by 1 +  Am+ ir and using the inequality e~x < 1/(1 H-z), for x > 0, gives
5 >  2 K 1r 1/2 +  6e~Xm+lT,
which satisfies (C2) with Bi  =  K \ t 1/2. From (5.3.9) and (5.3.13) we can also 
obtain
x x ^  \ 1/2 2 i f2e ( l +  Z)2
^m+l ^m+1  ^ i
so that
e( W - * - ) r  _  , >  2r1/2g ,e ( l  +  /)2 
-  /
Since (1 +  Z)2 =  (1 +  Z) +  Z(1 +  Z), this last inequality becomes
l (e~XmT -  e~Xm+lT) >  2K 2t 1/2{1 +  Z) +  2K 2t 1/2{1 +  Z)Z,
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which can be written as
le-x„+!T +  2K2t 1/2(1 + l ) <  l(e-Xmr -  2K2t 1/2(1 + I)).
Hence (C3) is established. Finally (5.3.9) and (5.3.12) imply that
x 1/2 ^  2 X 2 ( 1  -f I)
Xm+1 >  fJL_ e. 1 ,
which gives
1.1 > 2t1/2X2(1 +  I) + e_1,
which satisfies (C4).
□
We can now state the following existence theorem for an inertial manifold for 
the K-S equation.
T h eo rem  5.3.3 Suppose that there exists a natural number mo > 0 such that
(5.3.9) holds for all m  > mo- Then the K-S equation given by (2.4-3) has an 
inertial manifold, which is representable as the graph of a Lipschitz function G 
C l {PmX , QmX )  within the ball Bx*(p), for s > 5/8 with 4s G N
P roof: Having verified Assumptions Q and Conditions C, we can apply Theorem
5.2.2 to the map (5.3.3). The inertial manifold for this map is an inertial manifold 
for (5.3.1) for sufficiently small r , and this manifold defines an inertial manifold 
for the K-S equation (2.4.3) in the ball Bx*{p)-
□
The K-S equation with periodic boundary conditions has also been shown to 
possess and inertial manifold in Foias et al. [8], [9], [22] and [24]. In the paper 
by Temam and Wang [90] it has been shown this inertial manifold in L 2 and in 
X s, 4s G N, has the following bound on its Euclidean dimension
dim(M ) =  0 {a4/5) and dim(Ad) =  0 ( QJo.5(3.28.+2.o5))j
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respectively.
Many other dissipative PD E’s modelling physical systems have been shown to 
possess an inertial manifold, these include the Cahn-Hilliard equation, see [8] and 
[69], the Ginzburg-Landau equation, see [14], several reaction-diffusion equations, 
see [8], [46], [65] and [63] and the Swift-Hohenberg equation, see [86]. It is still 
an open question as to whether the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation has 
an inertial manifold.
5.4 Convergence of the Frechet derivative of the  
sem i-discrete approximation
5.4.1 The Frechet derivative
In order to apply the perturbation studies of Jones, Stuart and Titi [52] we need 
to verify Assumptions Qh for our PS semi-discrete approximation (3.1.17). We 
can use the convergence results in Section 3.2 to satisfy (£//»l) . However we must 
formulate a similar convergence result for the Frechet derivatives of the solution, 
u(t) and the approximation, U h ( t ) .  Hence we have to show that
gup \\[Du{t ) -  D M t ) M x , ^  K m  t  g (5 41}
|P0||Xa
for all initial data in Bx*{2p) and T  > 0. We recall that v(t) := Du(t)vo is the 
derivative of u(t) with respect to initial data applied to Uo, which satisfies
dv d^v ( d2v d v d u \  . .
at +4w  + a w  + + UJ -  °’ (5 }
v(Q) =  v0.
by Theorem 2.4.8. In order to show that (5.4.1) holds we must find the linearized 
equation of the PS approximation and prove some regularity of the solutions of 
this equation.
Below we will state and prove an analogous result to Theorem 2.4.8 for the
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PS approximation. We first consider the sectorial properties of the operator Ah . 
L em m a 5.4.1 The operator Ah is sectorial on X^.
P ro o f: The operator Ah is closed and densely defined on the space X j®, by its 
finite dimensionality. Also from Theorem 2.4.2 and Theorem 3.1.3 we have that
Therefore following the relevant part of the proof of Lemma 2.4.5 for the operator 
A , it is possible to show that
and we have satisfied Definition 2.2.3.
□
L em m a 5.4.2 Let u(x) £ X s, s > 1/S, then
||u|U- < (C +  l) ||u ||* .,
where u  =  [u(xi), u f a ), . . .  , u(x n - i)]r  and C is a positive constant independent 
ofu .
P roof: From Lemma 3.2.3 we have that
and by definition of we also have
IOhu (x3) =  u(xj ) i 1 < j  < ^  ~ 1,
so that
K u \\x> =  llu llx£,
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which implies that
l l u I U *  <  (c  +  i ) | M | x * .
□
We now state the following regularity result.
T h eo rem  5.4.3 Let U (t) be the solution of the PS approximation (3.1.17) of the 
K-S equation. Then the semigroup for the approximation Sh(t) is continuously 
differentiable from X £ into for s > 5/8 with 4s G N; with respect to initial 
data Uo- This derivative applied to V 0 G X{ gives V(t) =  D U (t)V 0 G X w h i c h  
satisfies the following equation
^  + 4DihV  + aD 2hV  + ^ B ( V , V )  = 0, (5.4.3)
V(0) =  v0,
where B(U, V) =  [U ® D°hV  +  2£>J(U ® V) +  V  ® D°hU].
P ro o f: We need to satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.14 for our PS ap­
proximation. We already have that Ah is sectorial on the space so it remains 
to show that F : X^ —y X ] d e f i n e d  by
F(U) := D lu  +  i[U  ® D°hV  + D l (U ® U)], U € X'h,
is continuously differentiable on X^. First of all if we let U, V G X {  then 
||F (W )-F (V )||x .- i / 2  <  \\D IU -D lv \\x .-V2+\\\U  ® D°hU -V  ® D°hV \\x . -mh h xj h
+ \\\D i{U  ® U) -  D°h{V ® V )\\x .-v>,O h
< IID l(U  -  V)\\x . - ^  + \ m  -  V) ® D%U\\x.-h2
h o  h
+ l-\\U®D°h{ U - V ) \ \ x r n  
+ l- \ \ D t { U ® U - V ® V ) \ \ x . -u 2,
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which gives
| | F ( W ) - F ( V ) | | x r l / *  <  C i | | | ^ K  -  v h)\ \x . - i n  +  C2||(U„ -  Vh) ^ \ \ x . - 1/2
d ^
+ C 3 \ \ Vh-Q^(Uh -  Vh ) \ \X s - i / 2  +  C 4 H - ^ { Ul  ~  V f c ) | | x . - i / a ,
by Lemma 5.4.2 using the fact that s > 5/8, where Uh and Vh are the sine 
interpolants of the vectors U  and V respectively. Applying Theorem 2.1.7 to the 
last equation gives
||F(W) — F (V )||X£-i/ 2  < CiHiAfc — Vh\\xs +  C'2\\uh — ^ll^r-s-i/2 Il'W /ill1 / 4
+ C l l l « h | |  x s-1/2 \\Uh — Vh\\xa~1/*
+C'4\\uh — Vh\\ \\Uh +  Vh\\
which implies that
||F(W) -  F (V )||x r ,/2 < C5(||W|U-, IIVIUOIIW -  v\\x..
The derivative of F  at a point U E is given by the linear operator DF(XJ) : 
X I  -» X I ,  which is defined by
P F (U )V  := D \V  + i[V  ® D°hU + U ® D°hV  + 2Deh(V  ® W)], (5.4.4)
o
for V g I J .  We now show that the map U —> DF(XJ) is also continuous. Hence 
for U, V, W  € X I  we have that
||[Z>F(W) -  F (V )]W ||x .-i/2 < 1||W  ® D°h(U -  VII*.-!/*
h O h
+ |||(M -V )® £ > X W ||* :-1/*
+ \ \ \D i[ { U - V )® y V } \ \x --v>-
< Ce\\wh\\x-U 2\\uh — Vh\\xs~l/A 
+Cj\\Wh\\xs-l/4\\Uh — VhWx*-1/2 
+C8\\Wh\\Xs-i/A\uh -  Ufcllx-1/4.
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by Lemma 5.4.2, where Uh,Vh,Wh are the sine interpolants of W, V, W  respec­
tively. Hence we obtain
||[£)F(W -  F(V )]W |L.-i/2 <  C9||W > ||x .||M - VIU-,
h
for s > 5/8. Therefore we have satisfied the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.14 as 
both F  and DF  are continuous on X £ for s > 5/8.
□
Next we need to prove a convergence result for the Frechet derivatives of the 
solution and the approximation which is similar to the one we proved in Section
3.2.
5.4.2 Consistency
We substitute u(t) and v(£), the restrictions of the solution and its Frechet deriva­
tive to the interior points of the grid (3.1.2), into the semi-discrete system (5.4.2), 
so that the vector of the truncation error at the grid points, T^(i), is given by
Tr(t)  =  +  4 Dhv  + a  Dhv  +  | [ u  ® D°h\
+ v  0  D^u  +  2D l(u  <g> v)]. (5.4.5)
T h eo rem  5.4.4 For h > 0 sufficiently small let r^ ( t)  be given in (5.4-5) and 
Uo,vo G X s for s > 9/8 with 4s G N, which are the initial data for (2.3.7) and 
(5.4-2) respectively. Then for any T  > 0 there exists a constant C such that
IM *)IIH  <  C(a,T ,  ||«0|U .)l|t'o lU ^4(s- 1), V t € [0,21, (5.4.6)
P roof: Subtracting (5.4.2), considered at the grid points, from (5.4.5) gives
Tr {t) =  4 [D \y -  \ xxxx] +  a [D2hv  -  v xx]
(u 0  [D°hv  -  vx] +  v 0  [D°hu -  u*] +  2 [Deh{u 0  v) -  (u 0  v ) J ) ,
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where v xxxx, vxx, vx, u x and (u 0  v )x are the grid restrictions of the functions 
Vxxxx,Vxx,Vx, ux and (uv)x respectively. Taking the L \  norm of the last equation 
gives
=  4||D^v -  v xxxx\\L2h +  a \\D 2hv  -  +  |  ( ||u ||Lr ||.D£v -  v x | | L 2
+ I M U r  +  2 l l ^ ( u  ®  v )  -  ( u  ®  v ) x | | £ j )  ,
which is equivalent to
||Tjr(t) (1^ 2 =  4 ||( /^ V )XXXX Vxxxx||jr/2 +  Q l||(/^v)xx Vxx||£2
+ |  (ll“ IUr I K W * _  v * l k  +  IM U r H C W * _  u * l k  
+  P ? ((«  ® v )x) -  (U ® V )x||tj) .
Now since s > 9/8 we can apply Lemma 3.2.4 to this equation to give 
\\rAt)\\Ll <  C 4 v xxxx\\x . - 1h < ^  +  C 4 v xx\\x , - U2hi(~s- 1^
+Cz\\u\\Ln\\vx\\x ,-ii,h^s 1/ 4') +  C41| v || £,.» !|tf* |1 1/<
+ C i \\{uv)x\\x . - Uihi^ l i \  (5 .4 .7 )
Also Theorem 2.1.7 and Agmon’s inequality imply that
\\uv\\x > < C,6||w||x-||v|U- and \\u\\Loo < V2||u||L2||u||x i/4 < C7\\u\\x >, 
respectively. Therefore (5.4.7) becomes
I I ^ M I I l\ <  C i l M U ^ 4(s_1) +  C2\\v\\x>h^s~l/2)
+C8IMU* IM U sfr4('s_1/4\
which can be written as
||T^(t)||L2 < C9{a, t € [0,T\. (5.4.8)
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Finally since uq, vq £ X s, Theorem 2.4.7 and Theorem 2.4.8 extended onto [0,T] 
imply that the right hand side of (5.4.8) in terms of this initial data.
□
5.4.3 Convergence
T h e o rem  5.4.5 L e tV (t)  andv(t) be the Frechet derivative of K-S equation and 
its PS approximation respectively. I f  the initial data Uo,vo € X s, for s > 9/8 
with 4s € N; then for a given T  > 0 and h < h \  there exist a positive constant C 
such that
l | V ( t ) - v ( i ) | | ^  < C ( a , r , | | « o l U . ) l | t ' o | U ^ 4(s- 5/4), V t  €  [ 0 ,T ] ,  (5 .4 .9 )
P roof: Subtracting (5.4.3) from (5.4.5) gives
^  +  4 D\ E ,  +  a  D j E ,  +  | [ ( u  ®  -  U  ®  D°hV)
+  2Deh(u ®  v  -  U  ®  V )  +  ( v  ®  D°hu -  V  ®  D £ U ) ]  =
where Ejr =  v  — V. Premultiplying by 2/iE^ gives
= -  4l l ^ l l i |  -  a (D lE r ,E r )Ll
a
3
(u ® D°hw — U ® D%V, Ejr) L 2 
+  (v ® D °hu  - V o  D°hU, E ^ ) L 2 
-  2 ( u O v - U O  V ^ E ^ J  +  ( T r , E r ) L2,
which can be written as
O'
3
(u <g> DJ(v -  V) + (u -  U) <g> E ^ ) L 2
+  ((v -  V) ® DJu +  V  <g> D°h(u -  U ) ,E ,) l?
-  2 (u ® (v -  V) + (u -  U) ® V, D 0hE r)L2
+  (T^ 5E jt)L2.
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Now if we set E  =  u — U, this equation becomes
=  -  4 1 1 ^ ,1 1 ^  -  a (D \E ^ .E ,)* .
a
3
(u <8 -  E  (g> D°hE r +  E  (8 £>£v, E ^)i2h
+  (E^r (8 Dhu — E^ <8> D°hE +  v <8 -0£E, E ^ ) ^ 2  
— 2 (u (8> E r^ — E  <8 Ejr -4- E  (8 v, .D^E^-)^
+  ( r^ ,E ^ )L2,
< - 4 1 1 ^ 1 1 ^ - a ^ E ^ E ^ .
(E (8) E^)L2
+  (E* (8) D°hu -  E^ <8 D JE +  v  0  £>£E, E ^)L? 
— (u. (8 Ejr — E <8 E r^ -I- 2E <8 v, D ^E ^j ^ 2
+  (T^ jE ^)L2.
which gives
1 d
2 ^ I I E -II^  £  -  ±\\DlV A \ l l  - * { D l E r ,E r ) Ll
a 
+  3 ||E 9  C M I^ IIE ^ II^  +  | |^ u |U r ||E ^ |||,  
+  ||i? JE ||t~ ||E ^ |||a  +  H v S D J E I I i j l lE ^
+ llulli-IIE^ H^  HDJEjrll^  + IIEHtpllE^ II^  HDJE^ H^  
+  2 ||E ® v ||i i ||H JEJr ||^ ]  + | | r , | | ^ . | |E , | | j4 .
Recalling the results of Lemmas 3.1.6 and 3.1.7, this last equation becomes
— w a U  < -  + «\\d i k a \li
a 
+  3 l|E 9  Dl-v\\L l\\EF\\Ll +  ( | |P > | | i r  +  I M U l O P H l I i  
+  ||v®  D°hE\\Ll\\Er\\Ll +  (||u |U r || +  ||E ||l r ) | |E , | |^ | |S S E H |^  
+  2||E 0  v | | L 2 ||D JEjr | | L 2 +  | | t ^ | | L 2 ||E ^ ||L2 . (5.4.10)
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We note that in the above equation ||u||£~ and | | ^ u | | L~ are bounded by the 
properties of the continuous K-S equation, see the proof of Theorem 3.2.7 and 
Lemma 3.2.5 for details. Also from our error analysis in Section 3.2 we have that
||E (t) ||Lj < C l ( a , r , | |u 0|U.)A4( - 1)and | | ^ E ( t ) \\L, < C2(a,T,\\uo\:x - ) h ^ - 5/i\
for all t G [0, T], which gives the following bounds
iie w iu -  <
< C \( a ,T ,  ||u0|U*)^4(s~5/4)! (5.4.11)
and
I ^ E ( t ) | |L~ <  ^\\D lE (t)\\L l,
7T h
< C '2(a ,T ,\\u0\\x-)h4<-s- 3/2\ (5.4.12)
Therefore if we choose s > 3/2, (5.4.10) can be written as
—  IIE.IH, <  -  4 | | D ^ | | | ,  +  a l l S j J E ,^
a  
+  3 ||E®I»Xv ||j4 ||E H |^  +  C ,||E H |^
+  ||v <g> D%E\\L2h||E jt||L2 +  ^H D ^E ^H ^IlE jrll^
+  2 ||E (g) v | |L2 | | 5 ^ E ^ | | L2 -I-| |t ^ | |L2 ||E^r||L2, (5.4.13)
where we have bounded ||-D£u||z,°° -1- ||Z)£E||l~ and ||u||£~ +  ||E ||l~  by C3 and 
C4 respectively by using the bounds (5.4.11) and (5.4.12). These constants are 
bounded in terms of T, ||^olUa and some constant hi > h for s > 3/2. Applying 
Young’s inequality to (5.4.13) gives
a
+  i
+  2 llvl IEII2, + T (5.4.14)
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where K i = 2a + (a/3) [2 +  CA\ and K 2 = 1 +  (a/3) [2 +  2C3 +  C4]. Also since
K 2
k . wd^ I i <
equation (5.4.14) becomes
where K 3 =  K \ j 32 +  K 2 and is dependent on T  and ||ito||x*- Now substituting 
the bounds for E  and the truncation error into equation (5.4.15) gives
| | | E r ||i j  -  KsWErWl* < Ki(a,T,  ||tt0||xOII«6llx.A*<*-5/4)-
where we have also used Theorem 2.4.8 to bound the terms involving v(t), t  G 
[0,T], in terms of the initial data v 0. Integrating this equation with respect to 
time gives
||E ,(t)||* . <
< ^ e K*T \ M \ x ' h ^ - W ,  t € [0,T], (5.4.16)
•^3
which gives
P , ( t ) | |Lj < C (a ,r ,||u o ||x .)ll^ o l|x^ 4(s- 5/4), V i  6 [0,T],
□
C o ro lla ry  5.4.6 Let Vh(x,t) be interpolant, on the interval [0,7r], of the vector 
V (t) given in Theorem 5.4-5. Furthermore assume that u 0,Vo G X s, for s > 3/2 
with 4s G N, then for a given T  > 0 and h < hi there exists a positive constant
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C such that
IM z ,* ) -  v (x , t ) ||z,2 < C(a,T ,  ||uolU-)IKIU*A4(s_5/4), Vt e  [0,T].
(5.4.17)
P roo f: Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.2.8 in Section 3.2.
□
5.5 Persistence of bounded invariant sets for the  
semi-discrete approximation
We are now in a position to prove the persistence of bounded invariant sets 
under PS semi-discrete approximation. Let Uh{x,t) be the PS interpolant of the 
approximation on the interval [0,7r]. We can consider the map
G*h{r,u0) := uh{r), (5.5.1)
where r  =  A“ +1? m  £ N, was defined in Section 5.3. Given this map we can 
define the perturbed map
Gh(u) =  G*h(I°hu), u E X ,  (5.5.2)
where we have dropped the explicit dependence on time. Hence it is possible to
define the map
Gh(u) := G(u) -  0P(|M UO [G(u) -  Gh(u)}, (5.5.3)
where G and 6P are defined in Section 5.3. The map (5.5.3) therefore agrees with
Gh in the ball Bx*{p)-
In order to state the main theorem in this section we will need the following 
two lemmas.
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Lem m a 5.5.1 Let s > 3/2 and n be some natural number such that n > |_sj, 
where |_sj denotes the largest integer less than s. Then for any fixed r  > 0 we 
have that
IM*)IIx»/2 ^  C\\vq\\x *, V i G (0, r],
where v(t) is the solution of equation (5.4-2) and C is some constant dependent 
on r.
Proof: Consider the sequence of numbers
0 <  cqsj <  a [s]+i < - "  <  ot2\ks1 <
where \s] denotes the smallest integer greater than s and k G N. Let Pn be the 
statement
< CtyOIM U-, Vi G [q!nT,r], (5.5.4)
where n G [j_sj, 2 For n =  |_sj, Pn is true by Theorem 2.4.8 since s > 3/2. 
Now assume that Pn is true for n = m  so that
IM*)IIa:W2 <  C(m)\\v0\\x *, V i  G [amr ,r ] .
From (2.4.10) we have that
v(t) =  e_A^~QmT^ (o!mr) — f  e~A^~r^DF(u(r))v(r)dr:
d OLmT
for all t G [amr ,r ] . Multiplying by A/m+1V2 and taking the L 2 norm of this 
equation gives
II^WIIx(-+1)/2 < Cl(* -  OtmT)~ll2\\v(amT)\\Xm/2
+C2 /  (t -  r)~1/2\\u(r)\\xim+i)/2\\v(r)\\X(m+i)/2dr,
J OLmT
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for all t G [OimT,T], where we have used the properties of the operator D F , see
constant dependent on t .
P roof: This proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 5.5.1, and uses the prop­
erties of the operator .DF given in Theorem 5.4.3 and the fact that the solutions 
of our PS approximation are contained in a Gevrey class for alH  > 0.
□
T h eo rem  5.5.3 For m  sufficiently large the map G, (5.3.3), has an inertial 
manifold representable as the graph of a C 1 function $ . The finite-dimensional
(2.4.9). By the assumption (5.5.4) and the fact that u(t) is contained in a Gevrey 
class for all t > 0, this last equation becomes
C i ( t - a mT) 1/2C(m)\\v(0)\\Xs
+i) / 2  dr.
Now applying Gronwall’s Lemma gives
\ \ y ( t ) \ \ x ( m + D/2 < C(m  +  l)||vo ||x-}
so that Pm+i is true and hence Pn is true for all n > |_sj -
□
L em m a 5.5.2 Let s > 3/2 and n be some natural number such that n > [sj. 
Then for any fixed r  > 0 we have that
I M f ) | | * » / 2  < C\\v0\\x*, v t  G (0,t],
where Vh(t) is the PS interpolant of the solution of equation (5.4-3) and C is some
system
P n + 1 P m , G ( p n d" ^ ( p n ) ) , (5.5.5)
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has the same dynamics as the map G. For h sufficiently small and uQ,vo G X s, 
s > 3/2, the map Gh, (5.5.3), has an inertial manifold representable as the graph
of a C l function $ h. The finite-dimensional system
Pn+l = PmG(pn +  $ h(Pn)), (5.5.6)
converges in the C 1 norm to (5.5.5) over the ball B x s(p) as h tends to zero with
0 ( h A<s~s/4)), 0 < e < 1.
P ro o f: The first part of the proof follows from Theorem 5.3.3. In order for us 
to show that Gh has an inertial manifold we need to show that Assumptions Qh 
hold for the map Gh- From Corollary 3.2.8 we have that
||uh(x,t) -  u (x , t ) \\L2 < C (a ,T , ||wo||x-)^4(s_1)> 0 <  t < T,
for some T, which implies that
||G(u0) -  G^(u0)||l2 < C(t, ||uoIU.)*4(s_1), (5-5.7)
where r  is given above and we have dropped the dependence on the parameter 
a. From the Gagliardo-Nirenberg Theorem 2.1.6 we have that
||<2(uo) - G h(u0)\\x‘ < Ci\\u{t ) -  uh(T)\\l-k€s\\u(T) - u h{r)\\l2,
where e =  l  — l /k ,  h € N such that k > 2. Hence substituting (5.5.7) into this 
equation gives
||G(a0) -  Gh(a0)IU” < C2(r, ||wo|U«) [||u(r)||^ . +  ||u*(r)||^».]1-t /i4e(s_1>.
(5.5.8)
Now since u0 G X s for s > 3/2 we have that the solution and its PS approximation 
are both in a Gevrey class for r  > 0, which implies that it is possible to bound
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the norms in the square brackets in (5.5.8). Therefore this equation becomes
||G(uo) — Gh(wo)||x- < C$(t , |K ||x * )^ 4e(s_1)- (5.5.9)
Also from Corollary 5.4.6 we have that
\\v(t) -  vh(t)\\L2 < C (T , \\u0\\x*)\\vo\\x*h«s- 5/4\  0 < t < T ,
for s > 3/2, which gives
||[DG(u0) -  £>Gfc(u0) M b  < C(r, |k llx * )IM |x .fc4(5- 5/4),
Once again using Theorem 2.1.6 we can obtain
||[£»G(uo)-UGk(u0)]t;o|U* <  C4(r, ||u0||x*) [lk(T)||x*- +  I M T)llx“ ]1-t •
|ef#fe4.(.-5/4)) (5.5.10)
and the terms in the square brackets are bounded by Lemmas 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 
respectively. Hence equation (5.5.10) becomes
||[DG(uo) -  DGfcfaOWU- < C5(r, N llx O IM |x .f t4e(s- 5/4), 
which implies that
H-DG(uo) -  DGk{uo)\\ep < C 6(r, ||u0 | |x . ) ^ 4t(s~5/4\  (5-5 .11)
We recall that Assumptions Qh require only that the map Gh approximates the
map G in the C 1 norm over the set B x‘ {0,2p), which contains all the bounded
invariant sets of the map G. Hence (5.5.9) and (5.5.11) can be written as
||G(u0) -  Gft(u0)IU‘ < K ^ h 4^ ,  (5.5.12)
||£»G(uo) -  D G fc(«o)IU < ^ (p )ft4e(s_5/4) (5.5.13)
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for all uo € Bx*{2p)- We can satisfy Assumptions Qh for our approximation if
4e(s -  5/4) > 1,
which implies that
s > 5/4 +  l/(4e) > 3/2.
This allows us to apply Theorem 5.2.4, which implies that the map Gh can be 
reduced to an inertial form, defined by (5.5.6) which has the same asymptotic 
dynamics in the ball Bx°(p)- Equations (5.5.12) and (5.5.13) show tha t the 
inertial forms converge in the C 1 norm as h tends to zero with 0 ( h Ae^ s~b/^ ) .
□
Let us now discuss the implications of Theorem 5.5.3. We first of all note 
that the map PmGh agrees with the map PmGh in the ball Bx *{p)• Hence these 
maps will have identical dynamical behaviour which is the same as the asymptotic 
behaviour of the PS approximation. We also have that the bounded invariant 
sets of the map PmG are the same as those of the K-S equation. We therefore 
conclude that the bounded invariant sets, known to persist under C 1 perturbation 
in the context of finite-dimensional systems, hold for the K-S equation and its 
PS approximation, for sufficiently small h.
The essential improvement of this result over previous studies, is the high 
order convergence estimate achieved in Theorem 5.5.3. In the papers [49], [51] and 
[52], spatial discretizations were analysed involving the finite difference method 
and the spectral Galerkin method which yield only low order estimates. In the 
case of the spectral method one may expect to be able to improve this as it is 
high order method. We have managed to show that this is the case for the PS 
approximation by using the smoothness of the solutions of the K-S equation and 
its Frechet derivative.





6.1 Num erical study of the dynamics of the Ku- 
ramoto-Sivashinsky equation
In this section we carry out a detailed study of the dynamical behaviour of the 
K-S equation (2.3.7) for parameter values 0 < a  < 40 using the PS discretiza­
tion, considered in this thesis. Similar computations, using the PS method and 
other approximation methods, have been carried out for these particular values 
and higher ones in Hyman and Nicolaenko [43], Jolly, Kevrekidis and Titi [47], 
Kevrekidis, Nicolaenko and Scovel [55], Russell, Sloan and Trummer [78] and Pa- 
pageorgiou and Smyrlis [73], [82]. We will outline the work in these papers where 
relevant.
6.1.1 Low dimensional attractor
In Chapter 5, we showed that the K-S equation has an inertial manifold. This 
means that it is possible to capture the asymptotic dynamics of the equation by 
a finite-dimensional system. Therefore it is important to find the number of grid 
points required by our PS discretization to obtain a good approximation to these 
dynamics. The best estimate for the dimension of the inertial manifold, in the
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L 2 space, is
dim(.M) < C a 4/5, (6.1.1)
where C is some constant. Although this gives us a bound on the power growth 
of a , the constant C  is not known. Hence we carried out some computations of 
a steady state and a periodic solution, within our parameter range, to find the 
minimum size of N  required for the PS discretization to capture the essential 
dynamical behaviour of the K-S equation. The numerical results that follow were 
obtained using the MATLAB time stepping routine ODE15S with our spatial 
discretization. This routine is a variable order and variable step size ODE solver 
for stiff systems of equations and was used for its robustness.
We initially considered how well our discretization approximated a steady 
state solution at a  =  40, given the initial condition u0(x) =  sin(x). For various 
sizes of N ,  we followed the solution of the approximation at x  =  7 r /3  and x  =  27r/3  
until it converged to ten decimal places. Table 6.1 shows the approximations to 
the steady state obtained for the different values of N.  One can see that there 
is no difference in the solution values as we move from N  =  24 to N  = 51. Also 
for N  = 18 the PS approximation is accurate to 7 decimal places. Figure 6-1 
shows a picture of the steady state attractor of the K-S equation on the interval 
[—7r,7r], for this particular parameter value and initial condition.









Table 6.1: PS approximation to a steady state solution of the K-S equation with 
a  =  40 at x  =  7r/3  and x  =  27r/3 , for varying sizes of the discretization parameter 
N.
We next considered capturing the periodic behaviour of the K-S equation
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Figure 6-1: Bi-modal steady state attractor of the K-S equation with a  =  40 on 
the interval [—7r, tt\.
which is known to exist at a  =  32.96. We had to perturb the initial condition 
slightly so that u q ( x ) =  0.1 sin (re), otherwise solutions would have been attracted 
to a steady state. Figure 6-2 shows the approximation to u(n/3)  plotted against 
the approximation to u(2tt/3) for varying sizes of N  and Table 6.2 shows their 
respective periods. Clearly for this lower value of a, less grid points are required 
for convergence. Figure 6-3 shows a 3-dimensional colour plot of two periods of 






Table 6.2: The period of the PS approximations to a periodic solution of the K-S 
equation which exists at a = 32.96.
The above two numerical experiments show that it is reasonable to take quite 
small values of N  to capture the dynamics of the K-S equation for 0 < a  < 40. In 
the rest of this section all the computations will involve our PS discretization with 
N  =  18. We will assume that for this value the dynamics of the discretization 
give an accurate representation of the dynamics of the K-S equation.
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Figure 6-2: Periodic solutions of the PS approxim ation for increasing sizes of N.
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Figure 6-3: Solutions of the K-S equation with a  =  32.96 over two periods.
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6.1.2 Steady states
To begin with we have computed the bifurcation diagram for the K-S equation 
using AUTO 97, which is a FORTRAN continuation and bifurcation software 
package for ODE’s, developed by Doedel et al [13]. Some of the bifurcation 
diagrams that follow show plots of the parameter a  against the L2 norm of the 
approximate solution. For a steady state solution, this norm is given by |j • ||s, 
which is defined by
IIUII. =
'N- 1 n 1 / 2
E w )!
i= i
U € R n _ 1 , ( 6 . 1 . 2 )
and for a periodic solution, this norm is given by || • |L, which is defined by
l |U ( t ) | |P =
j =i
1/2
U(t) e R ^-1 , (6.1.3)
for t € [0, T], where T  is the period. In the bifurcation diagrams solid curves 
correspond to stable solutions and broken curves correspond to unstable ones. 
The symbols EH denote bifurcation points, ■ Hopf bifurcation points and S  
period doubling bifurcations.
Figure 6-4 shows a bifurcation diagram of the L2 norm of the steady state 
branches of the K-S equation against the parameter a. It is common for steady 
state solution branches of some equations to have the same L2 norm, and this 
is in fact the case with the K-S equation. Therefore in order to get a detailed 
understanding of the the attracting steady states we have plotted the fourth 
solution component of the approximation against the parameter a  in Figure 6- 
5. This figure gives us a much better idea of the overall bifurcation diagram. 
Similar diagrams can be obtained by plotting other solution components against
a. These will contain exactly the same bifurcations and steady state branches 
and will only differ quantitatively.
For 0 <  a < 4 the solutions are attracted to a stable trivial steady state. We 
note that if we take the inner product of the K-S equation (2.3.7) with u  € Hper
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Figure 6-4: Bifurcation diagram of the K-S equation for 0 < a  < 40, showing the 
L2 norm plotted against a.
then we obtain
\ j tW - > Olli* =  « K ( -  -  4||«xx(- ,i)||
which gives
since
\\u\\L2 ||'u,2;||^ /2 ^  II^ixIIl2?
by Theorem 2.1.5. Integrating (6.1.4) then gives
IK -,*)||z,2 < e(a-4)t||u(-,0)||L2,
which implies that
11ix(* ,t)||L2 —^ 0 as t —>■ 0.
(6.1.4)
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Figure 6-5: Bifurcation diagram of the K-S equation of the fourth solution com­
ponent plotted against a.
We summarise all the details of the attracting states and their bifurcations, from 
Figure 6-5, in Table 6.3. The attracting states in this table correspond to the K-S 
equation with odd initial data. The attracting states of the K-S equations with 
general initial data are considered in [43]. In Table 6.3 we note the appearance 
of the supercritical Hopf bifurcation at a = 30.345. Figure 6-6 shows the stable 
periodic solutions emanating from this Hopf bifurcation and these solutions will 
be examined in detail next.
6.1.3 Periodic states
From Figure 6-5, we can see that there are three Hopf bifurcation points in the 
parameter range which we are interested in. Therefore any periodic behaviour 
of the K-S equation will be produced at these points. Although we are mainly 
concerned with the behaviour at the Hopf bifurcation point at a  =  30.345, we 
will briefly discuss what happens at the other two points. The periodic solutions 
produced at a = 30.345 have been studied previously in [47] and [78]. However 
the main motivation behind the studies in these papers was to test how well 
various approximation methods performed. In [47], it was observed that the
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Parameter Values Attracting States and Bifurcations
0 < a  < 4 trivial steady state branch
a  = 4 trivial branch undergoes a 
supercritical pitchfork bifurcation
4 < a <  16.140 two nontrivial steady states branches
a -  16.140 nontrivial branches intersect at a 
further supercritical pitchfork
16.140 <  a < 40 nontrivial steady state branch
a  =  22.556 subcritical pitchfork bifurcation
22.556 < a  < 30.345 second nontrivial steady state branch
a  =  30.345 second steady state branch undergoes 
a supercritical Hopf bifurcation
30.345 < a  < 33.015 periodic attracting state
Table 6.3: Attracting states of the K-S equation and their bifurcations.
periodic solutions eventually become chaotic, and it is for this reason that we 
have chosen to study these solutions in detail.
Figure 6-7 shows the branch of solutions if we continue the branch in Figure 
6-6 for higher parameter values. We can see that the solutions loose stability at 
a bifurcation point at a = 32.853. Although the two solution branches produced 
at this point have different norms and stability, the actual solutions have similar 
shape and period. We will consider what happens to the unstable solution branch 
later in this section. However we note that the stable branch undergoes a number 
of period doubling bifurcations. We managed to detect the first four using AUTO 
and a close-up of these can be seen in Figure 6-8.
In order to study the dynamics beyond the fourth period doubling bifurcation, 
a numerical code was written to implement the PS discretization in FORTRAN. 
We chose the external routine D02NBF to perform the time integration from the 
NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) Library. This routine involves a variable 
order and variable step size BDF method.
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Figure 6-6: Close-up of stable periodic solutions emanating from the Hopf bifur­
cation at a = 30.345.
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Figure 6-7: Periodic solutions loosing stability at bifurcation and period doubling 
points.
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Figure 6-8: Close-up of the initial period doubling points.
We describe how our code computes the values of a  where the period doublings 
take place, below
• We integrate an initial starting value over a sufficiently large time interval, 
say [0,Ti], to eliminate transient behaviour.
• We then integrate the approximation at T\ over a shorter interval, [Ti,T2], 
giving an approximation to u (t) at a set of discrete time points on [Ti,T2].
• We choose a solution component of the approximation, say U\(t), and in­
terpolate it over the discrete time points using a piecewise cubic Bessel 
interpolation method, which gives approximations to U\{t) and Ui"(t).
• We use Ui'{t) and Ui"{t) to determine the critical points of U\(t). A change 
in the number of critical points corresponds to a change in the number of 
periodic orbits.
In our code we look for the minimum turning points of each orbit. As the 
period of the solution increases it is necessary to increase the size of the time 
intervals over which we must integrate.
We managed to detect 3 further period doubling points accurately using the 
above code, which appear to be the beginnings of a period doubling cascade. We
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also used the code to compute the first four period doubling points, which we 
detected with AUTO, with a greater degree of accuracy. We expect to be able to 
find more points if we were to increase N. However this would greatly increase 
the CPU time of each computer run.
The period doubling route to chaos is well documented for certain low di­
mensional models which include the Lorenz equation and the forced Duffing’s 
equation. Associated with this is the Feigenbaum universal constant
S =  lim ? n ~  a "~1 =  4.669201609..., (6.1.5)
n-«° a„+i -  a„
where the oin’s are the parameter values at which period doubling bifurcations 
occur. This constant was originally found for discrete time maps and is believed 
to appear for other higher dimensional maps, which include ordinary and partial 
differential equations. Hence for completeness we have tested the successive ratios 
of period doublings which we observed for our approximation and the results can 
be seen in Table 6.4. The first column of the table gives our estimate for the 
subwindow' boundaries (e.g. the first and second numbers in this column show 
the beginning and the end of the first periodic subwindow respectively). These 
points were calculated to eight decimal places. The second column shows the 
length of the subwindow, the third shows the successive ratios of the lengths and 
the fourth column shows the period of the solution at the respective parameter 
value.
Subwindow
boundary Length Ratio Period
32.97166311 - - 0.16777555
32.99071753 1.90544xl0-2 - 0.34785657
‘32.99459246 3.94057xl0~3 4.835341080 0.70157517
32.99544233 8.4987xl0-4 4.636673844 1.45986242
32.99562538 1.8305xl0-4 4.642829828 2.99879927
32.99566467 3.9292xl0-5 4.658698423 6.00062756
32.99567289 8.215xl0-6 4.782836676 12.19519709
Table 6.4: First seven period doubling bifurcation points and the ratio of the 
successive subwindow lengths.
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The ratios in the third column are quite close to the universal constant given 
in (6.1.5). This implies that Feigenbaum’s theory for simple low dimensional 
maps is likely to apply to these periodic solutions. That is, there exists an 
accumulation point a*,, after which aperiodic solutions (or a strange attractor) 
can be observed. Table 6.4 also shows that the length of the subwindows shrinks 
rapidly, which makes the detection of further bifurcations difficult. Clearly there 
is insufficient accuracy in the calculation of the last bifurcation point.
Figure 6-9 shows a plot of the L2 norm of the minimum turning point of the 
periodic solution against a, for 32.832 < a  < 33.014755. The point where the 
branch splits into two represents the bifurcation point which we detected with 
AUTO in Figure 6-7. All the other points where the number of branches double 
represent period doubling bifurcations. After the first few period doublings, the 
attractor appears to become chaotic. It was impossible to find any attracting 
object beyond a  =  33.014755 using our code. However it may be possible to 
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Figure 6-9: Minima of the L2 norm of the periodic solutions plotted against a  
showing the period doubling cascade and beyond.
Figure 6-9 shows a sudden jump from a chaotic attractor in two narrow bands
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to a chaotic attractor filling the entire interval at a ~  33.00465. This jump 
discontinuity is usually referred to as an interior crisis point and is common in 
nonlinear dynamics. A close-up of the interior crisis bifurcation can be seen in 
Figure 6-10, the lines in this figure are separated by a distance of 1.0x 10-4. In the 
neighbourhood of this bifurcation the density of the points in the whole interval 
attractor concentrates in the bands and gradually spread out. An identical jump 
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Figure 6-10: Interior crisis bifurcation at a ~  33.004.
6.1.4 Homoclinic orbits
We now consider the implications of the Sil’nikov theory which we outlined in 
Section 4.1, for our PS discretization. In Figure 6-5 we showed that at a =  22.556 
there exists a pitchfork bifurcation which gives rise to two unstable steady state 
branches. These two branches consist entirely of saddle-focus points. That is, 
depending on the size of the discretization parameter, N, the eigenvalues of the 
linearization of our discretization will have the same form as the eigenvalues of 
the linearization of equation (4.5.10). Figure 6-11 shows the unstable branch of
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a
Figure 6-11: Behaviour of the periodic solutions produced at the supercritical 
Hopf bifurcation at a =  30.345. Solution norm plotted against a.
periodic solutions which are produced at the first period doubling point in Figure 
6-8. This branch has an oscillatory pattern and appears to join at least one of the 
saddle-focus branches. Numerically, this indicates the existence of a homoclinic 
orbit, as AUTO 97 uses an adaptive time discretization method, hence when a 
periodic solution approaches homoclinicity the method takes more and more grid 
points near or at the saddle point. Therefore for such a periodic solution U(t), 
we have that
t  n -  1




*  m l
k=1 J = l
where U is the saddle point. In Figure 6-12 we have plotted the period against 
the parameter of these periodic solutions. This figure looks similar to Figure 4-5, 
in Section 4.1 and closer examination indicates that a homoclinic orbit exist at 
a = 34.366 as the period is tending to infinity. The most interesting observation 
that can be made from Figure 6-12 is the sharp increase in the period of the
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solutions at a = 36 followed by a sharp decrease. No further period doubling 
points were detected along the curve in Figure 6-12, however these are generally 
difficult to find, especially for complicated systems.
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Figure 6-12: Behaviour of the periodic solutions produced at the supercritical 
Hopf bifurcation at a =  30.345. Period plotted against a.
The homoclinic orbit, we have found, is in fact asymptotic to a saddle-focus 
point on the branch with the higher value for its fourth solution component in 
Figure 6-5. The eigenvalues of the linearized system at this point are shown in 
Figure 6-13a) and Figure 6-13b) shows a close up of the positive real eigenvalue, 
Ai =  95.9239, and the complex pair with negative real parts, A2 ,3 =  —9.22122 ±  
42.0215.
The eigenvalues in Figure 6-13b) therefore satisfy the Sil’nikov inequality, 
given by (4.5.11) with 6 = 0.09613. This implies that our discretization has a 
route to chaos through the existence of a homoclinic orbit in its phase space and 
that the period doubling cascade we found earlier is a simple consequence of this 
orbit. Bifurcations to chaos through period doublings appears to be a common 
feature of systems which are approaching homoclinicity and can often be observed 
experimentally in dynamics experiments.
In Figure 6-14 we show some phase space projections of the branch of pe­
riodic solutions at various parameter values as they approach homoclinicity at
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Figure 6-13: Eigenvalues of the linearization at the saddle-focus point at a  =  
34.366. a) Complete spectrum; b) Close up of first three eigenvalues.
a =  34.366. Figure 6-14a)-c) show the solutions undergoing a series of period 
doublings which eventually culminates in the existence of a strange attractor 
at a = 32.996 given in Figure 6-14d). Then at a =  34.366 the periodic solu­
tions approach a homoclinic orbit of a saddle-focus point, see Figure 6-14e). At 
a =  34.3661, see Figure 6-14f), this orbit collides with the stable manifold of a 
steady state (x) and ultimately settles down to this steady state.
In order to obtain the picture of the homoclinic orbit in Figure 6-14e) we 
followed the unstable branch of periodic solutions produced at the first period 
doubling bifurcation at a  =  32.971 in Figure 6-8. If we follow the unstable branch 
from the second period doubling bifurcation in this figure, which contains double 
periodic solutions, then it is possible to find a double-pulse homoclinic orbit, see 
Figure 6-15, which exists at a = 34.3606. If we could follow the unstable branch 
from an n th period doubling bifurcation then we would obtain an orbit with 2n-1 
loops before connecting back to the saddle point.
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Figure 6-14: Phase plots of the periodic solutions, a) a  =  32.971; b) a  =  32.990; 
c) a = 32.994; d) a = 32.996; e) a  = 34.336; f) a = 34.3661.
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Figure 6-15: Double-pulse homoclinic orbit at a = 34.3606.
6.1.5 A heteroclinic orbit
We now consider the unstable branch of periodic solutions which are produced 
at the bifurcation point at a  =  32.853. Figure 6-16 shows a close-up of the norm 
of these solutions. This branch has the same oscillatory behaviour which we 
observed when the solutions went homoclinic, however in this case the ‘wiggles’ 
appear to be more compressed and the branch joins the branch of saddle-focus 
points at a  =  36.127. In fact, at this point the solutions form a heteroclinic orbit 
connecting points on the two branches of saddle-focus points, this orbit is shown 
in Figure 6-17. The linearizations about the two saddle-focus points, which are 
connected by this orbit, both satisfy the Sil’nikov inequality. This is similar to 
the results in Glendinning and Sparrow [33] concerning a heteroclinic orbit for 
the Lorenz equations.
In Figure 6-18 we have plotted the evolution of the periodic solutions from 
the Hopf bifurcation at a  =  30.345, (+), up to the heteroclinic orbit. As far we 
are aware this is the first time this heteroclinic orbit has been observed.
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Figure 6-16: Unstable branch of periodic solutions emanating from the bifurcation 
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Figure 6-17: Heteroclinic orbit at a =  36.127.
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Figure 6-18: Periodic solutions as they approach the heteroclinic orbit. 
6.1.6 Other periodic behaviour
Before concluding this section we briefly mention the periodic behaviour at the 
two Hopf bifurcation points at a  =  34.345, see Figure 6-5. The two bifurcations 
exhibit identical behaviour and we will only report on our findings for the one with 
the higher value in Figure 6-5. The periodic behaviour produced at this point 
can be seen in Figure 6-19. This looks similar to the behaviour we observed 
previously for the homoclinic orbits and the heteroclinic orbit, with the branches 
tending towards saddle-focus points.
In Figure 6-20 we have plotted the period of the solutions on the branch which 
tends to the saddle-focus branch with the higher norm value in Figure 6-19. It 
indicates that the period is winding itself around some accumulation point at a  =  
35.1745. Also in Figure 6-21 we have plotted the homoclinic orbit which forms 
about the saddle-focus point for this value of a. Unlike the homoclinic orbits we 
observed earlier, the linearization about this point has a complex eigenvalue pair 
with positive real parts. The full spectrum at this saddle-focus point can be seen 
in Figure 6-22.
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Figure 6-19: Periodic behaviour of the solutions at the Hopf bifurcation point at 
a  =  34.345.
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Figure 6-20: Behaviour of the upper branch of periodic solutions produced at 
Hopf bifurcation at a = 34.345. Period plotted against a.
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Figure 6-21: Behaviour of the upper branch of periodic solutions produced at 
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Figure 6-22: Eigenvalues of the linearization at the saddle-focus point at a 
35.1745. a) Complete spectrum; b) Close-up of first three eigenvalues.
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Therefore in this case the saddle-focus point has a two dimensional unstable 
manifold and hence the circumstances are different to those of the Sil’nikov case. 
If we follow the eigenvalues of the linearized system along the branches of saddle- 
focus points then at the Hopf bifurcation points at a =  34.345, the complex pair 
of eigenvalues change from having a negative real part to having a positive real 
part at. Therefore the other branches in Figure 6-19 produced at the period 
doubling bifurcations do in fact approach homoclinicity and satisfy Sil’nikov’s 
inequality.
In this section we have carried out a detailed study of the periodic solutions 
emanating from a supercritical Hopf bifurcation and illustrated numerically how 
these solutions become chaotic. It is worth noting that we have only considered 
small parameter values. However in Papageorgiou and Smyrlis [73], [82] much 
higher values were considered. In these papers at a  =  115.5208 a similar period 
doubling cascade was detected to the one which was studied here. It therefore 
may be the case that the K-S equation also has SiPnikov chaotic behaviour for 
much higher parameter values.
6.2 Approximate inertial manifolds and nonlin­
ear Galerkin m ethods
In Section 5.1 we showed that under certain conditions dissipative PD E’s can be 
shown to possess inertial manifolds. These inertial manifolds can be represented 
in the form of graphs of Lipschitz functions, which relate the high and low Fourier 
modes of the solution. Unfortunately for some dissipative PD E’s the existence of 
inertial manifolds is still an open question using the current existence methods. 
Also even when an equation is known to possess an inertial manifold there is no 
explicit representation for it.
It is because of these two reasons that the idea of approximate inertial mani­
folds (AIM’s) has arisen. An AIM is a finite-dimensional Lipschitz manifold which 
attracts orbits of the equation into a small neighbourhood around it, exponen-
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tially rapidly. AIM’s were first introduced by Foias, Manley and Temam [21] in 
connection with the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. These manifolds 
are another important development in the area of numerical analysis of dissi­
pative equations because when an inertial manifold is known to exist, we can 
approximate it by an obtainable AIM. Also when an inertial manifolds existence
is unknown we can use an AIM to provide a smooth approximation to the global
attractor, in order to aid numerical computations.
6.2.1 Approxim ate inertial manifold theory
We now illustrate how AIM’s are constructed in general. First of all we recall 
equation (5.1.1), given in Section 5.1,
du , ,
—  +  Au  +  R(u) =  0,
dt K } (6.2.1)
it(0) =  u0,
on the separable Hilbert space X.  The space X  is spanned by the eigenfunctions of 
the linear operator A, which are given by i- We define Pn as the projection
onto the first n eigenfunctions of A  and Qn as the orthogonal compliment of Pn. 
Therefore projecting (6.2.1) with these operators gives the following equations
pt +  Ap +  PnR(p + q) = 0, (6 .2 .2 )
qt -f- Aq +  QnR(p  -t- q) = 0, (6 .2 .3 )
where p = Pnu and q =  Qnu. If (6.2.1) possesses an inertial manifold then for
n sufficiently large there will exists a mapping <£ relating the spaces PnX  and
QnX.  This implies that the asymptotic dynamics of the coupled system (6 .2 .2 ) 
and (6.2.3) will be identical to that of the inertial form of (6.2.1), which is given 
by
pt + Ap + PnR(p + $(p)) = 0,
(6.2.4)
p{ 0) =  Pnu0.
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In AIM theory the mapping $  is approximated by a map $ a : PnX  —► QnX ,  
which is known and explicitly computable. Hence the inertial form (6.2.4) is 
approximated by
pt + Ap +  PnR{p +  $ a(p)) =  0,
(6.2.5)
p(0) =  Pnu0,
which is called the approximate inertial form. This finite-dimensional system is 
used to obtain an approximation to the asymptotic dynamical behaviour of the 
original equation.
If $ a(p) is taken to be zero in (6.2.5), then this corresponds to solving (6.2.1) 
by an n-dimensional spectral Galerkin method and the AIM, in this case, will 
be given by the space PnX . If however $ a(p) is a non-trivial approximation to 
$(p), then the method of solution of (6.2.1) is referred as a nonlinear Galerkin 
(NLG) method. This is because the method involves the nonlinear mapping <£a. 
Hence NLG methods can basically be seen as extensions of the spectral Galerkin 
method, as they include some of the neglected terms, i.e. q £ QnX.
The simplest way to construct an AIM for equation (6.2.1) is to use (6.2.3) 
to obtain a mapping which gives q in terms of p. For example, we note that the 
steady states of (6.2.1) will satisfy
Aq +  QnR{p +  q) =  0,
and are contained in the global attractor and hence an inertial manifold, should 
one exist. In this case, a possible AIM could be the graph of the function <3>a, 
given by
$ a(p) =  - A ~ l [QnR{p +  $ a(p))].
However, as this gives no explicit representation for <£a, we may consider the
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following iterative scheme
^ s+1)(p) =  -A - 'iQ n R ip  +  *W(p))], « >  0 , (6 .2 .6 )
with initial approximation & °\p )  =  0 . The the first non-trivial manifold is 
therefore given by
tP f r )  = -A~i[QnR(p)},
(6.2.7)
V € PnX.
This AIM is called the steady-AIM  and was introduced in Foias, Manley and 
Temam [21].
Debussche and Marion [10] and Temam [8 8 ] used the iterative scheme (6.2.6) 
to derive families of AIM’s for the Navier-Stokes, reaction-diffusion and Cahn- 
Hilliard equations. The approximations to the q term are greatly improved with 
successive iterations. However it is sufficient to take only a few iterations of this 
scheme to obtain a good approximation and keep the computational cost at a 
minimum.
It is possible to use time-stepping methods to solve (6.2.3) to obtain an ap­
proximation for $ a. In Foias, Jolly, Kevrekidis, Sell and Titi [19] the so-called 
Euler-AIM  was introduced. Here the backward Euler method with one iteration 
is used to solve (6.2.3), taking q = 0  as the initial approximation. If r  is the step 
size, then this AIM is given by
$ « ( p )  =  ~ T ( I  +  T ^ Q u R i p ) ,  ^  2
p  e  P„H.
Smaller values of r  give better accuracy due to smaller truncation error.
It is also possible to use the Euler-AIM to construct families of approximations 
by using the following iterative scheme
$ i s+1\ p )  =  - T ( I  +  TA)-'QnR(p +  ^ ](p)), s >  0,
$P(p) =  0 .
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This particular scheme has been considered in Russell, Sloan and Trummer [78] 
for a reaction-diffusion equation and it is shown that particular values of r  are 
required for convergence.
Any of the AIM’s given above could be substituted into (6.2.5) and the ap­
proximation method used to solve the resulting system would be an NLG method. 
Although NLG methods involve solving a much more complicated system, due to 
the AIM, it has been shown that in general their order of accuracy is 0(r)~+ 
where 7]n + i  is the (n +  l) th eigenvalue of A , a is dependent on the regularity of the 
solutions of the equations under consideration and typically 0 G (1 , 2 ]. Here 0  is 
dependent on the particular AIM used in the approximation process and on the 
equation which is being approximated. This order of accuracy has been shown 
for a number of NLG methods, see [10], [2 1 ] and Jolly, Kevrekidis and Titi [47] 
and is an improvement over the spectral Galerkin method which is Q(r)n+i~<T'*) 
accurate.
From a practical point of view in order to construct an NLG method it is 
necessary to ensure that the mapping 4>a has a finite-dimensional range. This 
is achieved by redefining the projection operator Qn as the projection onto the 
space
span{0 n+ i, "0 7 2+2 , • • •, 0 n+m},
where m e  N. In practice m  is usually taken to be n  to keep the dimension of 
the whole system reasonably low, for computational efficiency. However in Jones, 
Margolin and Titi [50] it is argued that m  should be taken to be n 1** where 0  
is given above. This value will ensure that the additional accuracy of the NLG 
method is not lost through the truncation process. Obviously this choice of m  
has some practical implications for the methods, as the number of high modes 
required for an NLG method has a power growth. We will now consider some of 
the computational issues of the NLG methods.
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6.2.2 Computational aspects of NLG m ethods
From a practical point of view it is not clear at present whether NLG methods 
offer an effective alternative to the spectral Galerkin method, due to their higher 
computational cost. To some extent this issue has been addresses in the papers 
Garcia-Archilla and Frutos [31] and Jones, Margolin and Titi [50]. All the re­
sults in these papers correspond to particular example equations and we must 
empathise that there is little or no general theory in this area at present.
We now consider some of the results in [31] and [50] which correspond to 
Burgers’ equation
du d2u du x ,
dt ~  Vlh? +  Udx =  OM) € (0 , 7r) x (0,oo), (6.2.10)
and the reaction-diffusion equation
Pi 7 / 7 /
~dt ~ 1/dx* +  u* ~ u =  f ( x )' (x ’*) G (°»7r) x (°>°°)> (6.2.11)
subject to the boundary conditions
u(0, t) =  it(7r, t) =  0, t G( 0 ,  oo), (6.2.12)
with initial condition u{0, x) =  Uo(x). Here /  is some forcing term and v is a pos­
itive parameter. These two equations can be formulated into abstract evolution 
equations, in a similar fashion as we did for the K-S equation, with A — —d2/ d x 2. 
The eigenvalues of A  are then given by rjj = j 2 with corresponding eigenfunctions
tpj =  y/2/TTsm(jx), for j  e N.
In (6.2.10) and (6.2.11) the function /  is used to control the regularity of the 
solutions. If /  € D(Aa) and uo e L2, then it is possible to show that the spectral 
Galerkin method and NLG method based on the steady-AIM are and
accurate respectively. Hence when a is large the improvement due to 
the NLG method is less significant, since j3 € (1,2]. However for small a the extra 
accuracy of the NLG method will be much more significant. This is illustrated
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in [50] using equation (6.2.10) with v =  1 , an appropriate initial condition and
Hence /  £ D{Aa), for a < 7  + 1/4. The solutions of equation (6.2.10) with 
this forcing term are attracted to a unique steady state. This steady state was 
computed using the spectral Galerkin method wTith 100 modes for various values 
of 7 . Then for each of these values of 7  the steady state was computed a number 
of times using the NLG method with n =  10 low modes and an increasing number 
of high modes, m. The L2 error between these steady state approximations and 
the steady state obtained for the spectral Galerkin with n =  100 for the different 
values of 7  can be seen in Figure 6-23.
-4 7  =  010
7  =  0.25-510
7  =  0.75 
7  =  1 . 0
-6
10
-710 7  =  1.25
10 '*
7  =  0 0
30 40 50 600 10 20
Number of High Modes m
Figure 6-23: Approximation of the steady state attractor of Burgers’ equation 
with v  =  1. The L2 error plotted against the number of high modes used by the 
NLG method.
Figure 6-23 confirms, for this particular example, that as the solution becomes 
more regular and satisfies more compatibility conditions, the less advantageous 
the NLG method becomes. The line with 7  = 0 0  corresponds to when the 
solutions of equation (6 .2 .1 0 ) are in a Gevrey class.
The question of whether NLG methods are superior over the spectral Galerkin
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method, in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency, for equations with 
less smooth solutions is considered in [31]. In this paper the reaction-diffusion 
equation (6 .2 .1 1 ) with no forcing term was considered. This equation is known 
to possess two stable steady state solutions, whose gradients become large as v 
becomes small. For increasingly small values of v the two steady states were 
calculated using the spectral Galerkin method with a large number of modes to 
obtain reference solutions, which could be used to compare other approximations.
Next the spectral Galerkin method using a specified number of mode sizes, 
say n, and the NLG method using n low modes and [2n/3] high modes were 
tested to see how well they approximated the reference solutions for the different 
values of v . Efficiency diagrams for each value of v considered can be seen in [31], 
which show the CPU time plotted against the L 2 error achieved for each method. 
The diagrams show that for a given accuracy requirement the NLG method never 
out-performed the spectral Galerkin method in terms of CPU time, even for very 
small values of v. This will be illustrated more clearly when we show an efficiency 
diagram for this example with a different forcing term later in this section. These 
results therefore contradict the claims in [50] for the reaction-diffusion equation 
(6 .2 .11).
It has been shown that NLG methods are more accurate than the existing 
spectral Galerkin method. However is is unclear as to whether this additional 
accuracy is worth the extra computational cost of these methods, which comes 
from the evaluation of the AIM. It is because of these problems that the NLG 
methods have not been used by those engaged in numerical computation in the 
area of long-time dynamical behaviour.
6.2.3 The post processed Galerkin m ethod
Before concluding this section it is worth looking at the recent paper by Garcfa- 
Archilla, Novo and Titi [32]. In this paper a method of postprocessing the spectral 
Galerkin method is introduced, which uses AIM techniques. This method enables 
one to exploit the increased accuracy of the NLG methods without the extra
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computational cost.
In the postprocessed method one first of all obtains an approximation pn(t), 
by solving (6 .2 .1 ) by the spectral Galerkin method, i.e. solving
-Jrr +  M>n +  PnR(pn) = 0 ,
dt (6.2.13)
P n ( 0 )  — P nUo-
This approximation is then postprocessed using an AIM so that the final approx­
imation, uapp(t) is given by
Uapp{t ) Pnify  “h ^ a ( P n ( ^ ) ) *
The $ a can be taken to be the steady-AIM or the Euler-AIM, which we described 
earlier.
In [32] it is shown that uapp(t) is as accurate as an approximation obtained 
by a NLG method and the computational costs of the postprocessed methods 
are significantly less than the NLG method. This is illustrated by looking at 
the reaction-diffusion equation (6 .2 .1 1 ) with v — 0 . 0 0 2  and the following time 
dependent forcing term
f{ x )  = <
0, 0 < x < 7r / 4 ,
( ( 4 / 7 t ) x  — 1)(1 +  sin(27rt)/3), 7r / 4  < x <  7 t / 2 ,
(3 — (4 / 7r)a;)(l +  sin(27rt)/3), 7r/ 2  < x < 3 7 r / 4 ,
0, 3 7 r/ 4  < x < 7r.
We note that /  € D (A eT) for a  G [0,3/4), which implies that the order of conver­
gence of the NLG method against that of the spectral Galerkin method should 
be more significant.
Given the initial condition u0(x) — sin(rr) the solutions of (6.2.11) become 
almost periodic in time. This behaviour was computed at T =  15 using a spec­
tral Galerkin method with n = 8000 which was used as the reference solution. 
The same behaviour was then calculated using the spectral Galerkin method,
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the postprocessed method and the NLG methods with various sizes of n. The 
postprocessed and NLG method used the steady-AIM. In accordance with the re­
marks previously made about truncating the term $ a, the number of high nodes 
used for the NLG method and the postprocessed method was taken so that
In this case for equation (6.2.11) and the steady-AIM, ft =  3/2, so that m  was 
taken to be n9/7. The L 2 errors of the approximations to the periodic behaviour 




Figure 6-24: The L2 error of the approximation to the periodic behaviour of the 
reaction-diffusion equation with v =  0 . 0 0 2  at T  =  15 for different mode sizes
n.  Spectral Galerkin M ethod,  NLG m ethod , Postprocessed
Galerkin Method.
that for a given number of modes, the NLG and postprocessed method are be­
tween 1 0  and 100 times more accurate that the spectral Galerkin method. It 
also shows that the accuracy of postprocessed method is almost identical to the 
NLG method. In Figure 6-25 some of the errors in Figure 6-24 were plotted 
against the CPU time that it took to achieve them. This shows that the least 
efficient method is the NLG method. Also the cost of the postprocessed method 
is slightly more than the spectral Galerkin method, however this is compensated
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Figure 6-25: Efficiency diagram for the approximation of the periodic behaviour
of the reaction-diffusion equation with v =  0 . 0 0 2  at T  =  15. ------ Spectral
Galerkin M ethod, NLG m ethod, Postprocessed Galerkin Method.
by the smaller error.
6.3 A n o n lin ear G alerk in  m e th o d  b ased  on th e  
p seu d o sp ec tra l m e th o d  for th e  K u ram o to - 
S ivashinsky eq u a tio n
In the previous section, we discussed AIM’s which were constructed as graphs 
of functions relating the high and low eigenfunctions of linear operators of dissi­
pative equations. The main drawback here is that these eigenfunctions are not 
always available, particularly when dealing with equations which have compli­
cated boundary conditions. It is for this reason that in recent years attempts 
have been made to extend the theory of AIM’s and their associated NLG meth­
ods to approximation schemes other than the spectral Galerkin method. Finite 
difference methods are considered in Margolin and Jones [64] and Temam [89], fi­
nite element methods are considered in Marion and Xu [6 6 ] and methods based on 
approximation by expansions of orthogonal polynomials are considered in Frutos,
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Garcia-Archilla and Novo [29], Gottlieb and Temam [35] and Wallace and Sloan
[94]. Most of the NLG methods outlined in these papers use the steady-AIM de­
scribed in the previous section. All the above papers basically mimic the slaving 
of high and low eigenfunctions through a Lipschitz function by relating nodal 
values of the solution on a coarse and fine grid. The NLG methods analysed in 
these papers all give rise to methods which have superior accuracy compared to 
existing methods. However in most cases no attempts have been made to analyse 
the practical implementation of these methods as was done in Garcfa-Archilla 
and Frutos [31].
In the next part of this section we look in detail at the work carried out by 
Wallace and Sloan [94] on their approach to AIM’s.
6.3.1 Approximate inertial manifold approach of Wallace 
and Sloan
The motivation behind their work was to combine the pseudospectral method 
with the concept of AIM’s in the hope of creating an efficient algorithm, in terms 
of computational efficiency and accuracy, to compute the asymptotic behaviour of 
dissipative PDE’s. In their paper they illustrate their work using the renormalised 
one-dimensional K-S equation (2.3.7) with periodic boundary conditions and odd 
initial data. They formulate the same semi-discrete system tha t is considered in 
this thesis, which we recall is given by
u  +4Z?2U + aD2hV +  |[U  <8 D°h U + D'h( U <g> U)] = 0, (6.3.1)
with initial condition U(0) =  u0, where the dot indicates time differentiation. 
This is a finite-dimensional, autonomous, nonlinear, discrete dynamical system 
of the form
U =  G (U ), (6.3.2)
where G is given by (3.4.2).
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6.3.2 Algorithm with coarse and fine grid interactions
If we consider a spectral method with N  + 1  high modes and N  low modes then 
in a nodal sense this corresponds to the creation of a fine grid which matches a 
coarser grid at every second point. Therefore, in this context, we can replace the 
relation q =  <£(p) by a mapping which relates computed solutions on coarse and 
fine grids in physical space.
We now introduce some notation for the semi-discrete system (6.3.1) and we 
define a coarse grid
The choice of H  =  h/2  ensures an overlap of the two uniform grids, see Figure 
6-26. We also denote the approximations obtained by (6.3.1) at time t on the
• o x o x o x o x o -  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
Figure 6-26: Coarse grid points (x) and fine grid points ( x , 0 ) on the interval 
(0 ,7r) for N  =  5.
coarse grid by
and a fine grid
1 : = = j  =  1 , . . .  2N  -  1 .
(6.3.3)
and on the fine grid by
(6.3.4)
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The approximations on the fine grid can be split into their odd and even compo­
nents
u °  =  [UIN, U%N, . . . .  u i S - i f ,
U * =  [U™, U™,
Finally, we can use the discrete sine transform to obtain the discrete Fourier 
coefficients a N and a 2N which are given by
a N =  S NU N, 
a 2N =  S 2N\J2N:
where i =  N ,2 N , are defined in (3.1.5) and are (N  — 1 ) x (N  — 1 ) and 
(.2N  — 1 ) x ( 2 N  — 1 ) square matrices respectively.
We now look at Algorithm 2 introduced by Wallace and Sloan in [94]. In 
this algorithm, time integration is carried out using the Crank-Nicolson method 
which we analysed in Section 3.4. We recall that applying this method to (6.3.2) 
gives
U «  -  | g ( U (,,)) =  U t " - 1) +  J g C U '" -1)) ,  (6 .3 .5 )
z z
where k is the time-step size and U ^ , i =  n, n — 1 , is the approximation to 
where U =  ik. If we take as an initial guess we can solve (6.3.5)
using a Newton iteration, i.e. we solve the system




for U^n,s+1\  where is the function
F 00 =  u(n,5) _  ^ Q (U (n’s)) -  U (n_1) -  - G ( U (n_1)),
2 2
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and J ^  is the Jacobian of given by
= I  + |  [4 D* + aD \ + |jV « ]
where I  is the identity matrix and N  is the matrix given by
where £/fn,s  ^ are the components of TJ(n,s). All the matrices given above are r  x r,
where r is the number of internal grid points, so it will either take the value N  — 1  
or 2N  — 1 depending on which grid we are solving (6.3.5) on.
Algorithm 2 below gives an approximation to the solution on the coarse grid 
and improves this approximation by considering fine grid interactions.
A lg o rith m  2 (Wallace & Sloan [94])
1 . Find XJN by solving (6.3.5) by a Newton iteration with r — N  — 1  and set
2. Approximate G (U 2Ar) on the coarse grid by G (U e) and use the discrete 
sine transform to obtain
so that interpolation (which in this case is a sine series) can be used to
grid, say TG (yj), j  = 1 , 3 , . . . ,  2N  — 1 , where X  stands for the interpolation 
operator, i.e.,
U e := U *.
a N =  S N G (U e),
obtain an approximation to G (U 2JV) at the intermediate points of the fine
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where ai is the Ith component of aN.
3. Fix U e and use a Newton iteration to solve
g (u 2W) U  =  z g , (6.3.7)
for U°. Z G  is the vector of values TG(yj) for j  =  1, 3 , . . . ,  2 N  — 1  and 
G (U 2n)|0dd corresponds to Gi(U 2N), for i =  1 , 3 , . . . ,  2N  -  1 , which is con­
sidered to be a function of U° with fixed U e. Thus this solution process 
involves solving N  nonlinear equations.
4. Fix U° and update U e by solving (6.3.5) for U e, this time using the PS 
derivatives on the complete fine grid. Here we are solving for N  — 1  un­
knowns contained in the vector U e from the nonlinear equations which con­
stitute the even rows of (6.3.5) for a fine grid discretization. This means that 
the Newton iteration, although related to solving (6.3.5) with r =  2 N  — 1, 
only involves the solution of N  — 1  equations.
5. Compute the difference between the left hand side of (6.3.5), evaluated using 
the updated value of U e from step 4, and the right hand side of (6.3.5), 
evaluated using the U e value from the previous time step. If the difference 
is within a specified tolerance then go on to the next time step, otherwise 
return to step 2  with the updated U e value.
In step 3 since G is considered to be a function of U° with U e fixed, the solution 
of the N  equations in (6.3.7) for U°, could therefore be written as
This interaction between the fine and coarse grids can be seen to be an analo­
gous representation of the interaction of high and low eigenfunctions in the NLG 
methods.
U° =  $ (U e). (6.3.8)
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6.3.3 Numerical results
We now reproduce some of the numerical results from Wallace and Sloan [9 4 ]. 
We therefore examine how well the NLG algorithm outlined above computes the 
qualitative behaviour of the K-S equation using AUTO 97. Efficiency test were 
carried for the algorithm in [94] and we will discuss the implications of these 
later.
Our previous studies of the dynamics of the K-S equation showed that for rea­
sonably low parameter values the dimension of the attractor is also low. Therefore 
in order to demonstrate how well the dynamics are captured by the NLG algo­
rithm we have computed bifurcation diagrams for parameter values 0  < a < 80. 
We begin by considering the steady states for these particular values. The main 
qualitative behaviour can be captured using the standard PS discretization with 
N  =  12 (or 11 nodal points). There is little difference in the numerical results 
if N  is increased above this value. However we shall see that using the NLG 
algorithm, the value of N  can be decreased below 1 2  to obtain similar behaviour. 
Figure 6-27 shows the bifurcation diagram for the K-S equation using the PS 
discretization with N  =  1 2 . This diagram shows the solution component t/4, 
which represents the approximation of the solution at x  =  7r / 3 , plotted against 
the bifurcation parameter. We used f/ 4 so that comparisons could be made with 
the algorithm for different values of N.
Figure 6-28 shows the bifurcation diagram computed by the algorithm with 
N  = 6  (5 coarse grid points). For parameter values 0  < a  < 50 the diagrams 
are essentially the same. However beyond these values we notice a marked differ­
ence. Namely some of the steady state branches are missing and some bifurcation 
points and 'branches differ quantitatively. Although this demonstrates that for 
small values of N  the algorithm has problems capturing the dynamics of the 
K-S equation, it performs well compared to the standard PS discretization with 
N  = 6.
It was found that for N  =  9 the algorithm produces an almost identical 
bifurcation diagram as the standard PS discretization with N  =  12, see Figure
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Figure 6-27: Bifurcation diagram for the K-S equation for 0 < a  < 80 using the 
PS method with N  =  1 2 .
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Figure 6-28: Bifurcation diagram for the K-S equation for 0 < a < 80 using 
Algorithm 2  with N  =  6 .
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6-29. The only essential differences is there appears to be a missing bifurcation 
point at a  =  64.275, however it may be possible to resolve this by changing the 
parameter values of AUTO 97 (i.e. setting smaller tolerances or increasing the 
number of subintervals for the spline collocation).
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a
Figure 6-29: Bifurcation diagram for the K-S equation for 0  < a <  80 using 
Algorithm 2  with N  =  9.
We next considered how well the algorithm captured the periodic behaviour 
of the K-S equation, which we observed in Section 6 .1 . Figure 6-30 shows that 
the algorithm with N  =  9 captures the periodic solutions produced at the Hopf 
bifurcation at a =  30.345 as well as the oscillatory behaviour as these solutions 
become heteroclinic at a = 36.127. A picture of this heteroclinic orbit is given in 
Figure 6-31, where we have plotted the first solution component against the eighth 
component. The standard PS discretization with N=9 was unable to detect this 
orbit.
The numerical experiments carried out above and in the paper [94] show that 
Algorithm 2 is much more accurate than the standard PS method. It is also 
able to detect more of the dynamical behaviour of the K-S equation for lower 
discretization parameter values.
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Figure 6-30: Periodic solutions produced by the Hopf bifurcation at a  =  30.345, 
computed using Algorithm 2 with N  = 9.
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Figure 6-31: Heteroclinic orbit at a = 36.127, computed using Algorithm 2 with 
N  = 9.
The accuracy and efficiency tests carried out for the NLG algorithm in [94] 
showed that as the acceptable error diminishes the algorithm becomes increas­
ingly more expensive than the standard PS discretization. This is in line with the 
results of Garcia-Archilla and Frutos [31]. There is possibly a case for carrying 
out the time integration of (6.3.2) using a more efficient time integrator than 
the Crank-Nicolson method and possibly one which is stiffly stable, however this
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is unlikely to produce an algorithm which is as efficient as the postprocessed 
methods which we described in the last section. A method of postprocessing 
using spectral methods based on orthogonal polynomials is introduced in Frutos, 
Garcia-Archilla and Novo [29].
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Chapter 7 
Final Conclusions and Future 
Work
In this thesis we have carried out a detailed study of the numerical approxi­
mation of the asymptotic behaviour of the K-S equation using a semi-discrete 
pseudospectral approximation. We have improved upon an existing convergence 
result for this method applied to this particular equation and proved a conver­
gence result for a fully-discrete approximation using the Trapezoidal rule for the 
time integration. We have also shown that the solutions of our semi-discrete 
approximation are in a Gevrey class. To our knowledge this is the first time 
that such a result has been proved for the pseudospectral method. Using this 
result we have applied the approach of Lord and Stuart [61] to prove an upper 
semi-continuity result for the attractors of our semi-discrete approximation. This 
approach avoids the use of rough initial data estimates by exploiting the regular­
ity of the solutions of the continuous equation and its approximation. We have 
greatly reduced the assumptions of this approach to obtain our result and hence 
improved its applicability.
Also using the regularity of the solutions of the K-S equation and its pseu­
dospectral approximation we have managed to apply the recent approximation 
theory of inertial manifolds in Jones, Stuart and Titi [52] to our semi-discrete 
approximation. This has enabled us to prove that the invariant sets of the K-S
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equation persist under semi-discrete PS approximation. The essential improve­
ment of our work here is that we have shown that these sets converge to each 
other with a high order of accuracy.
In this thesis we have managed to prove some mathematical results for a 
practical numerical method applied to the K-S equation with periodic boundary 
conditions. Possible future work may be to apply our results to fully-discrete ap­
proximations methods, such as our Crank-Nicolson method given in Section 3.4. 
It may also be interesting to try and prove similar results for time discretization 
methods which are generally used for the time integration of nonlinear problems. 
Another possible area of study may be to apply our results to the K-S equation 
with more applicable boundary conditions. In order to do this it will be essential 
to prove the existence of an inertial manifold under these conditions. A problem 
may arise also in proving that the solutions are contained in a Gevrey class, there­
fore an alternative method may be required to prove regularity of solutions and 
their approximations. One may also consider applying our results to other dissi­
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